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YANKS ROMP OVER GIANTS,
3-IN FIRST CLASH FOR
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP
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New York, Oct. 5 (By the
Carl
Associated Press)
Mays, with one( of his
masterful exhibitions of box
work, pitched the Yankees
to a well earned victory over
the Giants in the first game
of the 1921 world's series
at the Polo Grounds today.
The blond American league
twirler of the underhand
delivery, held the National
leaguers runless, the final
score being New York Americans, 3; New York Na-

tionals, 0.

Mays Hud Good Support.
was not without some fine
fielding behind Mays, some pretty
work with the stick and clever running on the. bases that the Yankees
wore able to get the jump In the
York series ever play- first
'ed for world baseball honors. Babe
of
the long distance
Ruth, king
clouters, although he didn't mnke
any homo runs, was In there with
a timely hit and some Inspiring and
heady coaching on the linos. Mike
McNally, the Yankees' third baseman, rated as one. of their weakest
hitters, contributed a double which
blossomed Into a run. and Jumped
Jnto a niche In the world series hall
of fame by tearing off a neat steal
of home tn the fifth inning for the
second run of the game.
Determined lcfons.
The Yankee
victory was won
Giant deagainst a determined
the
fense,
sterling feature of which
was a well pitched game by Phil
Douglas, the National's spltball
star. Douglas had the B.ugging
Ruth at his mercy after the fourth
inning, striking the Babe out twice,
amid roars of approval from the
Giant rooters.
Douglas left the game in the
eighth inning when Karl Smith,
pinch hitter, went to bat for him
and filed out to Ruth. Barnes
pitched tho ninth Inning for the
Giants and waa clouted for two
hits.
In tho field Ruth played well,
getting four of the five outfield
In the third Inning he
jmtouts.
gave his admirers a heartpang
when ho caught Douglas' liigh fly
and let It bounce out of his hands.
He managed to recover the ball,
however, before it could fall to the
He was cheered every
ground.
time he came to the plate and
every time he caught ft fly.
I'rlscli Kan True to Form.
In the Giants' lineup Frank
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Frisch, their stellar third baseman,
ran true to his spectacular form,
getting fqur of the Nationals' five
hits, one of them a triple, and
brilliantly everything
handling
that came his way.
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DECLARESHEKN0WS
Jury of Your Peers in the
Courts of Justice of San
Francisco Will Acquit
You," He States.

"A

Man's Demise Was Due to
Some Other Factor,

Los

IS
COURT
BROUGHTJNTO

Drug Clerk Who Sold the Insect Exterminator to the
Defendant, Describes the

three-bagge-

REAR END COLLISION IN TUNNEL
Passenger Trains Crash at Paris; Seventeen
Coaches Are Burning; Five Bodies Have
Been Removed; 20 Seriously Injured and 53
Slightly Injured Also Taken Out.
IBT THK ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
Paris. Oct. 5. Many persons are and fifty-thrslightly injured also
oe
to
dead and burning in nave been removed.
pcncveri
the wreckage of a rear-pn- d
colliSeventeen coaches were burning
sion of two passenger trains in the
half mile tunnel leaning of the Bt and firemen, almost helpless, were
Lazare , railroad station,
from cutting a hole through the roof of
which five bodies had been recov the tunnel through the pavement
ered at 9 o'clock this evenlne. of Rue do Rome, hoping to create
upward draft in order to allow
Twenty seriously Injured persons an
tne smoke and gas to escape. Both
trains were filled with homeward
bound commuters and authorities
say that any one remaining in the
tunnel is almost certain to be dead.
The- colliston occurred when a
train for the suburbs',
i,
crashed into the rear end ot
FORECAST.
Colo.. Oct. 6. New a train for Versailles, which left
Denver,
Mexico: Thursday and Friday fair; four minutes earlier on the same
not much change in temperature. track, but which stopped inside the
Arizona:
Thursday and Friday tunnel to repair a broken coupling.
It is feared those traDDed in tho
fair except showers northwest portion; little change in temperature. burning wreckage may never be
Identified, as they would surely
be burned to a cinder in the in
liOCAT; REPORT.
tense heat, yet unreached by the
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday, firemen who were directing streams
of water from both
recorded by the university:
ends of the
81 tunnel.
Highest temperature
Lowest
45
Later it waa learned the fire
;
3G started by explosions
of small
Range
J
Mean
63 luminating gas tanks in the coaches
67 of the telescoped train. Hundreds
Humidity at 6 a. m.
M of the injured escaped by runnln?
Humidity at 6 p. m
., , None through the dark tunnel along the
Precipitation
Maximum wind velocity,
12 track to both ends. Troops were
Direction of wind
North called out Immediately to gurround
Character ot day
Clean tho scone of tho disaster.

WEATHER
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Transaction,
That

the Widal test for typhoid was reliable and that specimens of the
blood taken
from the body of
Here's the manager of the Yankees looking happy. Ho has the
Meyer thirty hours prior to his
death reacted positively to the test fir,st game tucked under his belt, but, naturally, I hat doesn't show in the
was drawn from Dr. J. F. Cough-liphotograph.
witness for tho state in the!
Muggins has a nice string of star performers who formerly wore
case of I.yda Mover .Southard the lied Sox uniform. Carl Mays and Wallic Sehang, his battery of
cnarged with the murder of her yesterday, both came from the Boston Americans, as did Bubo Ruth,

former husband, Kdward F. Mcver. whose single drove in tho first run of tho world's series, and Mike McDr. Coughlin occupied tho witness Nally, who stole home in regulation style for one of the Yanks' three
stand during the greater part of counters.
the day and told a lengthy story of
nis connection with the case from
the time he was first called until
the death of Meyer on September
UNSEAT A
Dr. C'oughlm had previ- GENERAL SAVES
(. 1VZV.
that in his opinion
ously stated
piomaine poisoning was responsible for Meyer's death but in ex

JUROR

FOR DISCUSSING

FRiipiEH HIGH

CASE

Shouts "Come Along Boys Witness Tells of a Midnight
for the Honor of Spam"
Search for the Grave of
and Rallies Troops on the
Father Heslin, Guided By
the Accused Man.
Verge of Fleeing.

Binglo.

Tho Yankees' three runs came In
(ho first, fifth and sixth innings.
Miller opened tho gamo with n
single to center and took second
on Pockinpaugh's sacrifice, Douglas to Kelly. Miller scored when
Ruth hit tho first ball pitched to
him to center field. It was a hot
drive and brought great cheering
from tho big crowd.
Tho Yankees got men as far as
second base in the second and
fourth innings. In the fifth McNally opened with tho only double
of the gr.ie, was advanced to third
on Bchang's sacrifice, Douglas to
Kelly, and stole home.
The third run came in the sixth.
A passed
Peckinpaugh
singled.
ball by Snyder allowed him to gain
second. After Ruth struck out
trying to put the ball out of the
lot, Bob Meusel hit to left center,
scoring Peckinpaugh. Meusel drew
up on third for what looked like a
r,
was
but
perfect
called out for not touching firs
base. After this inning only one
iankee reached first base.
(Hants Threatened Twice.
The Giants threatened the home.
Plato twice. .The best chance to
score came in the fourth Inning
with Frisch on third and only one
out. He had reached first on
single to right, stolo second and
took third on Young's sacrifice,
He was left there,
Mays to Plpp.
as Kelly struck out and Emll Meu
sel grounded out, Packinpaugh to
i"lpp.
The other chance came in the
(Continued on Page Two.)

(B.

Frank L Stephan of Twin Falls,
Idaho, prosecuting attorney representing the state in the Southard case.
planation

of tho

signing of tho

death certificate which attributed
death to typhoid declared he was
guided by the tests made by the
pathologist of the Twin falls coun
ty hospital, which tests showed
a positive
reaction
indicating
Meyer was suffering from typhoid.
Poisoning Caused Deuili.
In his own judgment, ho declared upon the witness stand,
death was due to the presence of
some factor other than tho germs

or typhoid,
ptomaine
probably
poisoning.
The hospital record of Edward
F. Meyer from the time of his admission as a patient until his death
on September 7 of last year formed
the basis of the testimony occupying the bufk of the morning session.
Meyer's temperature was at all
times
and he grew
steadily weaker until death ensued.
For the most part Mrs. Meyer had
free access to his room and spent
considerable time there, the record
showed, and on one occasion shu
slated that she "knew her husband
could not get better," according to
one of the witnesses.
Drug Clork Testifies.
The drug clerk who said ho had
sold the Insect
exterminator to
the defendant in August last year
testified that tho purchase was of
an unusual amount and that at the
time he said to the defendant:
"What in the world are you going
to do with It all?" to which the
defendant replied that It waa to go
to a ranch. Tho witness fixed the
date of tho purchase as upon Au
gust 13 or immediately after, last
year.
Resuming his testimony after the
noon recess, Dr. Coughlin said that
on the afternoon of September 6,
the day prior to Meyer's death, the
witness discussed with Meyer and
the defendant! the advisability of
dispensing with tho (services of the
special nurse heretofore in charge
of the case. That evening, he said,
Meyer was taken violently ill., all
the old symptoms reasserted themselves and the patient grew steadily worse until death ensued the
following day about half past S
6'clock.
Pathologist Called.
Dr, Hal Bleler. hospital patholo
was
called into consultation
gist,
by Dr. Coughlin to make blood
tests. Upon the result of these
tests, Dr. Coughlin
testified, he
based his finding as set orth in
the death certificate that the de
ceased came to his death through
typhoid fever.
The two post mortem examina
tions were described by the witness In minute detail. The witness
declared that he was dissatisfied
with Dr. Bieler's findings and with
his own diagnosis of the case and
for these reasons asked Mrs.
Meyer's permission to cxamino the
remains.
Asked upon crrws examination if
(Continued on Page Two.)
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Angeles, Calif., Oct, 5.
Frank
Domlnguez announced
tonight that he had withdrawn as
a member of counsel for Rosone
C. (Fatty) Arbucklo in his trial
in
on a charge of manslaughter
connection with the death of Miss
Virginia Rappe. Domlnguez, In a
letter to Arbuckle which he later
gave out for publication, declared
he could not spend the necessary
time In San Francisco to carrv on
Arbuckle's defense in the courts
there.
Miss Rappe, it Is charged, died
of Injuries received at a party Arbucklo gave in a suite of rooms at
the St. Francis hotel in San FranE.

3 isancron
insteady at HOSPITAL "RECORD

The AtmnclHtcd

Ir.)

"

Melilla, Sept. 30 (by the Associated Tress.) A timely act of
personal courago by Colonel
today saved a convoy on
tho way to Tiza, from what appeared to bo certain disaster.
Strong columns of troops were
tho convoy carrying
protecting
supplies and were showing signs of
imminent disruption under the Intense fire of the Moroccans from
trenches.
The fire was inflicting
heavy losses on the Spanish native troops, who were rushing
from one position to another to
the hail of bullets.
Tho columns supporting
them
wcro massed and tho men wore
suffering considerable losses because tho officers hesitated to disturb the alignment of the ranks.
Suddenly General Calvaleanti appeared on horseback amid the fire,
and sliouted toward a group of engineers in the front line:
"Come along boys for the honor
of Spain."
The general dashed forward, followed by his staff and the unit of
engineers, and succeeded in arriving at Tiza. Other troops then
took courage and returned the fire
of the Moroccans, driving them
off and saving tho day for the
o

PRELIMINARY HEARING
OF ALLEGED BANDIT
PUT OFF TILL FRIDAY
(By Tho Aasorlntcd FrMa.)

(By Th

Aiworiiifed

I'ivrs.)

y

DISCOVERED
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Virginia, he doubted if David Robb'
of Terre Haute, lnd., would receive
a fair trial in that state, Governor
Warren T. McCray of Indiana refused today to honor a requisition
from Governor Morgan.
While
Governor McCray was holding a
hearing on the requisition, the
convention of the United Mine
Workers adopted a resolution opposing return to Robb to West
Virginia, and declaring that his life
"would not be safe under conditerritory.
tions now prevailing" in tha. slate.
Robb, an "organizer for the Unit
rAMONT Vi .MEXICO CITY.
ed Mine Workers, was Indicted in
Mexico City, Oct. 6. Thomas Mingo county, West Virginia. In
W. Lamont, the New York finan
connection with disturbances there.
cier, and his party arrived hero to Ho was charged with conspiracy
to commit a felonious assault.
day.
inter-mounta- in

Withdraws From Defense.
"I am compelled to advise you that
because of my business affairs in
Los Angeles I am obliged to with
draw from the defense of your
ease." the letter said. "It will be
impossible for tne to spend the
necessary time in San Francisco
that would be required for a proper defense of your matter.
"In withdrawing from tho ease
I am pleased through sheer admiration of your conduct to say to you
that it has been a great pleasure
for ine to have met you. and to
have known your ttirt of gold.
"I know you are innocent of the
charges made against you and that
a jury of your peers In the courts
of justice of San Francisco will acquit you.
"Jusllrc Will Be Yours."
"Tho good people of that wonderful city will see that justice is
done. I am convinced from my
knowledge of you, and the evidence in tho case, that a groat triumph awaits you. The people of
San Francisco will give you justice
and fair play.
"God hi Just and justice will be
yours. Then you will bo restored
to tho hearts of tha people of our
country, to whom you have given
unbounded-joand pleasure.
"I am proud to bo your friend
and whenever I can be of service
I am yours to command."
The letter was signed "Your
sincere friend, Frank Domlnguez."

0

(By The Acilntcil Pre
WILL FIGHT PROPOSED
Indianapolis, lnd., Oct. 5. Dethat under the 'present
FREIGHTRATE BOOST claring
"disturbed conditions" in West

(Bt Th Anioclnted Pre...)
Nogales, Ariz., Oi.t. 5. Tho local
chamber of comiuerce today do- ciCjd to Join the chamlers of com
merce of .Jh mix, '.'ucson and
other points, in opposition to the
proposed transcontinental freight
rates wh. h the railroads I.ave proposed. Opponents bf the new rates
claim that they discriminate in
favor of poi: ts on the Pacific coast
against points in the

cisco.

Redwood City, Calif.. Oct. C. A
grisly story of a midnight search,
by the light of matches and in a
dense fog, for the grnvo of Father
Patrick E. Hexlin, was described
today by George Lynn, San Francisco newspaper man, in the trial
of William A. Ilightower here on
a charge ot murdering the priest.
Lynn's story came after unusual
IN
delays, including tho unseating of
ono juror because he had discussed tho case, and his replacement
by a woman, member of the second
LONELY RAVINE
of two special venires called to fill
out the depleted panel. This necessitated repetition of tho district at
torney s opening statement.
County, Arizona,
Lynn said Hichtower guided the Yavapai
Officials Believe He Killed
party directly and without Invitation to the grave and seemed fa
Himself; a Cheap Revolmiliar with the region thereabouts.
Much of his testimony, like that of
ver is Found Nearby.
Chief of Police O'Brien of San
Francisco, who followed him, re(By The Axsnrlnted rre.)
lated to statements attributed to
Present t, Ariz., Oct. 5 The body
Hlghtower.
of a mlddlo aged man on which
was found a switch key issued by
the Missouri, Kansas & Texas railASSISTANCE OF U. S.
road and a partly filled out appliNEEDED TO REBUILD
cation blank tor a demit issued by
a Masonic lodge in Columbia, Mo.,
EUROPE, IS REPORT wng discovered
in a lonely ravine
nine miles south of here by deer
The
Assorlntcd
(By
Vteti.)
hunters this afternoon. The key
6.
Armed and the blank were the only ident- Oct,
Washington.
conflicts now in progress and the itlcatlon marks on the body,
except
continued
threat of renewed the Initials "J. N. L." on a small
clashes presen the chief obstacle locket attached to a watch fob.
to business conditions returning to
The undertaker who took charge
normal throughout tho world. ac of the body said Indications were
cording to a report by the special that the man had been dead six
committee of the chamber of com weeks.
merce of the United States, returnA sma'l lawyer's brief case was
ing from an extended trip through found about twenty feet from the
Europe. Conviction was expressed body and in it were a number of
by the committee that the United small
belongings, supStates cannot retrain "from active posed topersonal
have been the property of
participation in tho settlement the dead man. Among the articles
of economic and financial diffi- in the case wero a cheap set of
culties confronting tho world."
draughtsman's instruments and a
"In every country visited," the scale
such as is Used by draughtsreport said, "the opinion was ex- men.
pressed that neither western nor
An
bill fold, a cheap recentral Europe can be restored to volver empty
with thrco discharged carta condition which promises hope ridges and a leather
covor for h
and progress for tho future with- check bonk issued by a bank in
out our assistance.
Denlson,1' Tex., also wero found in
"The world is operating on a tho vicinity of the body.
basis of half the pre-wto tho theory of Yavastandard,
the committee declared, estimating paiAccording
county officials, the man killed
that 300,000,000 persons have re- himself with tho revolver although
duced their consumption to 30 per they declaro that his absolute
lack
cent of normal. The present Ger- of money and the fact that tho
man government is trying to meet body was a milo from the road
reparation payments, tjje.3 report
that the wounds may not
said, but "the United States and have been
The ofthe allies should present ,a solid ficials are attempting to Becure the
front in demanding sho" make name of the owner ot the switch
good,"
key and also to secure the man's
namo from tho Columbia lodge.

Nogales, Ariz., Oct. 5. The pre
liminary hearing of Salvador Saz- ucta, alleged to have been one of
tho seven bandits who raided the
postoffice at Ruby, Arizona, and
killed Postmaster and Mrs. Frank
Pearson several weeks ago, Which
was set for today, was postponed
by Justice of tho Peaco M. Mar- steller until Friday at the request
of Countv Attorney A. II. De
Rlemer. Mr. De Riemcr said one
material witness for the prosecution was in Jail in Nogales, Sonora,
and that other important witnesses
were in Mexico, but that steps
were being made to have them ap
pear at Sazueta's hearing.
Joaquin Terrazas, Mexican con
sul here, in a letter sent to the
county attorney. Sheriff George
White and Justice Marsteller today, declared that it they would
furnish him with the names and
addresses of the witnesses In question, ho would make personal effort to make them immediately
available to the Amorican officials.
"The actual truth should be
learned and the guilty persons INDIANA GOVERNOR
promptly and adequately punished," said Mr. Terraza's letter. lie
REFUSES TO HONOR
added that his letter had the apW- - VA. REQUISITION
proval of attorney for Sazucta.
'

Mall, 85c a Month
Single (Joplt- 5e
-

OPPOSITION TO
TAXATION

PLAN

OF REPUBLICANS

Says U. S. Should Ratify the
GAINING GROUND
Versailles Treaty and Join
the League; Moses SupSays He Cannot Spend the
Tangle Over Tax Revision
ports Treaties.
Necessary lime in ban
Legislation Is Carried to
' (By The Annoclalcil Trcm.)
Francisco to Carry on DeHarding By Leaders in the
Washington, Oct. 5. The peace
treaties with Germany and Hun
fense of Movie Clown,
Senate and House,
gary were before the senate all of

Tests Showed Typhoid
berms, But He Believes

(Uv The Atnoelated TrsM.)
Twin Falls. Idaho, Oct. 6.

PEACE PACTS IN

hj Carrier or

CHIEF COUNSEL

Blood

except

BURNING IN WRECKAGE AFTER A

k

V

DOCTOR'S VIEW

instance to
team. Their
. however, was
Inability to h.
fatal, together w . the unexpected
dash shown by the Yankees on the
base paths, the latter literally on
this occasion beating the Giants at
what was supposed to be their own
game.
"Iinlc" tho Biff Attraction.
Undoubtedly from the standpoint of the more than 30.000 spectators in stands and bleachers the
appearance of Babo Ruth at the
plate was the big attraction of the
afternoon.
As has been said, he
went homerunless for the day, his
hit
only
being the first inning blow
a slashing' single to center that
sent Miller home with the first
Yankee run. Ruth on this occasion went out himself in a fast
doublo play. On his second trip
to tho plate ho received a base on
balls. In tho sixth and eighth innings he struck out.
"Bob" Meusel. the Yankees heavy
hitting rightfielder, another local
point of popular interest, did something toward living Ui to his rep-- j
utation as a long distance clouter
by finding Phil Douglas for a hit in
tho sixth inning which would have
been a triple but for a slip on the
part of the Yankee member of the
Meusel family a break which it
tho game had bocn closer might
have done his team an extremely
ill turn. "Bob's" hit scored Roger Peckinpaugh from second, but
unfortunately for tho batter he
failed to touch first in rounding
that bag and was declared out
whilst standing on third. Someone
on the Giant dugout had caught
tho omission on his part, and the
ball was called, for and thrown to
first, whereupon Umpire Moriarity
declared him out.
...
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FATTY IS INNOCENT
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MANY BELIEVED TO BE DEAD AND
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SHEPPARD FLAYS
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American League Twirler of
the Underhand Delivery
Holds McGraw's
Men
Runless in Opening Game.

Gets Four of National's Five
Hits; Ruth Poles a Timely
McNally Steals
Home From Third.

-

MEYER 'S

Reports
Shanghai, Oct. 6.
have been received in
Shanghai by mission and other
organizations from Fukien province tell that through tho summer months Fukien experienced
one of the worst cpldgmics of
bubonic plague in its history. A
yearly recurrence of tho y 'gue
is more
or less expe'
Fukien, but this year's e
has been more deadly tK
re
that have preceded
re- than SO per cent of
P
suited fatally.

Ell

ARBUCKLE 'S
I

BUBONIC PLAGUE IN
CHINA, IS
FUKIEN,
WORST IN HISTORY

Dally

Ot Course He Smiles!

0,

30,000

EDITION

Albuquerque, New Mexico, Thursday, October 6, 1921
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CITY

EARLY ARRIVALS SELL
THEIR PLACES IN LINE
(By Tb

Auoclnlrd Trent.)

'New York, Oct. 5. Resourceful
men from the ranks of the unemployed who found places far in
front of the lines ot world series

ticket seekers,
last night sold
these advantageous positions to
more fortimnte brethren
this
morning for to.
A police order had been issued
that such conduct would not bo
tolerated, but officers in charge nf
the blue coated squads wero
fcayed by the pleas of the Jobless),
many of whom, It was said, declared that upon this one chance
lay their opportunity, to appease
the hunger of wives ahd babes.

PIlKMIKlt

STOUY

DF.AD.

Sydney, N. S. W., Oct. B. John
Story, who In April, 1920, became
premier of New South Wales, died
loday. Ho was for many years a
labor leader in Australia.

today, with a speech nf six hours
by Senator Shrppard, democrat,
Tex., in opposition to ratification,
and an address, by Senator Moses,
of Xew Hampshire, a republican
in 'favor of tho
'irreconcilable,"
treaties.
discussed
Senator
Sheppnrd
proceedings of the league of nations, which he declared the United Stales should join, and Senator
Moses in favoring ratification de
clared the treaties were the "consummation of the struggle
of
to maintain the independence
the United States."
"It cutR us loose at once and I
hope forever," said Senator Moses.
"from that body of death known
as the league of nations."
He opposed American represen
tation on the allied reparations
commission, although, he said, it
was no secret that Secretary
Hughes favored such representation, lie ndded. however, that he
did not share the fears expressed
by Senator Borah, Id:iho. another
that
"irreconcilable,"
republican
the treaties would force tho United
States into the league.
"I can see no reason why any
irreconcilable should withhold his
assent to Its ratification," he said.
Senator Sheppnrd declared "the
naonly honorable course for thisVertion is to ratify the treaty of
sailles and join the league of nations." The league, he added, had
a'lready justified its existence.
"I cannot vote for any enactment," he said, "in which oneo
moro asserting our isolation from
tho league, we emphasize our desertion of humanity."

ALBERT S. DINGLEY,
REVENUE
INTERNAL
DEAD
DROPS
AGENT,
(By Tlie Associated Trem.)

Denver Colo., Oct. 5. Albert S.
Dingley, 4 9, internal revenue agent
comin charge of the district
posed of Colorado. Wyoming. New
ATnvinrt nnrl Arilnnn flronncd dead
at his home here today.
air. jmigiey, niinoiiKii siikuu.
Ill fnr the last few days, did not
consider his illness serious and
had been at his office every day.
He arose early this morning and
was preparing to eat breakfaRt
when he was seized with s hemorrhage of the lungs and died almost
immediately afterward.
Mr. Dingley came to Denver In
1S56 from Lewiston, Me., and a
year later became connected with
the Internal revenue department as
a deputy collector under Frank
Howbert. Throe years ago lnngiey
was appointed revenue agent.
Dingley was a son of former
United Stales Representative Dingley of Maine, who was author of
the Dingley tariff bill. Dingley was
a Harvard graduate and formerly
connected with the Lewiston, Me.,
Journal. Ho is survived by his
widow and two daughters.
'

OTIS IS DEFEATED BY
LAYTON AT BILLIARDS
The ANnorlntrd FrM.)
(By
l
Titn.
wi-iII i
i4. K(. nimmhlnn
I ILLNl'Ul K l.
viiiiiui'miii

John Taytont with nn unfinished

Otis of Now York, 50 to 13, in
the national mroe cnsnion niiinuu
inMhniiMiniii
niiu' niKf run tt'n?
two. In the rontrst between Alfred
de Oro anil nugn neiii, tne iiinan
sn . 4.V
(17 innl
Both
had a run of four.
r . D. Denton, Kansas i uy, won
from Charles McCourt, Pittsburgh,
Denton's
50 to 37, in GO innings.
s rour.
six; Meuoun
high run was
ft., v X'q... York
lint.. T
City was defeated in the second
contest ny unaries west,
tn 7". (nnlnffs.
1Q
K....l. r.n
High runs for both wre five.

PENDING MEASURE IS
ATTACKED BY ENEMIES

Democrats Submit a Minority Report; Bill Does Not
Fulfill Promise of the G,
0, P, They Assert.
(By The Amoolatrd Trnt.)
Washington, Oct. 5. The angle
in congress over tax revision legis-

lation was given the attention of
the administration today at a succession of conferences
between
President Harding and senate and
house leaders. What position the
president may tako regarding substitution of a sales tax for the miscellaneous excises in tha pending
bill was not disclosed, those who
saw Mr. Harding declaring he was
keeping an open mind on the subject for tho present.
Meantime groups in the senate
went forward with conferences on
tho whole subject and opponents
of the pending measure continued
their assaults on it. The democrats
on the finance commiiteo put in
their minority report which declared tho bill "neither fulfilling
the promise nf tho republicans for
a simplification ot tax law and
procedure, nor satisfies the demand of the democratic party for
a complete survey of existing taxes and their modification and simSenator La Follette,
plification."
of Wisconsin, a republican mem-Iof the finance committee, also
filed a minority view, declaring he
was In general accord with the
vr

defrVrntlc

report insofar as it

the "proposals of tho
majority to reduce the super taxes
upon large individual incomes, to
repeal the excess profits tax and
tho capital stock tax, to retain the
transportation taxes and to greatly
aggravate tho existing disparity
between corporation and individual
and partnership taxes." He added,
however, that he felt the recommendations of the minority would
"do littlo more than palliate some
of tho monstrous Iniquities of thi)
bill, without curing any of its fundamental evils."
Minority Report.
"There Is nothing to bo gained
by the forced and inconsiderate
enactment of the present bill," said
tho minority report. "The bill affords no relief to the country.
There will be no reduction effective this calendar nine month
after the advent to full power of
tho party which promise immediate relief from oppressive war taxes. Practically every
change in
the rates or repeal of present taxes is postponed until January 1,
mado
1922, and the reductions
after January 1, 192, are to be
through promised
accomplished
cuts in expenditures that may not
with
materialize,
contingent borrowings in that even as well as
certain borrowings to pay the
$178,000,000 estimated to meetsav-Ing- s
stamps and I'ittman act redemptions and expenditures.
"The purpose of tho republican
majority seems to have been centered upon tho exemption of milfrom the higher sur
lionaires
taxes and the exemption of corporate interests and monopolies
from the payment of proper taxes
upon inordinate profits. In pursuit of this purpose the committee
has divided the tnco I e taxpayers
of the country into two classes:
Those who have incomes greater
criticized

than

$66,000

a year; and

those

who have incomes less than $66.-00- 0
a year.
Millionaires Favored.
"There uro 11,077 millionaires in
the first class and 5.321,683 perThe
sons In tho second class.
committee for solicitation for wealth
millionhas accorded these 11,077
aires very substantial relief by .the
repeal of the higher brackets of
UFmsCOl'NT RATF. CVT.
Ihe surtaxes while the 5,321,683
Minneapolis. Oct. u. Announcetaxpayers have been givment was made today by the ninth ordinary
en
no substantial relief."
federal reserve bask that it had
Tho democrats gave notice they
reduced its rediscount rate from would
amendments to the bill
6. 2
ner cent to 6 per cent on largely offer
increasing the sur tax rates
com
and
livestock
agricultural,
on incomes up and above 600,000:
mercial paper. This makes tne
the corporation . capital
per cent rate effective on all class restoring
(Continued on Page Two.)
es of "eligible paper."

PROFITEERING BANKS ARE BEING
WATCHED BY GOVERNMENT, IS
WARNING GIVEN BY COMPTROLLER
Na- and
Worst Financial Stringency Is Over
mm
vw
tural Recuperative Forces Are Working tor
Recovery, Economic Policy Commission Reports to Bankers' Convention.
m

(BY THE ASSOC
I.os Angeles, Calif., Oct. 0.
Money was tho root of all questions
here today In the second session of
associa
the American
Bankers'
tion's
annual conwith a
vention.
One question
promise of making itself one of the
was
of
convention
tho
big themes
revealed in alignment of forces for
and against extension
through
branch
banks, especially by national banks, as suggested in a proposed law reported fostered by
national banks.
The seriousness of the question
of
was indicated by declarations
Oscar W. Schaeffer
of Girard,
Kans., that an "octopus" menaces
state banks. Branding extension
through branch banks as a foreboding of ruin, Schaeffer asked the
state banking division:
"Are you going to let the octopus
get Its tenacles around you on the
forty-sevent- h

state banks?"

An extended
discussion closed
with the adoption of a motion
placing the division on record as
opposed to branch
"absolutely

IATKI) PHESS.)
banking," with the understanding
that tho question would be taken
before the general session tomorrow.
of the Currency
Comptroller
Crlsslnger today told the bankers
thnt profiteering banks must beware, for the government Is watching them and will not hesitate to
charter new national banks within
their territory Mid protests will be
useless.
From the financial standpoint,
the Important feature today of the
general session of the convention
was the report of the economic
It recorded
policy commission.
that the worst financial stringency
was over and natural recuperativ
forces were working for recovery.
Tomorrow the bankers will elect
new officers and Thomas B.
of Klchmond, Va.. will be
selected prw.ident and John H.
Puelicher of Milwaukee, first vice
president, in the regular course 9l
election
to office,
progressive
Walter W. Head of Omaha, Neb.,
Is n candidate for th post of second vice president.
s
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NEW YORK HAS 'TORT OF MISSING MOTOR CARS'
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President Sums Up the Work Liver's Black Filly Repeats
Her Great Performance of
.. of the Second Assemoiy;
r Dwells
Last Season; Is Piloted By
Importance
Upon
Murphy.
of the World Court.
5

' ' (By The Asorlntrd PreM.)
,v'fccneva, Oct. B, (By the As!Bociated Press) The second asnations
of
sembly of the league
hdlourned tonight after
Spain
Brazil, Belgium, China and
members
ITie four
of the council.
President Van Karnebeek sum- ming up the work of tne session,
had expected
ftld there who
that
Ifrom the league miracles suds'would transform the world
denly Into a paradise would be
i'dUappolnted,' but the pessimists
who had predicted dissolution of
th,e- league would be confounded
the work
'by the resultHoof dwelt
upon the
("importance of the international
eourt of Justice and the various
technical organizations set up by
lhe assembly as real progress
the kind of internationalism
Itlie league was organized to bring
"about.
- ,upimon or a majorn. 01 me
'delegates regarding the work of
the league are divided, but the
results apparently give general
The assembly has
satisfaction.
'tfdne less that ardent league members thought it ought to do, but
"more than conservative delegates
believed it could do. The lnter-,- mediate results are regarded as a
satisfactory compromise by both
'

rd

emips'The attitude of the delegates toward the Washington conference
on the limitation of armaments
MBXlea according to the situation
of the different countries.
The
small states say it is for the largo
nations to make a beginning in this
tliectlon; hence Washington is the
pbper place for such a beginning,
since there all the greatest armed
nMiotis Will be gathered together,
.there is al-- o a considerable
but most of the delegates
ikw hopeful. The delegates of the
-

skep-"tcls-

d
riwtions more or less directly
in the results of trie conare reticent.
ference
"
In some delegations the Jdoa preas an outcome of the
that
vails
.Washington conference some International organization
may be
fMkmeC, which would he i .art from
'jthM league of the nations as at
'Wesent constituted.
Some
is expressed over the posof s:ch a rival organization.
sibility
The iJestion o" registration of
Jitres-tieas provided for 'by article
! --Will of the covenant,
which It
Hi proposed to amend, has been
(postponed until the .xt assembly.
inter-spstd-

appre-Khensi-

1

s

'

'one-eigh-

jj

.OPPOSITION TO TAX- -'
ATI0IM PLAN OF REPUB-- ;
UCANS GAINING GROUND
1

(

(Continued from Page

On.)

'stock tax; reducing the normal tax
below $16,000; limiting
allowed to heads
th; exemptions
0
I of families
to incomes below
and repealing the tax on
'
freight, passenger and Pullman
s

$20,-00-

transportation.

i.

Those signing the minority report wore Senators Simmons,
'(North Carolina; Williams, Missls- 'nlp'ni; Jones, New Mexico; Gerry.
Rhode Island. Reed. Missouri, and
Walsh, Massachusetts.
'
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CITY COUNCIL
AWARDS CONTRACT FOR
SEWER CONSTRUCTION

YUMA

$15,-an-

laiikoos.

Miller, cf
Peckinpaugh,
"utn, ir
Meusel, rf

(Br The Auoclated Prm.)
Tuma, Arlr., Oct. 6. The city
council has awarded a contract for
the construction of sewer district
No. 3 to a Los Angeles bidder. The
successful bid was $119, 318. so.
The council a year ago decided
to let a contract for the same work
to a Phoenix contractor but a law
suit was Instituted and the contract
never was signed.

PIPP.

lb

Mays,

Totals

Ca3

AB. K. H. PO. A. E.

ss

4
3
a
4
2
3

1
1
n

1
1

0

0
1
0 17
1
S
2 0
1
0

0

0
.....
... 4.1
..... 32 o0
,

Ward, 2b
McNally, Jb
Schang, c

s,

.

by Barnes.
The only Giant to fan was
Kelly, who cut the air with a
man on third.
An odd Incident of the game
was that not a Giant outfielder
t.
made a
Gate Receipts, $103,065.
With an attendance of 30,203.
tho the official announcement
gave the gate receipts as $103,
boo, a new record.
Of this the
players' fund, gets 52,022.16:, the
two ciuns a total of S35.348.in
and the national commission
d
the advisory board of base- Dau wnlch
succeeded the na
tional
commission
$15,594.75.
The only other case of the
gate receipts at a world series
game runlnng over $100,000 was
the sixth game of the Cincinnati-Chicag- o
series in 1919, when the
receipts were 101,768.
borne 400 and odd newsnannr
men gathered to renort the. eerie
said to be the largest numher
ever assembled for this purpose.
xne great
came from
the eastern majority
section New York,
New Jersy, Pennsylvania.
Con.
nectlcut and Massachusetts being
the most heavily represented,
put-ou-

it

Nor-;Sa-

,

East river at the foot of Tiffany
street in the Bronx. The photo
shows police and aides lifting
autos from the river at that point.

-

same as those which had previously characterized the case, the
witness replied, "I would say that
the same positive factor was back
He
each set of symptoms."
that Meyer
added that he believed
.....a m,, at ,? ii , i tr a j nrhnn hA RAW
him the first time on the morning
of Beptemoer t.
Kiwwfittnr flrlni? Tiimchps.
For the first time since the
opening of the trial spectators
brought sandwiches with them and
Mrs.
ate their lunch In their seats. eounQ,Vtn flat 4net hnplf nf her
ma
,UVl ham faaa hfllf tUmM frOm
the audience and her Jiand held
for the most part ai me siue ui
head. She is the central point of
Interest and does not share her
position even with the witnesses.
The expression of her face rarely
changes.

--

"'

rier.

East

bottoms in and near that metropolis for thousands of cars
which have disappeared. One of
these "caches" was located in the

The finding some time ago of
of stolen
several graveyards
autoa in the west caused New
York police to search the river

s

e

1

touring: car (on the dock) and a taxi (being hoisted from the water) found in the stolen car graveyard in

batter and ending tho game. The
-YANKS ROMP OVER
only other double of of the
GIANTS, 3 TOO. IN FIRST game was made by the Giants in
the first inning. There was one
CHAMPIONSHIP CLASH out
when Bob Meucel forced Ruth
at second, Frisch to Rawlings,
(Continued from Page One.)
and was himself thrown out at
first.
sixth Inning on Frlsch's triple after
Yankees Oiitsprlni Giants.
two were one. Young, however,
;n base running the Yankees
was not equal to the occasion, go- outsprintcd tho Giants two to
MEYER'S DEATH
M Nally's two steals could
ing out, Peckinpaugh to Pipp. The ono.
Giants had men left on second in not bo matched by the Giants,
RESULTED FROM POISON, the first and second innings.
whose only pilfered base was
earned by Frisch.
Pipp, of the
Many Empty Seats.
VIEW
DOCTOR'S
One of the surprising things Yankees, tried to go to second
about the game was tho fact that but was thrown out, Suyder to
(Continued from Page One.)
Four sacrifices were
while the Polo grounds will ac- Rawlings.
commodate
39,000 persons made in the game. Two of them,
he had ever administered a poison- tho official nearly
attendance figures by Peckinpaugh -- and Schang.
ous drujj sometimes used in insect- showed but 30,203
persons pres- figured in two of the Yankees'
icides to the patient, be declared ent. The upper grandstands
Others to sacrifice
to thre- - runs.
that ho had not. The symptoms In which admission could only be ob- were Pipp and Young.
case
were
with
the
compatible
Douglas gave four base on balls.
tained by purchase of tickets nt
ptomaine
poisoning, the witness the gates after they were opened, The men who received the passes
stated, but not compatible with showed large ptrctches of empty were Ward, Ruth, Pipp and
typhoid. The same symptoms, how- seats at the extremes of the stand. Schang. His passes did not figure
ever, could he produced by any This was easily accounted for, in the scoring-MayWas Stcnfly.
chemical or metallic
poison, he however, when it beame known
said.
Mays was very steady. He gave
that the police orders to keep
Asked If the patient's symptoms
holders from the vicinity of no passes, but hit one man, Rawlings, the ball striking tho Giants'
following his final collapse on the the field after 1 p. m., had been second
baseman on the leg.
day prior to his death were the strictly enforced, with the result
An analysis of the pitching
that thousands of late comers, shows
that Mays In nine innings
who might readily have been
86 times, an average
of
were kept beyond pitched
9
2
an inning. Twertty-eigreach of the box office.
were
18
were
of
these
balKs,
Temper of the Crowd.
and 9 foul strikes. Twenty
As for the temper of the crowd, strikes
resulted
infield
outs and five
in
desome
It was remarked that
In outfield flies. '
five x hits
gree of the enthusiasm witnessed of the Giants ai.d a The
hit batter acat most world series seamed lack- count for the remainder.
ing.
Douglas sent the ball to the
The game lacked really tense
times in the eight inIt was close through- plate 103
situations.
ho worked, almost thirteen
nings
out, but the Yankees, as tho to the
times
inning, thirty-nin- e
score shows, took an early lead
balls, putting over thirty-fiv- e
and not only were they never pitching
and
strikes
foul
six
strikes
and
headed, but never was there a being touched for tnree fouls
chance on the part of the Giant which did not count
as strikes.
rooters to cheer a possible tied Fifteen infield
outs,
and the
score or a successful rally. The
flvo
Yankees'
make
hits
up
Yankee rooters made plenty of
remainder.
The Yankees'
noise when the game was ended tho
two
were
hits
made
spectacularly by a flashing double other
who pitched 22 times
play with Peckinpaugh and Ward offtenBarnes, seven
one
foul
balls,
strikes,
as the leading figures.
The Giant fans had held hope strike, and two infield outs.
Six.
Douglas Fans
of a score up to this point, for
Although Douglas was credited
Frisch got a clear Blnglo to start with
he struck out
th. inning and visions c" a rally six a lost game,
tP Mays' one.
Ruth fell a
were indulged In. Frlsch, how
In
victim
his
twice
last two trips
ever, was forced, by Young 'and to
On
the
one
plate.
s
then Kclly hit to ppekinpaugh occasions there was a of these
man on
was tossed by him to Ward forcWard,
ing Young, Ward then wheeling second. andPeckinpaugh,
whiffed
once
Schang,
Mays
and throwing to first, getting the each.
Schang also was struck out

syrup which
have found' to be
;tae most dependable means of breacheap
king up stubborn coughs, it is .in
isind simple, but verv prompt
Under its healing, soothing in- i jiuenoe, chest soreness goes, phlegm
Uoosens, breathing becomes easier,
J Stickling in throat stops and you get
TUCUMCARI BOY OF 6
The
.
good night's restful sleep.
IS NEAR DEATH FROM
"usual throat and chest colds are
lens,
by it in 24 hours orhoarse-"JiesCONCUSSION OF BRAIN
Nothing better for bronchitis,bronchial
croup, throat tirklc,
ieneiL oiimtoh t uohnini jouhnaiI
ifetthma or winter coughs.
ii To make this splendid cough syrup,
Tucumcarl, N. M., Oct. B. Lloyd
of
a
ounces
into
Pinex
pint
Tomlinson, ago 6 years, son of
ipour
liottlc2'jand fill the bottle with plain Rev. L. G. Tomlinson, pastor of
snake
and
Granulated sugar syrup
the Christian church here, is near
thoroughly. If you prefer ube clari- - death from concussion of the brain
'fitd molasses, honey, or corn syrup, caused from Injuries received
.! instead of sugar syrup. Kitlier way, when he
attempted to step from
a full pint a family supply the running
koiof get
board of a moving
much better cough syrup than automobile
f
at noon today, while on
' (you could- - buy ready-madfor three the
fromBchool.
home
way
limes the money. Keeps perfectly
'and children love its pleasant taste,
RfSPKNDS BUSINESS.
'i Pinex is a special and highly
y
Minneapolis, Minn., Oct. B.
compound of genuine
The
It. Poehler company of Minpine extract, known the world
"over for its prompt healing effect neapolis, the oldest grain commission house In the northwest, sus'tipon the membranes.
J, To avoid disappointment a(k your pended business today temporarily
ounces
of
Pinex"
."iiJi
for
idraggist
pending a reorganization.
and don't accept
Jjritn full directions,
Three-fourtto give
f a husband's
'anything else. Guaranteed
eatisfaetif ' or money income is a fair share for the wife,
Absolute
to
the
according
ruling of one New
york inaglatiatc,
f C Wayae, lnd,
Here is a home-mad"millions of people

,

Scott-Roy-

(Br The Associated Fietn.)
Oct. 6. ToUiinK
Washington,
almost $63,000,000,000, the Value
sot the products of theJiatlon's
Industries in 1930
Jlmanufacturing
talAKA thrna
lmam am errant- am tV.,
'"were In 1910 and five and a half
tjtlmes what they were in 1900. ac
(cording to the census bureau's an.
j aiouncement of results of last year's
iifmanufacturera census.
Ther'ff was an average of 9,103;-- i
s20
wage earners employed last
In the 289,768 manufacturing
jiyear
establishments
of the
country,
totaled $44.-- "
JwHose capitalization
67$, 911, 000 and whoso products
;,;watre valued at $62,910,202,000,
';J
states manufactured
Thirteen
products with a total value of more
?
than $1,000,000,000. New York
' leads all
states with more than
'
of the country's total,
her 'manufactures being valued at
and wags earners
;$875.007,000,
numbering 1,229,900.
;'. California, which hold eleventh
plaice ten years ago, has moved up
to eighth place, passing Missouri,
-Indiana and Wisconsin with manufacturing products valued at $1.-- i'
wage
s8l,410,000 and 243,800
'(earners.
rank William P. Guthrie of Twin Fan,
Texas
fourteenth
si
occupied
107,700
and
;Vlth $999,996,000
Idaho, leading counsel for Mra.
rrwage earners.
Southard.
jj

A

The Giants threw the ball to first
to Kelly who touched first base
and Meusel was declared out, the
claim being that he did not touch
first. Pipp up. Strike one. Foul,
strike two. Ball one. Ball two.
Ball threes Pipp walked.
Ward
up. Strike one. Ball one. Douglas tried to catch Pipp off first,
ing, Snyder to Rawlings.
One run, one hit, no errors.
Giunts Burns up. Strike one.
Ball one.' Maya took Burns' hopper and threw him out. Bancroft
up.. Strike one. Ball one. Strike
two, Ball two. Ball three. Bancroft went out on a grounder to
Pipp, unassisted. Pipp slid Into the
bag to make the play. Frisch up.
Frisch got a three-bagginto
left, his thirc hit.
Young up.
out
Peckinpaugh threw
Young at
first, making a neat stop and a
long throw from back on the
grass.
No runs, ono hit, no errors.
SEVENTH INNING.
Yankees Ward up. Ball one. Ball
two. Strike one. Strike two. Ward
fanned, a victim of Douglas' spit
ball. McNally up. Rawlings threw
put McNally at first. Schang up.
Ball one. Ball two. Ball three.
Fcul, strike two. Schang strolled
on four balls. Mays up. Strike
one. Schang was hit by a batted
ball and was declared out. ' Mays
gets credit for a hit.
No runs, one hit, no errors.
Giants Kelly up. Kelly foiled
out to Ward, who took the ball
back of first. Meusel up.
Foul,
strike one. Ward threw out Mouse!. Rawlings
Strike one.
up.
Rawlings got a short hit to. right.
Snyder up. Strike one.
Snyder
forced Rawlings, Peckinpaugh to
Ward.
No runs, one hit, no errors.
EIGHTH INNING.
Yankees Miller p. Foul, strike
one. Miller popped out to Bancroft
up. Strike
Peckinpaugh
one. Strike two. Ball one. Rawlings tossed out Peckinpaugh at
first. Ruth up.
Strike one.
Strike two. Ball one. Ruth struck
out for the second time and Douglas was, given a big hand.
No runs, no hits, no errors.
Giants Smith batted for Douglas. Smith up. Ball one. Bail
two. Strike one. Smith filed out
to Ruth. Burns up. Peckinpaugh
threw out Burns at first. Bancroft
up. Foul, strike one. Ball one.
Foul, strike two. Ball two. Bancroft sent a high fly to Ruth.
No runs, no lilts, no errors.
NINTH INNING.
Yankees Barnes went Into the
box for the Giants,
Meusel up.
Strike one. Strike two. Ball one.
Meusel popped to Rawlings. Pipp
up. Ball one. Kelly took Pipp s
grounder and touched first Ward
up. Strike one. Ball one. Ball
two. Strike two. Ward pushed a
single into right field. McNally
up. Ball one. Ball two. Foul,
strike one. The Yankees were
trying the hit and run play. Ball
three. On the hit and run pla
McNally singled Into left. Ward
going to third. Schang up. Ball
one. Ball two. Ball three. Strike
one. Strike two. McNally stole
second. Schang fanned.
No runs, two hits, no errors.
Giants Frisch up. Ball one.
Frisch singled into right, his fourth
hit. Young up. Ball one. Young
forced Frisch, Ward to Peckin
paugh. Kelly up. Ball one. Foul,
strike one. Kelly hit Into a double
to Ward to
play, Peckinpaugh
Pipp.
No runs, one hit, no errors.

"It's easy" if you are strong.

Burns, If .7,
Bancroft, ss
Frisch, 3b ..
Youifg, rf ..
Kelly, lb ..
E. Meusel, If
Rawlings, 2b
Snyder, o . ,
Douglas, p ,
xxumith
Barnes, p

28

3

0

1

14

o
9
o
0
n
5
0

n
o
n
0
n
0
0

3

0

Is

"o

10 ,10
7 27

Giants
AB. R, H. PO. A. E.
4
4
4
3
4
3
2
8
2
1

0

so 0 5x26 18 0
Totals
Carl Mays Is the only "sdb
x Schang out, hit by batted
marine" huiler In baseball. He nan.
literally stands on his head when
xx Batted
In
for Douglas
Born In
he delivers the ball.
Louisville, Ky., in 1SS1. Traded to elgMh.
By Innings:
Yanks irom lied Sox, July SO,
1819.

Miss Keratin Hesselgren, a so
ciologist of international reputation. Is the first woman to win a
seat in the upper house of the
Swedish parliament, having been
Some
elected tor Gothenburg.
years ago Miss Hesselgren visited
America to make a first-han- d
study of social conditions and
problems on this side of the At
lantic.

100 011 0003
Yankee
Giants
...000 000 000 0
e
hit Mo- Summary:
Three-bas- e
hit Frisch
Nauy.
Stolon
barns Frisch.
McNally
(3). Sacrifice hits Peckinpaugh.
Double
Pipp, Young, Schang.
plays Frisch. Rawlings and Kol
ly; Peckinpaugh, Ward and Pipp.
Left on bases Yankees, 6; Giants,
5.
Off Douglas,
Bases on ball
4. Hits
Off Douglas, 6 In 8 In
nines; Barnes, 3 in 1 inning. Hit
Two-bas-

by pitcher By Mays (Rawlings).
Struck out By Mays, 1; Douglas.
ball Sny6; Barnes, 1. Passed
der. Umpires At plate, Rlgler;
first base, Morlarlty; second base,
Quigley; third base. Chill. Time,
1

;

38.

FIRST IXNIXG.
lanket'S .Miller up. Ball ona
The ball was returned to Mayor

Ball two. Strike one. Mtl-lgot a single into center,
up. Strike one. Ball one.
Peckinpaugh sacrificed, Douglas to
Kelly. Ruth up. Ho was given a
big hand. Miller scored on Ruth's
hot single to center. Ruth hit the
first ball pitched. Meusel up. Meusel hit into a double play, Frisch
to Rawlings to Kelly.
One run, two hits, no errors.
Giants Burns up. Peckinpaugh
threw Burns out at first and made
a neat play of it. Bancroft up.
Ball ono. Ward took Bancroft's
Strike two. Pipp went out steal-rolland threw him out at first.
Frisch up. Ball one. Frisch singled past Peckinpaugh. Young up.
Mays tried to catch Frisch off
first. Strike one. Mays threw out
Young at first.
No rmiB, ono hit, no errors.
SECOND INNING.
Yankees Pipp up.
Ball one.
Rawlings threw out Pipp at first.
Ward up. P.i 11 one. Ball two. Ball
three.
Ward walked on four
straight balls. McNally up. Ball
one. Frisch threw out McNally at
first, Ward
going to second,
Schang up. Strike one. Strike two.
Ball one. Schang struck out.
, No runs, no lilts, no errors.
Giants Kelly up.
Kelly filed
to Ruth. Mouscl up.
Ball one.
Foul, strike one. Meusel filed out
to his brother in right field. Rawlings up. Strike one. Ball one.
Strike two. Rawlings was hit by
a pitched ball. Snyder up. Strike
one. Strike two. Ball one. Ball
two. Schang threw out Snyder at
first.
No runs, no lilts, no errors.
THIRD INNING.
Yankees Mays up. Strike one.
Rawlings took Mays' slow hopper
and threw him out. Miller up. Ball
one. Strike one. Ball two. Foul,
strike two. Foul. Bancroft threw
out Miller at the initial bag.
h
Strike
up. Strike one.
two.
one.
Ball
Peckinpaugh
struck out.
No runs, no hits, no errors.
Giants Douglas up. Strike one.
Ball one. Foul, strike two. Douglas lined out to Ruth, who let the
ball fly up In the air before he
caught It for the tut. Burns up.
Bull one. Ball two. Feckinpnugh
threw out Burns at first. Bancroft up. Strike one. Ward threw
out Bancroft.
No runs, no hit, no errors.
1'OIRTII INNING.
Yankees Ruth up. The outfielders backed out against the
fence. Ball one. Ball two, Strike
one. Strike two. Ball three. Ruth
walked. Meusel up. Foul, strike
one. Ball one. Mouscl filed out
to Frisch. Pipp up. Pipp sacrificed, Frisch to Kelly, Ruth moving on to second. Ward up. Bancroft threw out Ward at first Kelly, by a leaping catch, saved the
Giant Bhortstop a wild throw.
No runs, nn hits, no errors.
Giants Frisch up. Ball one,
Frisch singled into right field, his
second hit. Young up. Ball one.
Ball two. strike one. Frisch stole
second. Tt was a close decision and
the Yankees kicked. Young sacrificed. Mays to Pipp, Frisch going to third. Kelly up. The Yankees held a conference at the box.
The Yankee infield played back.
Foul, strike one. Ball one. The
Yankee Infield came In on tho
grass. Foul, strike two.
Kelly
struck out. Meusel tip. Ball one.
two.
Foul, strike one. Strike
Peckinpaugh threw out Meusel at
first.
No runs, one hlf, no errors.
FIFTH INNING.
Yanks McNally up. Strike one.
Strike two. Ball one. Foul. Ball
two. McNally got a long hit to
left field for two bases. Schang up,
Strike one, Snyder tried to gat Mc
Nally off second. Schang sacri
ficed, Douglas to Kelly, McNally
Strike
going to third. Mays up.
one. Strike two. Mays struck out.
Miller up. McNally stole home
Snyder touched him with the ball
after he had crossed the plate.
Ball one. Frisch robbed Miller of
a hit and threw him out.
Ono run, one hit, no errors.
PeckinGiants Rawlings up.
paugh tossed out Rawlings at first.
Snyder up. Ball one. Strike one.
Peckinpaugh also threw out Snyder. Douglas up. Ball one. Strike
one. Douglas grounded
out to
Pipp, unassisted.
no
No runs,
hits, no errors.'
SIXTH INNING.
Yanks Peckinpaugh up. Strike
Strike
one, Ball one. Ball two.
two. Foul. Bancroft took Peckln-paugh- 's
roller but his throw was
too late to get the runner and It
went for a hit. Ruth up, Foul,
strike one. Peckinpaugh went to
second on a passed ball. Ball two.
BallStrike two.
three. Ruth
Peckinstruck our-- Meusel up.
on
scored
Meuscl's
paugh
long hit
to left for thrco buses. Pipp up,
H.vlan.

or

feck-inpau-

er

You

can be strong and well you can
overcome all obstacles if you will
but listen to the advice of many of
your neighbors. If your existence
is made gloomy by the chronic
weaknesses, delicate derangements

er

non-tick- et

.VALUE OF PRODUCTS.
!
MANUFACTURED IN U.S.
i!
SHOWS A BIG INCREASE
"

(fir The Arwoelafed PreM.)
Lexington, Ky., Oct, 6. Rose
Scott, Henry Oliver's black filly by
a
Peter
McKInney, repented her great performance of
last year when she won the
division of the Kentucky futurity by taking the 1921
division in straight heats at the
second day's meeting of the Grand
circuit races here today. The
Pittsburgh filly was best all the
way. leading Nelson Dillon, A. B.
colt to
Coxo's bay
in the first heat,
the wire in 2:05
second.
in
the
and
2:03,,i'in
Driver Murphy piloted the winner and Sorrill, who yesterday
piloted Helen Dillon, a full sister
of Nelson Dillon, to victory In the
division, held the reins
over the second horse. The purse
for today's race was $14,000.
Jay Lee piloted by Curtis won
the third heat of the unfinished
2:15 trot the first two heats of
which were won on Tuesday by
Lightsome Watts. This event was
race under a new rule
a three-hca- t
whereby the winner of two successive heats Is taken out and the remaining horses contest for the remainder of the purse.
Main Direct, by Harry juirect-Mai- n
Sheet, easily won the 2:04
nace. a
heat event,
with Senator Wilks finishing second in both heats.
H. Fleming piloted Solka to victory in straight heats in the 2:06
three heat purse.
trot, a two-ln- The Cumberland, a 2:08 pace
stake event for $2,000, was not fin
ished, Walter K, piloted by Palm,
winning the first heat and Jimmy
takMcKerron, piloted by
ing the second. The stake, a
heat affair, will be finished tomorrow.

6, 1921.
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ge

and painful disorders that afflict
the sex, you will find relief from
your troubles in Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescriptoin. If you're overworked, nervous, or
you will find new life and strength.
It's a powerful, invigorating tonic
and nervine which was discovered
and used by an eminent physician
for many years. For young girls
Texas.
Houston,
just entering womanhood, for wo"When 1 had become
weak and men at all times; the "Favorite
all
nervous and was reel
will surely benefit.
Ing miserable all the Prescripiton"
time, I took Dr. Pierce'f
Favorite Prescription The "Prescription" contains no alIt was only necessar?
for me to take twe cohol, now sold in tablet form by
bottles to build me ur
all druggists for 60 cents. Send 10
In health and strength
'Favorite Prescrlpltlon' cents to Dr.
Pierce, Invalids' Hotel,
Is an excellent tonic for
women." Mrs. F. E
N.
Y., for large trial
Buffalo,
Gouge, 2G15 N. Main
street.
of
tablets.
package
"run-down- ,"

,

run-dow- n,

RAGS WANTED
We want good clean cotton
rags, good size, no small
pieces. Bring them to the
JOURNAL OFFICE.
Shield
f' Wind
i.
423 Sootb

tint

&

Anderson

CO.
I'bon 402

LUMHBB

Street,

SPECIALISE

BINOEKS
STATIONERS

er

C. H. CARNES
-

Albright
PRINTERS

Glass-Lumb-

C. BALDKIIMiB

I

MIMEOGRAPH
TYPEWRITER
CARBON PAPERS

IN OCULAR

208 West Gold Ave.

New Mexico Steel Co JncT
Btillermakpm and Wrlritre

tlOO S. Second St.

let

lOtt--

J

RKFHAtmON.

107 8, Fourth.

Phone

J057--

journal want ads get results

LUMBER

GLASS, PAINT.
CEMENT. PLASTER

ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER COMPANY
438 NORTH FIR81 STREET

Peck-Inpaug-

A pipe won't burn your V V
tongue if you smoke P. A.!
Get that
buzzing in your smoke-sectioKnow for a fact what a joy'us jimmy pipe
can and will do for your peace and content! Just
check up the men in all walks of life you meet daily
who certainly get top sport out of their pipes all
aglow with fragrant, delightful, friendly Prince
pipe-party-b-

Prlmet ATlert I

hU

in

tppy n4

tHyndtin..
btt,
tummmom
pmnnm

mi hmU pound tin
faunftfors mnd in tho
mttmi tryutml gltuo

hnmidfr

with

lpnf Hp.hmMwmt

ee

n!

J
And, you can wager your week's wad that Prince
Albert's quality and flavor and coolness and its
freedom from bite and parch (cut out by our exclusive patented process) will ring up records in your
little old smokemeter the likes of which you never
Albert!

before could believe possible!
You don't get tired of a pipe when it's packed with

Prince Albert! Paste that in your hat!
. And, just between
ourselves! Ever dip into the
sport of rolling 'em? Get some Prince Albert and
the makin's papers
quick and cash in on a ciga
rette mat wm prove a revelation I

4fit

mm ALBERT
4

JL'

CMTrifht iM(
PJ It. J. Knaali

the national joy nmokt

GVE

Large Hew Stock at Hew Low Prices

208-22-

ii ECORBER

0

North Second St.

,

& GO.

Phone 878

i
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CITY TO DEMftND

0

I

S

VETERANS OF 65 BECOME SPRY AT 0.

R ENCAMPMENT

A

WOUNDS RECEIVED IN
FIGHT PROVE FATAL

BUS

V

FESTIVE ATTIRE

GOOD CROSSING

HO SE

Waco, Tex., Oct. 5. With the
death today of Louis Crow, prominent local laundry owner, from
wounds received in a fight at
Saturday night when Sheriff
Hob Buchanan attempted to stop
a Ku KIux Klan parade, announcement of the date when Vnt McLennan county grand Jury will be summoned to investigate the incident,
was awaited hero with keen inter-

IS EFFORT

ERTOIIHI

Lo-re-

Kill

AT CENTRAL AVE.
City Manager ,'ames N. Gladding
was Instructed by the city comto consult
missioners last night
with City Attorney William A.
J'eleher and to make the proper
demand upon the Santa Fe Railway
company requiring them to put the
Central avenue crossing In passable
condition within 30 days.
The matter was brought to the
attention of the commission by
Fred Fisher,
who represented a
large number of residents living
east of the railway tracks.
Mr.
Fisher stated that the track crossit
In
was
condition
worst
the
ing
has been in for the past ten years.
Charges were also made that
hundreds of dollars worth of damage was
ing done to" automobiles
every day through having to cross
the uneven boar'd crossing.
An etfort has been made for a
number of years to socure a permanent crossing at Central avenue,
but no results have been reached.
It It said that the company has
cement blocks ready to put Into the
crossing, but is waiting the result
of court litigation which may affect
the matter. It was pointed out last
night that this litigation might last
for years and that during that
time Albuquerque would have to
suffer the inconvenience and danger of crossing the bumpy planks
now In position, if the railway
company continued to wait the
The deresult of the litigation.
mand will be made of the railway
company this morning.

ESTW,

Local Club Has Plans Complete for First District
Convention Here on Fri
day, Oct. 7th.

TRIP

Representatives of the
inessmen's

Bus-

Association Return From
Trip in Valley.

The blue and gold symbol of
Albunuernue merchants returned
from their excursion to the Kstan-cl- a
Klwanis Is everywhere In evidence
valley last night greatly enall about the city in welcome to the
over their reception in the
thused
to
the district
vlRitlng delegates
towns and confident ot the
valley
convention which will open here
great possibilities which exist for
on Friday. Committees raced out
profitable trade between Albunuernue and tho productive valley,
from the weekly luncheon yester
is one of the most fertile in
which
day to plaster all of the shop win
New Mexico.
dows with the circular signs and to
Twenty cars made tho two-dadeck their automobiles with colored
trip, leaving here Tuesday morning.
wheel disks and "Hop In" signs.
Estancia was tne llrst stop, i ne
Cnar-ia- i
excursionists walked Into the city
hnanitnllt v committees
and
Vmra hnon nnnnlnted to meet each
nearly one hundred strong merwere greeted by the Estcncla
of the trains bearing delegates to
ban
a
had
who
chants,
prepared
the city and to Keep a numDer ui
mitnmnhilPK fllwavs at the disposal
quet for them. Friendships were re
newed during the three hours stop
Frank Stortz Is
of the visitors.
in Estancia and it Is said that
chairman of the special reception
many merchants from both cities
esemu
eomnyttee. a n waiiace
i (ipnnr
made arrangements for an increase
Valliant are
t utrnncr
in their mutual business.
decorating the streets ana n. r.
Leaving Estancia nt 3 o'clock
Hobinson is decorating the bantho trip was
Tuesday afternoon,
quet hall at the Y. M. C. A.
continued to wlllard, where the
A rousing rehearsal of the "Songs
party enjoyed the Torrance county
of Kiwanla" was also held yesterfair and' remained over, night, the
day under the directionIn of Louis
.
n-guests of the Wlllard merchants.
preparaHesselden, song leader,
a
:nirii,"iaWTrmMiiimiiii
MirrntiMDiiu
Tho
fair Is reported as one of the
tion for the coming convention. It
View of G. A. R. parade in Indianapolis.
greatest successes held in this secVets are ma rching south on Meridian street
was announced that a new song
tion of the state for some time.
book containing 200 song3 with
inousanas cr om soldiers, dress- the sun under
which thev- march- - , ed thrnntrh thn- dnwnt-- The exhibits were of a high qual,. ..
"
"
music will be issued shortly by the ed in the blue of the uniform of
ea.i anai radiating
to tne younger
of Indianapolis
in
annual
the
ity and large crowds thronged the
Kiwanls International.
the Grand Army, their breasts
generation the true spirit of love
fair grounds.
parade of the Grand Army of the
In the
of
matter
The
with
gleaming
of
ITEMS
has
many
badges,
made
LOCAL
them
country that
Republic. The parade tnded the
Yesterday a number of other Esnational clean-u- p campaign for the their faces shining as brightly as
revered by young and old, march
fifty-fift- h
tancia valley towns were visited
encampment.
benefit of the former service men
and
cordial relations established
former
Miss Letitla McEIvane,
which came as a request from
V. W. C. A. residence secretary at
between Albuquerque business men
Kiwanls International was referred
and the local merchants in the variOklahoma City, is a guest of the to a special committee composed
ous centers. The greater part of
local association.
of President Henry G. CoorB, Jr.,
the automobiles returned late yesFRANCE
returned
AVENUE
Miss Marie Phelps has
Secretary Robinson.
to Jemez. where she spent the andThe
dolof
terday afteioon.
five
attendance
prize
summer. She was accompanied lars worth of insurance given by
back by Miss Lucia Ager.
was won by
PROMOTER iTsHORT
George Koslington
OFJ
OF
Uichard 1'. Woodson, Jr. Mr. Ros-,- -1
HAS
NO
OF MONEY AND PRIZE
adveran
nian riicttrihntprl
tislng booklet of the Occidental
FIGHT jSCALLED OFF
I,lfe Insurance company. H. B.
Watklns. now of Mooseheart, Ind.,
Eli
Colorado Springs, Colo., Oct. 5.
wrote the club a typical "Step
The twelve-roun- d
boxing match
Lively" letter with a picture souheween Heinle Shuman andFrank-l- e
for each
venir of Mooseheart
of
Denver, was called
Murphy
member.
For this first time this season, Good
City commissioners awarded the
Is Being off tonight after a dispute between
Headway
the
and tho promoter.
pining contract for Central avenue tho 'varsity pigskin artists were
Made in Restoring the The principals
principals refused to go on
from High street to Mulberry street given an opportunity to dlsp'ay
unless
the
their forfeit
afternoon
program
to the New Mexico Construction their ability yesterday
War - Ravaged Regions, niVjney,
and guarantee were paid.
when they met th" high school team
which
bid
company,
considerably in a practice scrimmage at the uniThe promoter said ho didn't have
According to Survey.
lower for the work than tho J. versity field. Although tho high
the money.
Both boxers said they had post"li" Theater "The Inside of the Fred Roberts Construction com- school men showed considerable
(Bv The Aiwclutrd rrest.)
ed
$200 each to make weight at
Cup," a powerful Paramount pic- pany of Denver, the only other ability, the 'varsity had little difAn
5.
Oct.
impressive
Paris,'
ture, will be seen again today for bidder for tne worn.
today.
ficulty In breaking through the picture of the extent of France's 145 pounds at 2 o'clock
an
Is
time.
It
played by
line for big gains on almost every achievement in restoring her
the last
They said they had made the
The construction will be a
h
seen
be
should
forand
I
demanded
star
M.
cast,
their
all
down.
weight and
V
regions is afforded by
bltulithlc surface on a
h
The management Is also
Tho showing m"de by the 'varliber- feits. Shuman claimed he had been
ot
today.
the
minister
Loucheur,
concrete base. The contract sity was encouraging to the TT. N. ated regions in a public statement guaranteed $600, win, loso or
repeating, the usual interesting
nAAnA
a large crowd, of whom entitlod "The Revival of France." draw.
price Is $3.42 a square yard, which M. fans, in
Gold,"
"Wet
by
Thentor
the bleachers to waeh
Promoter Ttlchards announced
Lyric
Official statistics ot tho destrucIs considerably lower than '.ho fig- gathered
the first really hard scrlmmngn of tion caused by the wa? and tho re- the gato receipts were only $647.
J. Ernest Williamson, directed Dy
ures
some
Subreceived
time
when
ago
the year. Tho heavy line, which construction accomplished
Ralph Ince. produced by the
up to The admission charge was refundmarine Film corporation but dis- plans were being made for the will be the university's greatest as- May 1, 1921, tho minister de- ed to patrons.
effectivecomThe
work.
set
Its
J.
Roberts
the
Fred
corporaIn the preliminaries George
this
fall,
Goldwyn
tributed by
proved
clares, show that "the France of
tion, is the main attraction at thea pany did not bid for this particular ness both In attack and defense today Is the same as France of Manley of Denver won a decision
type of work, but their bid for the and the high school was utterly yesterday, and that in peace as In over Eddie Johnson of Pueblo in
Lyric today; also "Holy Smoke."
same class of work was $4.06 a helpless against It.
d
Mermaid comedy.
go. Tad Tanni-ga- n
war she continues to work with their
Mix,
Tho practice yesterday consisted
Tom
of Denver was awarded a desquare
Tlipnter
yard.
Pastime
courage and confisteadfastness,
in "The' Night Horsemen,"
cision In the second round when
According to the contract the almost entirely of close formation, dence."
i
Is so soothing and cooling forj starring
iit t. tVin PiiHtlmA veaterdav. work will etnrt Monday morning with a few shift plays, on both
M, Loucbeur's statement covers the referee stopped the match to
s
was
a
tender
skin
alter
bath
little
and
but
and
will
seen
sides,
finished
be
be
within thirty
baby
Inhabi save .Art Lcbeau of Colorado
passing
again today.
and he will
tho following subjects:
'
,
with Cuticura Soap.'
He is a great film star in western working days, provision was made attempted. The few forward passes tants,
schools, Springs.
municipalities,,
i which wore attempted by tho high
also
in
laeh ton by NUl
Electhe
contract
be
for
the
"Cntlrm
will
There
presented
City
plays.
houses, land, agriculture, live8oMevrr-whwrO'DOWn GKTS DUCISIOV.
a reel Or two of the latest "Fox tric company to construct Its own 'school met with completi disss-Ite- r. stock, roads, factories and rail&op26c. Otntmeatft endMe. Tftlnro Z6e.
was
successful
Tho
and
"Mutt
car
between
and
the
tracks.
'varsity
paving
Columbus, O., Oct. 5. Eddie
Hft Cuticura Soap sbaTee without mas. News" pictures
ways. After showing that,5,l 54,000
atena
runs
too
be
will
wnicn
it
witn
Western
This
done
the
from
O'Dowd
of Columbus, won tho
cartoon.
by
Jeff"
cf the 8,400,000 Frenchmen
Mortgage company as subcontract- tempted frequently, almost every 19 to 50 years of age, mobilized referee's decision over Babe Asher
one
from
for
a
of
ors from the New Mexico Conor of St, Louis, A. E. F. bantamgain
going
during tho war, were killed the
struction company, which Is re- twenty yard3 to tho length of tho wounded,
weight champion, in a twelve-roun- d
tho state presents
field.
recon
bout here tonight.
ot
the
civic
result.
for
statistics
sponsible
following
squad remains struction:
It is possible that the electric The university
as
nt
same
the
almost
the
opening
because
company's work can not be com
Inhabitants Deported
returned to DEVOTES LIFE TO
pleted before freezing weather and of tho season, all of the candi-on of war, 2,500,728;
In this case a provision was made dates working hard for places
GIVING CHILDREN
to France, 1,975,798.
Abandoned,
that it could bo completed next the team whicht is expected
Municipalities
U. N. M. lms
PROPER READING
3,216.
spring. In case of a delay, how prove the
3,256;
ever, the street will not be left In turned out for 'many years.
Schols Before the war, 7,271;
such a condition between the car
6,830.
tracks aa to interfere with traffic,
Houses Destroyed, 789.000: reas a temporary gravel filling will FILES SUIT TO ENJOIN
built, 10,213; repaired, 326,700.
8.240,000
be put in.
Devastated,
Land
LOAN COMMISSIONERS
Officials of the electric company
from projectiles,
acres; cleared
stated Jast night that they believed
FROM ISSUING BONDS wire entanglements and trencnes,
they would be able to complete the
6,881,000 acres.
work within thirty days after the
Farm land devas-nfofaPICIAt DIPAT1H TO MORNINA JOURNAL!
Agriculture
4 R71.000 acres: farms now
main Job Is finished by the con5.
Suit to enjoin
Santa
Oct;
struction company.
the state board of loan commi- cultivated, 3,420,000 acres.
A system called penetration will ssions from
and mutes
Livestock Horses
issuing bonds In the
be used by the Western Mortgage sum of $400,000
away, 367,000; restored,
under chapter 6, carried
523,000,
carried
oxen
company for the street
96.303:
away,
railway laws of 1921, was filed
In the
portion of the work. Officials of district court, Santa Fe county, restored 120,263; sheep and goats
the company Mated last night that
today by J. O. Seth as attorney for carried away, 469,000, restored,
while this typo of paving wak not J.
G. Bryant, Portales, former state 121,164.
SELF-SERVINas expensive as that decided tipon senator.
G
Dml. narfrmr(if 32 960 miles.
The purpose of the profor the main contract, It would give posed bond
to reimburse temporarily repaired, 18.825 miles,
is
Issue
beas good results as the paving
Grant, Luna and Hidalgo definitely repaired, s,4d. at
Opposite the Y. M. C. A.
109 North First .Street
tween the rails Is only used one- - Santa Fe,and
least
Factories (each naving
Silver City, for Interest
twentieth as much as on cither side counties
(19141. 5.297: de
paid on bonds Issued to aid In the 9ii emninvp'fi
of them.
resumed
operation,
the Santa Fe. Lamy stroyed, 4,700,
construction
The entire contract was award- and Silver of n
.
branches ot 3,645.
.
bonded agreement
a
ed,
carrying
"France took up arms only in
Fe.
the
Santa
1
petition alleges
Grapefruit.
for five years maintenance for tho the contemplatedTheissue
the
at
pnriPA
voring
contrary to
work. This will include the curb the
Each fruit.. .a...
same time to maintain Justice and
enabling act and
which was
and
construction,
earn ai.
gutter
worm.
tne
for
liberty
vi S
Oranges.
T.mif hour "For nearlv five years
quoted at $1.85.
EacH
endured
riohflst nrnvinees have
Lemons.
VOTE FROM 30 COUNTIES.
continual martyrdom. And yet by
f ,
BAKU IS AFFECTED
1V0
S.
eomnlete
Cirt.
The
own- means, from aay 10 aay,
Santa
her
Each dozen
e
the ruins are reviving; houses arise
BY GENERAL FAMJNE vote from thirty of the thirty-onHills Brothers Red Can Coffee.
A
counties at the secretary of state's from the ground, fields are covered
oHflce
36,681; with promising crops. The popu
Bursum.
gives
Each
Auoclnted
Pren.)
(By The
Hanna. 30,951; Sena, ,885; Smith, lations of the devastea areas
Hills Brothers Red Can Coffee.
Baku. Caucasia, Oct, 4 (by the 688. Hidalgo county
thnf thpv can relv on the
is sun miss- Associated
Press). A general t0 Tho nriritHnnAl returns make spirit of solidarity of all those who
can
Each
of
Is affecting this city
famine
to
as
In
no
results
the
difference
Caroline Hewlns.
have measured the magnitude 01
Hills Brothers Blue Can Coffee.
many revolutions, and Its oil work- the proposed constlutional amend their sacrifice
and understood
and
bread
to
.unable
procure
ers,
It was not so very many years
Each Mb. can
to the
ments.
their
right
unquestionable
other food In sufficient quantities,
A vast field ago that children were a taboo In
fnllent rennratlnns.
Hills Brothers Blue Can Coffee.
dislike to work for mere money.
of action Is open for the demonstra public libraries. It was In 1876
Is
can
being
Each
The oil supply gradually
DEATHS AND FUNERALS
tion of human nrotnernooa. unese that a woman who was doing liestimates
reduced,
putting the
work for the sheer work of
Maxwell House Coffee.
people who suffered martyrdom brary
1921. production t at 150,000,000
of France and the it (there were then no training
LOPEZ The funeral of Placldo while the
. .
can.
Each
schools
for librarians), Mrs. Mpoods, as compared with 480,000,-00- 0 Lopez, who died last Monday, was world wassafety
a
at stake, deserve
Maxwell House Coffee.
poods before the war, (A pood held
hniief in th tnv of life. Be inerva Saunders of Pawtucket, R.
yesterday morning from the
is approximately 36 ' pounds,)
noticed
I.,
that very often childwas at sides shelter and bread they are en ren
Each
The soviet in Aserbaijan, how- family residence. Burial
peered timidly but longingly
was In titled to peace and happiness."
Cream of Chocolate Coffee.
into the reading rooms, with
ever, Is making a great effort to San Jose cemetery. Crollott
much
feed the workers and also Is send- charge.
the same expression as is seen on
can
Each
provand
other
from
their
faces
as
gamaha
ing
they watch Christ
MARTINEZ The funeral ot Le
Solace Brand Coffee.
mas aispiays in shop windows.
inces, many thousands, of homeless andro
who died last
Martinez,
This
bothered
workers, giving them employment
Mrs. Saunders a
can. . . . . .
Each
held this
In the oil fields and
providing Tuesdajr evening will be residence.
good deal and finally she beckoned
A
Morris Supreme Brand Bacon.
from
the
family
morning
some
food..
a
few
small
clothes,
lodgings and,
people In one day.
Burial will be in Mount Calvary
carton
..... . . . .1.. . .
I
Each
, '
mgni into tne sacred precincts.
cemetery. Crollott will have charge.
She scrubbed
their faces and
Kuners Vinegar.
,
hands, let them looTc at several
, APOSTLE
Funeral services for
Each
next day having,
and
books,
the
Peter Apostle were held yesterday
with her own hands, sawed off
Kuners Prepared Mustard.
C
morning at the Immaculate Con
table and chair legs, set half a
Each
ception church, Father Mandalari
dozen tots at the former, cautlon-tionln- g
'
Interment was in Calofficiating.
Van Camps Spaghetti.
them not to make any
"I 1
Brothers
vary cemetery. Strong
noise which would disturb their
JL JL
Each small can . . . ..... . . .
were In, charge.
i
elders.
Heinz Spaghetti.
And this was the beginning ot
&nd Holing
5oolhinq
Welch
WELCH Thomas Dale
children's quarters in public libraEach large can.
, . . ,. ,.
at his
afternoon
died yesterday
ries. Very soon after this tho
tne
on
at
Edith
South
home
street,
American Library association was
Keep the vital organs healthy by ags of 24 years. His mother, two
trouHe
skin
formed, training schools were estreating
regularly taking the world's brothers and sisters were here with
tablished and there was a sudden
make
darerousYou
take
remains
him.
the
will
is
standardremedy for kidney, liver, back toThey
appreciation of the fact that an
his former home In Peru,
ot books
increasing
knowledge
bladder and uric acid troubles
no mistake when you
Ind. Strong Brothers are In charge.
among the people tended toward
good
citizenship.
WOODALLrMThe remains of J.
adopt
Among those librarians who
W. Woodall were shipped last night
recognized the importance of speto his home in Hazen, Ark., for
.InUseNearlyThirjyan
cialized attention to the reading
burial. K member of the local order
appetite of growing boys and girls
of B. ot K. T. accompanied the restands MiBS Caroline Hewlns -- of
mains.
C.
In
was
T.
'
French
charge.
J
Hartford. It was, she who compiled
a bibliography for children before
The Highest CracU Macaroni The Ninons! Remedy of Holland (of
of
Rio
The
de
others
had soon the necessity ot
Janeiro
We
University
canturies. and endorsed b? Queen one of the foremost Institutions of
Egg Noodles. Spaghetti and
such a guide. She has been a liMorn'All druggists, three sixes,
Wilhelmina.
Sell
In
brarian ot the Hartford library for
"'Brazil, has
thsr" Macaroni Product
higher learning.
laeb for Ike nun Cold MtJil ea wmy opened all the "positions on its staff
many years, and is a spcclullat on
be us sects M taltitlea
to women.
,
reading for the young.
y
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"At the time I got Tanlac my
health was so bad I couldn't walk
I. two blocks, but now I'm so well
Munroe nor County Attorney F. B. and strong It is hard to realize I
Tlery, had Indicated when the Jury ever was sick a day In my life,"
would be called, although both re- said Mrs. J. A. ICeagy, 606 W. 85th
iterated today their opinion that St., Los Angeles. Cal.
no action should be taken
until
"Two and a half
ago I had
the outcome of the injuries ot a complete nervousyearsbreakdown,
those more seriously hurt In the and was so bad off I Just seemed to
clash Is known.
have no strength at all. I couldn't
do a bit of my housework, and felt
BY
exhausted all the time, I had no
STREET PARADE
couldn't sleep, and lust
GEORGIA MINSTRELS appetite,
seemed to get worse right on. I
tried this, that and the other mediThe famous Georgia minstrels cine but nothing helped me.
will make a very attractive street
"Finally I got Tanlae, and even
before I opened my second bottle
parade introducing aeveral novel-ticThe wardrobe Is elaborate, there was a wonderful difference
and the music Is the sort that starts In the way I felt. I began to eat
the blood coursing quickly through and sleep better and from then on
your vlcns, and your feet start I improved steadily and rapidly.
keeping tlmn unconsciously and After finishing my fourth bottle I
you feel exhilarated and finally found I had gained eleven pounds
will make up your mind to go and in weight and my health seemed
I've been doing all
buy your tickets so as to get the Just perfect.
choice seats, and you will be on my housework
without a bit of
hand early when the doors open trouble ever since then and have
to hear the free band concert In not had a sick day. I have told
front of the theater. We all know donzens of my friends about Tanhow It feels to hear tho minstrel lac, and only last week my husband and hear those trombones, band started taking it. I just know
slur that "jazzy" music.
Tanlac l the best medicine In the
The company will be at the world for people who want some,dct-obCrystal opera house, Sunday,
thing to give them strength and
9.
Matinee and evening.
make them feel right."
Tanlac is sold In Albuquerque, by
the Alvarado Pharmacy and by all
other leading druggists everywhere.
(Adv.)

Judge

R.

s.

EXTRA

SPECIAL

1

922 to the'

By

To be sold to the
highest bidder
Saturday at
THE EXCHANGE
Phone 1111

EGYPT & EUROPE
specially chartered Canadian
Paolflo superb steamer.
EMPRESS of FRANCE
18.4NI Gross Tons.

74 Days First Class, $600
and up

Including hotcli, driven, ruldet, fef, etc.
Route: New York, Canary Ialande. Madeira, Li.bon, Cadli. Seville (Qranadi)
Gibraltar, Altera, Genoa, Leghorn, Plea,
Naples, Athena, Conatantlnople, It dart
In Eicype and Palestine. Monte Carlo,
R. K, to
Havre, Liverpool, Quebee,
1M.
T. Stop-ovprivilege! In Europe)
11 day! In Parle and London, 190,
Our
4th is
17th Annual Crulee, February
full.
nearly
F. C. Clark, Times Bid., New Yeik.
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Values to $35.00
le fairly amazed at the

wondrous
beauty and richness of these dresses, when j
you note the price. Materials of taffeta, satin
and silver cloth, combined with nets, moline,
etc. Shades of Nile, peach, ciel, pink, rose
and black.
.8
On Sale Thursday Only at $10.50
You will
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Because It's "Rich and Mellon"
We Sell
CHOCOLATE

At the first

WATCH
THE BIG 4

sim of skin
trouble apply

RESMOL

Delay in property

er

,

COLD MEDAL

Resinol

CREAM COFFEE

Skinners

Advertise in the
ing Journal.

'

MEDITERRANEAN

Moore's Range

120 W. Gold

Clark's 18th Cruise
Feb. 11th

A New $176.00

Theaters lodav

two-Inc-

BLOCKS

est.

Neither District

Two-Da- y

FOR

l3

PROP. COFFMAN
has now

RETURNED
and
will

recetiM clients

and patients at the

STUDIO
1224 NORTH SECOND

Please phone for
appointment 1727--

HEROES OF THE FIRST TILT FOR WORLD TITLE
W"
fc,n"iniiirrrff liiiliriti

rif'niriiiimiii(ifiiii-f,i.,trtfirt.il)i.--i.ni-

SELECTION Of

A

JUDY BEGUN IN
BRUMFIELD CASE

VlMM

f

wggi

tiar

aiffjg
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Miller, center fielder for tha
Frank Frlsch rang the bell four
uncorked a sinsle In the
times in four trips to the plate. Tankeos, stanza
of the first game,
One of his bingles was a triple. opening
was
the
first man up.
His specialty is stealing base and lie
Captain Peckinpaugh followed
he annexed one Wednesday,
him and laid down a sacrifice
Friseh went to tlie Giants from which advanced Miller a peg.
Then Babe Ruth tapped out a
Fordham university in 1919. Then
he hit poorly because he batted- single and inner raced home with
McGraw soon rem- the first run of the 1921 world's
edled that and look at him now. series.
cross-hande- d.

COLONELS MAKE-

WHITE SOX WIIL

18

CURTAIN RAISER

II

:

GIT! SERIES

BILES

-

AND

REAT BALTIMORE

Babe Ttuth, the modern "Mighty
Do they still flo itT That's what
Casey," struck out twice in the first the fans asked when Mike McNally
Giant
to
the
of
the
fane, came sliding home In' the fifth
game
Joy
But his old willow was not en,
ffc Um"
tirely Idle. His sharp single tq plr't?J8IirMv
foihioS
center pushed .Miller across the .
He
broke Into the pro ranks with Utica
series,
'
In 191S and came to tne lanw
Babe 'also knocked down four from the fled Sox Pecember J5,
1920.
flies In left garden,

TVZo 1?'

TISHMARVEL

CENTRAL1 TEAM
MAY

PLAY THE

STARS 2

AT GOLF

HIES

U

SEVERE SETBACK

Alexander; American Association Cham Albuquerque May Have a Miss CecH Leitch Goes Down
"Little World Series" of4 to Defeat Before the supe
pions Win From Internawire.
ot
tional League Pennant
Its Own; Stars Not Satisrior
Haying
Letts of Chicago.
fied With Centrals.
Winning Club, 16 to 1.

Kerr Outpitches

4
16,543 Fans Pay
to See the Game
Between Chicago Teams.
(By Tha Aoclnl Prew.)
was
$14,-365.1-

,

Dick Kerr
& better pitcher than Grover Alexander today, and, the Chicago
Americans shut out the Chicago
Nationals. 2 to 0, in the first ame
of the series to decide the city
first
It was the since
championship.
meeting of the two hisclubs
opponents
1916.
Kerr allowed
of
only five scattered hits, threewhile
which were made by Barber,
was
ace
the National leaguer's
touched for ten safe blows, most
of which were bunched. Johnson's
double n the third inning, followed by a single by Strunk, sent
the first run across the plate,
as
while tte other run counted
the result of an error. With Hooper on third in the sixth Inning,
Mostil grounded to Terry, who
threw to 0'.t"arrell in time to nip
Hooper nt the plate, but the Cub
catcher dropped the hail. to
stop
Alexander was unable
ipft hand hitters on the White
finr rlnb. Johnson and Collins
touching him for three hits each
while Hooper and Strunk gathered
two apiece.
The attendance was announced
at 16.B43, and the gross receipts
f 4. 165.1.
The commissioners' share was
and the players' share
$2,164.77
the
$7,826.22; $4,854.15 went Intodividclub's share, which is to be
se- of
the
end
ed equally at the
Chicago, Oct.

'

.

5.

1

(It; The Aminriiilril rrmn
Louisvillo, Ky., Oct. 5. Batter-inf- f
a trio of pitchers for nineteen
hits, Louisville champions of the
American association burled Baltimore the pennant winning club of
the International league under a
16 to 1 score in the first game of
the Junior world's series here today.
a
The veteran "Nick" Cullop,
left bander of major league fame,
and
Louisville
although
pitched for
touched for ten hits succeeded Jn
keeping them fairly well scattered.
In the ninth, Baltimore by bunching two hits saved Itself from a
shutout. Cullop fanned six and allowed one base on balls.
The Orioles came dangerously
near scoring in the first inning
when they had tho bases loaded
with one out, as a result of two
hits and a pass.
Sharp fielding
however, ruined their chances.
With a shut-ofacing them, the
Orioles started after Cullop in the
ninth, getting three hits and their
Acosta,
only run for the game.
Ellis and Schepner were the batting heroes of the day, each getting a trio of hits. Although Ideal
baseball weather prevailed, a disappointing crowd turned out, the
olflcltil attendance being
8,253
and the receipts $4,226. Officials
explained that the small attendance was due to tho registration
for the November election, which
required 8.000 workers.
ut

rl,s:

EScore:
STUDENTS AT A.-- &
Cubs (Nat.) 000 000 00002 R 22
OOx
10
001
'001
WILL CLIMB
White Sox...
Batteries: Alexander and O'Far-relMOUNTAIN
TORTUGAS
Kerr and Schalk.
l;

(Special

Cffrrpupondenre to The Journal.)

Las Cruces, N. M., Oct. 6.
CITY BEAUTIFYING IS
Bright and early next Saturday
PLAN OF LAS CRUCES morning the students at the New
Mexico College of Agriculture and
snjrfni rnrrMnnndrnfr to The tloiirnnl.) Mechanic Arts, headed by E. H.
6.
Las
Stewart, president of the body, Will
Tn rrnres. N. M.. Oct.
Cruces will bo a veritable garden climb Tortugas mountain, six and
It. P. a hajf miles southeast of Las CruIf the plans suggested by dlrect-nr.
a large A on
ces, to emblaze
Porter at a meeting of the
Commerce
the side facing the college.
nf the Chamber of
been delegated
The
out.
The
have
briefly
Juniors
plan,
are carried
stated, calls for these Improve to pour the lime and the- rest of
the student body, except the senstreet lighting iors, will be stationed at various
An
adequate
svstem in the business and rcsi points on the mountain to handle
dence districts; sidewalk construc the white paint as it is relayed up
tion, to make possible local man to the painters. The girls at the
residence dormitory will serve dinner.
beautifying
delivery;
lawns and vacant lilaces and raz
ing fences; beautifying the railway MITCHELL AND DUNCAN
station yards in Las Cruces and
at Mesilla Park, and planting
DEFEATED AT GOLF BY
shade and ornamental trees along
JIM BARNES AND HAGEN
streets.
the residence
Special committees, one repre
senting each of the four fire
(Br The Auorintrd Preu.)
wards, will work with the civic
New York, 5. Jim Barnes, naB.
G.
headed
Dyne tional open golf champion,
committee,
by
and
Jn formulating a program to bo Walter Hagen,
title
professional
submitted to theX Chamber of holder
defeated
Abo
today
Commerce at an early date.
Mitchell and
George Duncan,
Captain Charles Hill said the British professionals, fon the sectown board has plans for improvond time in two days. The Amering several streets with cement icans won, 3 up and 1 to play,
Alameda over the course of the Belle Claire
sidewalks,
mentioning
boulevard and Court street among Golf and Country club, at Bayside,
'
others.
N. Y.

Why The First Aid To

Good Health Is Pure Blood
Waste Products in the Blood Cause Many Forms of
Rheumatism,' Skin Disorders, and
.

A, Lowered Vitality.

Although the manager of the
Centrals points out
Albuquerque
that the second team championship of the city has already been
won by his team through Its defeat
of the Old Town Stars Sunday, he
stated that If the Old Town Stars
wanted two more games, as was
Indicated in their challenge yester.
day, the Centrals would play
get
them, provided they could
their team together again after dis
banding for the season.
The following is a statement by
the Central manager regarding the
contention of the Stars that the
Centrals had "big leaguers" on
their lineup:
"The Albuquerque Centrals ball
club In answer to the Old Town
e
Stars' challenge for a
series for the second team honors
announce
to
of Albuquerque wish
that second honors for Albuquer
que have already been won by the
Central club. This is the result of
their victory last Sunday over the
Stars, as the two teams had played
on even terms In their two previous
games. Last Sunday's game was
agreed to be the deciding and last
game of the season between the
two teams.
"As to the Stars' claim of the
Centrals using Gray players against
them Sunday, they must not overlook that they too had two former
Gray players In their lineup for the
first game.
"The third and deciding game
was a fast one. The Centrals had
Sandoval, of the Grays, In their
box, while Green, a former Santa
Rita star pitcher, was secured by
Manager Ortiz to twirl for his club.
Green pitched a good game, but the
Centrals made their hits when
they meant runs.
"The Centrals got a late start
this season but have played fifteen
games and lost but five. They have
beaten every contender for second
honors in the city."
five-gam-

MESILLA VALLEY TO
ATTEMPT TO ATTRACT
MEN
MORE
(Special

Correspondence to The Joornnl.)

Las Cruces, N. M., Oct. S.
Concerted effort will be made at
once by officers of the Las- Cruces
Chamber of Commerce and the
New Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts to Interest
men In what the Mesilla valley offers Jhose seeking
health and the opportunity to become
Ninety-seve- n
vocational students
are enrolled at the state College
and several are being added every
week, as rapidly, President Kent
told the directors of the chamber
of commerce asthe college can take
care of them. With added facilities more than 200 could be given
the benefits of practical agricul
ture and other studies.
N. C. Prenger, secretary of the
board of regents, said its members
are ready to move forward. He
announced that Dpr Kent will go
to Fort Collins, Colo., as soon as
possible to Investigate the work
there and outline die project to
the chamber of commerce.
The college plan contemplates
the establishment of a hospital
with facilities to care for cases requiring major operations.
C. P. Knight, president of the
chamber of commerce,
ha appointed this committee to work
with the college authorities: L. E.
Freudenthal, Dr. It. P. Hare and
Mrs. Sarah Van Vleck.

When you have that feeling of your blood by relieving you of the
fatigue; when you lack the energy hvaste products which cause impov- you need for the day's duties and ensncdBklnwood and its allied troutrouDiea bles
disorders, rheumatism
pleasure; wnen you are bad
with pimples, blackheads,
bolls, and a lowered vitality.
sores or some other skin eruption;
came qualities which give
or when you have rheumatic pains S. Th
S. S. Its beneficial effect in clear,
Jn the muscles and Joints, don't
your blood of waste products
wait until you collapse 4n a state ing
desirable for
of nervous prostration or until In- mako It extremely
con-keeping
your blood in good condi
your weakened condition you
tract some serious dleeaBe, but tion.
start at once to get the waste prodS. S. S. may be had at any drug
of your blood.
ucts
store. Write to Chief Medical Di
rector, Swift
Specific Co.. 716
Nature has certain peculiar ways S.
S. S. Laboratory. Atlanta, Ga
to warn us. Fortunate, Indeed, Is and let him
regain your
who knows her danger health and help you Give
the person
him a
'
strength.
Signals.
full description of your case. He
Thousands and thousands of men is helping people every day (with.
End women during the past 60 out charge).' Ask him to send you
S. S. 6. to his. Illustrated
booklet, "Facts
years have relied on
clsar their blood of waste products. About tlio Blood" free. S. & S.
. fi. 0. will Improve the quality of la sold at all drug stores.

m

Thn Auoclaled Frets.)

Deal, N. J., Oct. 6, (By the Associated Press) Miss Cecil Leitch
n
of golf, went down
to defeat today before the snperlor
playing of an older woman, mrs.
F. C. Letts, Jr., of Chicago. The
d
score was one up. This
setback for the British
marvel at the annual national national tournament at the Hollywood Golf club occurred on the
home green and came as one of
the most thrilling and tense climaxes In the history of women's
sports.
For the English woman, who
has been British and Canadian
champion it meant the failure of
a life ambition to become a real
world's champion by annexing the
American crown. For the American woman it mennt the attainment of something that no other
woman of her nationality has ever
achieved in championship competition and that the American
champion, Miss Alexa Stirling of
Atlanta, Ga., has twice failed to
accomplish.
Exhibition of Grit.
Losing the first three holes and
picking up at one of them and
being two down at the turn, the
Chicago woman, a former western
woman's champion, gave one of
the most remarkable exhibitions
of grit ever seen in women's na
tional competition.
Although out
driven by tho British champion,
Mrs. Letts, by remarkably steady
putting, was able to reach the
home green all even with her
famed opponent.
Each of their balls lay on tho
greet) about forty feet from the
pin. Miss Leitch over ran by
about fifteen feet with her ap
proach putt, while Mrs. Letts was
short by about ten feet. Miss
Leitch missed hdr next putt and
walked away disconsolately. Mrs.
Letts confldont and smiling before
a gallery held breathless by the
tenseness of the situation, holed
the second putt for a par four.
Scarcely had the click of the
ball dropping In the cup died away
before the gallery burst Into a
tremendous cheer and rushed to
Miss
congratulate the victor.
ven In deLeitch was graceful,
feat, warmly clasping the hand of
her successful rival a jnoment before the American woman was lifted to the shoulders of several other Chicago players and carried to
the club house.
The reason for the greatest upset In the history ot woman's golf
Is best epitomized in the words of
the defeated star herself: "I had
a wonderful opponent, who didn't
crack."
s "Mrs. Letts played a remarkably steady game," Miss Leitch said.
The defeat of Mjss Leitch removed the most dangerous foreign
for
the American
contender
There is still a possl
champion.
blllty, however, of the title going
abroad. Miss Edith Leitch, the defeated star's sister, today displayed
the best approaching and putttlng
of the tournament by defeating the
clever Miss Mildred Caverly, four
and three. Her recoveries and her
chips from traps, dead to the pin
amazed the gallery. At on trap
Edith, conqueror of Miss Glenn
Collett, of Providence, who was
tied for the ouallfylng medal.
played practically In the footprints
of her noted sister and succeeded
where she failed.
Miss Stirling Wins.
Miss Alexa Stirling, who Is defending the title, had no difficulty
In defeating the gray haired vete
ran, Mrs. Caleb Fox of Philadelphia, 5 and 4, but the champion's
golf disappointed her admirers.
Tomorrow Miss Edith Leitch
plays Miss Elaine Rosenthal of
Chicago, Mrs. Letts plays Miss Marlon Hollins, of New Tork, Mrs.
Latham plays Miss Stirling and
Miss Sarah Fownee of Pittsburgh,
plays Mrs. C. H. Vanderbeck of
super-woma-

0

2 BANK BANDITS

.Annually tisa these tablets of or-- 1
ganic iron Nuxated Iron to build '

(By The AModatod

Press)

Batavia, N. Y., Oct. 6. Jack
Dempsey, world's champion boxer!
testifying today In the $100,000
suit brought against him and Jack
Kearns, his manager, by Frank P.
Spellman. of Batavia, denied he
had entered Into any oral agree-mewhereby Spellman was to re.
celved 25 per cent of the profits
of s motion picture in which the
champion was starred.
Dempsey raised his voice and
made defiant answers to some , of
the questions asked him on
When asked If he
was the champion "prise fighter"
of the world, hs declared he was
not a prise fighter, but the champion "boxer" of the world.
It Is expected the case will to
to the Jury tomorrow.
nt

n.

,

Dr. R. M. Brumfield, a dentist,
was arrested on a ranch near Calgary Alberta, July 12, less than a
month after the headless body of
Dennis BWiell was found under
the wrecked and burned automo.
bile ot Dr. "Brumfield near Roseburg. The search for Dr, Brum-- i
field was begun with the discovery
ot circumstantial evidence indicating that the body found was that
of Russell and not Brumfield, although clothing belonging to the
dentist was found in the wreckage
and Brumfield's signet ring was on
a finger of the victim.
Mrs. Brumfield identified, the
body as that ot her husband, and
asserted
friends of the dentist
their opinion that he had been the
accident.
automobile
victim of an
County authorities, however, issued
a warrant against
Brumfield,
charging murder of Russell, who
alone
la a
was a laborer
living
cabin not far from Roseburg.
Two shots were heard near Russell's place the night of June 18
and witnesses told of having seen
Brumfield's automobile speeding
along the roads In the neighborhood, one Roseburg man saying he
had seen the dentist put a limp
form In the car and drive away.
automobile was
The burning
found not long afterward at the
foot of a cliff. The body was partly burned and the head had disapexpressed the
peared.. Officers
belief the head had been blown off
Bits of scalp were
by dynamite.
found.
The verdict of the coroner's Jury
found the body to have been Russell's and county authorities sent
broadcast circulars with a photomiss
graph and description of the urum-fleld
ing dentist, wnen arrested
was working as a farm band
Norman
name
of
under the

was shot through the abdomen,
Parly reports today from the
scene of the man hunt were that
the searchers had lost tha trail of
the fugitives who took to the hills
on horses stolen .from a ranch a
tew miles from loyalton.
A taxfcab operator of 31erravllle
named Todd Is being held at Loyalton for investigation, according
to reports received. hers .today,' It
is understood that the bandits
hired Todd's machine and used it
to effect their escape after the
'
holdup.
R. B. Henrlchs, superintendent
of the Nevada state police, had
bloodhounds in readiness at Carson
City today to take ths trail if called upon by the California

.

WHO ARE THE BEST
DAVCEHS IN AMlUQUEnQTTET
This question will be decided at
the Society Hall Alameda Frl
day evening. A number of Albu
querque's best dancers will be preS'
ent. Lew Fison will be In charge
and plenty of interest will be manifested.
The White Lightning
Harmonlzers King of Jazz will
be there.

The extension of protective laws
ror women workers In Austria fix
the new conditions of service in
conformity with the ..Wsshlngton
convention.
after
Before and
motherhood s period of rest must
be granted without loss of employment, and further concessions are
made In regard to time allowed to
mothers for nursing their infants,

AAwatt

lmtwlhlwl

There ere thousand whose bodtea areateinc and,
breaking down at a time when tbey should be enjoy
ing tut periBct health which carries defiance to di
esse simply became they are not awake to tlie condition of their Mood. By allowinr it to remain thin.
pale and wsicry.Uiey are not gtrtnv the natural lira
forces of tbe body a chane to do their work. Iron is
red blood food andUlere U no better meaoa tor baltd-in- s
the red blood oorpnaelea and helping to fixe b
ereased power to too Wood than, organic Iron Nox-at- ed
Iron. Nniatecl Iron come in tablet farm only
and does not contain any ordinary bmIaIuo iron bat
or--,
onlr tne a neat quality of
ganic Iras which is eaaUy assimilated by thar

HELPS
RED
BLOOD

Taste is a matter of
tobacco quality

"4

We state It as our honest belief
that the tobaccos used in Chesterfield are of finer quality (and
hence of better taste) than in any
other cigarette at the price.

unex-pecte-

A PRIZE
FIGHTER; IS A BOXER,
DECLARES IN COURT Philadelphia.

Many People Do Not Understand Nature's Warning. DEMPSEY NOT

;t

MOUNTAINS FOR

opened fire simultaneously, each MAKE
Fm.)
mistaking the other for the outRoseburg, Ore., Oct. 6. Trial ot laws, and Charles Beak, a young RICH,
Dr. R. M, Brumfield on s charge rancher, was fatally wounded. He

fun.

1

POSSES SEARCH

(Br The Auoclated

ot killing Dennis Russel, a laborer,
started here today after Judge G.
G, Bingham has overruled a motion of the defense for postponement. Selection of a Jury .has be- -

iiuiii

x
words
A St. Louis young woman sent five hundred and twenty-sieach spelt In full and easilj
her brother a postcard on which readable
by any' one with normal
she had written one thousand
eyesight.

(By The Auoclated Fran.)
Roseburg, Ore., Dentist Will
Reno, Nev., Oct. 6. The posses
of
searching the high Sierras tor the
Be Tried on a Charge
bandits who held up the Sierra
in
Russell
Valley bank at Loyalton yesterday
Killing Dennis
with $16,000,
coming
escaping
June, LasL
upon each other In the timber,

ft

ji
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Investigators reported ur. tsrum- field was Indebted to the sum of
about 126,000. They also reporter!
he carried insurance aggregating
$27,000, of which $16,1)00 was life
accident and
insurance, $10,000
$1,000 automobile.
When arrested Brumrieia aa- mltted his identity, according to reports from Calgary, but later in
sisted he was Russell. While en
route from Canada to Roseburg he
said he had been suffering from
lapse of memory and could remember nothing that had happened
since a few days before the trag
edy.
One English princess has a tiara
that is most distinctive. A rose
made of diamonds is so finely
poised that It moves upon Its stem
as a real flower would do.

Liggett

Sc

Myers Tobacco Co.

Chesterfield
CIGARETTE

of Turkish and Domestic tobaccos blended
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SOME SPORT CLOT H E S
DO NOT GO FAR ENOUGH
EXTENSION
THE. FASHION PARK COPYRIGHTED
SLEEVE FEATURE IN JACKETS FOR SPOT.WEAR ASSURES COMBI-SITI-

THE DOUBLE SEAT TROUSER
A FASHION PARK COPYRIGHTED IDEAIS PRACTICAL AND THE
CLOTH BELT OF SAME MATERIAL IS IN SPLENDID TASTE
FORT THROUGH THE SHOULDER.

DOLLARS
AND MORE

FORTY-FIV- E

r

r.i. r.lAHDELL
:,

J

CLOTHIERS; Inc.

Phone 153

116 West Central Avenue,

;
M.
N.
Albuquerque,

"Fushion Park Clothiera"
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PARIS WENT BACK TO EGYPT
FOR THIS HAT INSPIRATION

By Edna Kent Forbes.
It Is a matter of finding which
shape of nail suits your finger i
beat, end whether your nails need
some do, you see.
nourishment
Jean: Reduce the size of the legs
through massage, which will be a
deep Kneading of the muscles. This
work must be persistent to show
any effects from It, but you can
get the result If you do this every
day until the fatty tissues have
broken down and been absorbed.
Double Chin: Persistence, also
applies In ridding yourself of a
double chin, but use astringents
or ice on the skin to help It contract and harden, so there will be
no flabbiness after the fat has
been absorbed.
Consult the doctor about the red spots on your
arms.
Red Nose: Tour description Indicates that your digestion is at
fault. The red shiny noRe, a tendency to pimples and other skin
troubles confirm this. Drink more
water and keep a clean digestive
tract, then watch the Improvement
In your complexion.
Winnie; Lassie: The blackhead
powder is made by mixing two
ounces of cornstarch, one ounce
of borax and one ounce of almond
meal. Use this in the place of
soap. Hold hot wet cloths over
the place to be cleansed, then rub t
the mixture into the skin by using
the tips of the fingers),
.

By LAURA A. HIHKMAN.
LETTERS.

Mrs, F.: "Please tell me of a
couple of good tyimes for a crowd
of women to play.
My husband
belongs to a men's club which
meets often and all the wives of
those men go along and play
games in another room while the
We
club meeting is going on.
want something jolly."
Answer: Here is a game that
could make the Sphynx laugh:
Each woman must bring with her
an old suitcase, an umbrella and
a separate skirt and coat (In the
suitcase). The suitcases are mixed
up, then they are stood along the
wall at one end of the room with
un umbrella, beside each one. At
i,
signal tho players must, in
each open a suitcase, take out
the suit and put It on over their
regular dress, close tho suitcase,
then rush
open tho umbrella,
across tho room to the other side
and back again to tho starting
place, where they must take off
the stilt, put It in the suitcase and
close tho umbrella. There must be
a timekeeper and tho one who
dot.? till this the quickest, wins the
game. Tho fun lies in the mad
ha.';:e, the possibility of a stout
woma-.'- s
getting a little woman's
suit (ami vice versa), and the
quality of the clothes
(tho mere dowdy the suit the bet

r

icCtl

EFFlCIEHT.nOUSEKEEPIHG
ANSWERED
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1

There are many Uttle 'things a
homely or, at least, a not very
beautiful girl, can do to make herself attractive. If only we all realised that prettlness la within our
reach always, that we need not be
liorn beautiful, to be so!
I
Here are just a few little hints
about things we can all do to
our appearance:
Wo onn have a clear, glowing
skin. That is moderate health and
absolute cleanliness, plus a Uttle
common sense. A dry skin needs
oils to feed it, an oily skin, astringents; burned skins need oils and
bleaches; the "city complexion"
needs cleansing with creams as
well as soap and water, and all
complexions need watchful care.
We can have thick, glossy, Jive
hair this again is the result of
continual care. Some Inherit thin
hair, but good caro will improve
even this, and the thinnest hair
can be becomingly dressed. Again
it is a matter of absolute, sanitary
cleanliness, of nourishment If the
scalp needs It, stimulation, encour.
agemunt.
We can all have beautiful finger
nails. And wo need not trust to a
manicurist for the
professional
nails are absurdly easy to manicure at home. It takes a little
Then
study and a little practice.

put up? I have only three hills,"
Answer: .Keep them in brine.
Fill a quart-siz- e
crock full of cold
water and add enough salt to float
an egg. They may lose their crlsp-neshowever.
A Reader;- - "Please give correct
amount of salt to be used In your
recipe for Dill Pickles recently
The recipe reads, '3
published.
gallons of water and 2 of salt.

s,

Isn't this a

the bottom in ono line and tried to
work up to the top.
"Of course tho problem of success and failure is largely an individual one and therefore it is
hard to generalize, but it has been
my experience to find that women
have too temporary on attitude toward their work. They try to get
tho best tiiey win for the time being and foil to make a long plan.
"Women also need more Initiative In
veloping work of their
own. Tiny could do it if they
would apply the same amount of
Thnrsdny.
Mothers' circle of Congregation- energy to their own projects that
al church will meet at home of they now put Into other peoples.
Mrs. Chester Washburn at 203
North Edith street.
AGRICULTURE COLONIES
Musical program at Broadway
OF FORMER
MILITARY
unnstian cnurch by Missionary
society for aU women - of the
MEN
PLAN
MEXICO
OF
church at l:iO p. m.

Daily Mag azme Page

BEAUTY CHATS
IIIXTS.

Pajre Five

mistake-?- "

Answer: Yes; it should have
read, "Three gallons of water and
f cups of salt."
"Is this
Young Housekeeper;
menu suitable for a Sunday dinner: Cream soup, creamed potatoes, corn on cob, string beans, lettuce and tomato salad, ice cream
Or should the salad
and cake?
course be served before tho meat
course ?"
Answer: Tho menu is a vory nice
one, but I would advise you to
have potato croquettes instead of
the creamed potatoes. When you
have a cream soup you should not
have a creamed vegetable. Variety
is the secret of a tempting menu.
The salad course comes between
meat and dessert, just as you
have it.
M. B.: "What will take a chocolate ice cream stain out of a tan
crepe dress?"
Answer:
spot with
Sprinkle
borax, place in cold water, let
ter).
pour boiling water
Another game a sort of trick soak, then
it. There Is danger, how
game is this: Put a flower In the through
center of the room on the floor. ever, that it may remove tho tan
Stand the players around the walls. dye.
Toll the
Appoint a timekeeper.
Players that you are going to whis SEASON PRICES MUST
per In each one's ear the name of
a different bird and that when you
FOR CITY
PREVAIL
afterward call out in turn the bird
names given, each one must rush
IS RULING
SERIES,
forward to pick up the flower:
one
the
who
this
does
the
quickest
(By The Anoelntcd FreM.)
e
called
after hearing her
Oct. 4. Both the play
wins. But here Is what you will ersChicago,
and
the
public must be con'
You will whisper the
actually do:
e
same
in each person's sidered In professional baseball ar
ear so that when you call that rangements, said a statement to
name they will all rush forward at day by Judge K. M. Landis, base
e ball
once! "Pidgeon" Is a good
commissioner, outlining rules
to use. After whispering It of procedure for the city series be
all around, stand in a doorway and tween the Cuba and the White Sox.
begin calling out "wren, robin, Consequently, the prices of admiS'
hawk" and so forth, going down sion at these games must be the
a long list of names not given; same as throughout the season at
finally say, "pidgeon" and each, though Indications are that canac
thinking she is the only one who ity crowds could be drawn' at high
was given that name will rush prices. Because the series is de
forward and a Jumbled heap of signed partly as a method of fi
nanclal aid to the players, the of
people will be the result.
V. T.: "How can I keep my fice of the baseball commissioner
small cucumbers In good condi- will not accept any passes to the
tion until I get enough of them to contests, the statement said.
uni-tfi-

.

bird-nam-

bird-nam-

bird-nam-
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Social Calendar

It was finished. But It looked as
it there was to b no change in the
intimaey It had fostered to such
a dangerous degree,
t
I would sound Dick as to my
plan when ha returned. I waiteii
until we were drinking our coffee
before I unfolded It to him.

"You sea, Dick, you have been
working terribly hard on vour
book. This Job will give us enough
money, and we both need a
ohange," Then as he did not answer I added: "And Just think how
pleased Junior would he to see us."
"I don tlcnow about eoinir awav
then, Nan. If Bowman takes my
book I may want to take a trip I
have been thinking of for some
,
time. Somers" a man whom we
knew only slightly, but a great
friend of Jugnlta's "has asked
71
me to go on g. yachting trip with
him. I haven't given him any
64.
answer yet, but well, I'll think
til
It.
about
There's no hurry you
lit
l i
t.
catt't go for a month yet anyway,
I believe you said."
"No, It will take a month longer
IBTTTT-sr.
f
for me to finish up with the BaA
i
ker's." I spoke cpldly. I hail
been puzzled, then hurt by the
hesitating way In which Dick had
received my suggestion for a vacaMost of the season's hats designed In Paris and copied by Amertion
and the calm way In
ican milliners have shown a decided Spanish influence except those whichtogether,
he had left me out of his
which were "just J'rench." Here is a model for which Paris went back own plans. But. he did not appear
to ancient Egypt, Gray velvet is the material.
to notice, and we spent the evening reading he a late magazine,
I a book upon interior decoration.
Not once did he again mention
his book, neither did we talk of
anything of interest to us both. We
were together, yet as far apart as
the poles.
By JANE FOELPS.
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WOMEN NEED TO
LOOK AHEAD IN
PLANNING WORK

est In me, or anything I did, I
thought with bitterness.
CHAPTER 105.
The book was finished that
I had contracted for the decor- week. All those last days Juanita
closeted with him from mornating of another largo house, this was until
night, whilo I attended to
time a new one. It was an ex- ing
most of which had to be
work,
my
"Decide on a goal and stick
I
had
remunerative
Job.
tremely
done away from home. I was al- till you get there!"
at first refused it, not because of ways there at meal time, however,
This is the advice given by Miss
lack of time but becauso of my and invariably was obliged to call Emma P. Hirth, director of the
depressed condition, my unhappi- - them to their meals, even after bureau ef vocational information,
ness in the discovery of Dick's in the maid we now kept (and could to the many yoling women Just
fatuation for Juanita. But when afford) had announced they were leaving school and colleges, who
come to her for guidance at this
they entreated me to do the work, ready.
"They never know whether I season before starting their win
naming my own price, I consented.
to
Bhuuld
or
to
make
finish
said
work.
ters
I
am Jn the house
enough
not," I
"The chief reason why so many
our own houso and if Dick woiriil myself after Dick had made some
consent, put into effect a little remark which showed an utter women flfl subordinate positions
plan of which I had been think- failure to remember I had told year after year Is that they don't
ing. After I finished this work ho him I was doing Mr. Maker's new look ahead and concentrate on one
and I would go to Lns Angeles, house.
And Juanita seemed to line of work," she continued.
"For instance, a woman of forty
surprise Junior, then take a trip forget my very existence, Bave octo San Francisco. His book would casionally
when at lunoh she who was out of a Job came to me
be In the publisher's hsdida then would remember I was alive and the other day. She had been in a
and the rest and change would do say:
series of
positions
us both good. It would also sep- must excuse us, Nan, but in various kinds of organizations,
to busiarato him from Juanita in a per we"You
social
work
are so interested in our book ranging from
ness, but she had developed no
fectly natural way, I reasoned.
we can think of nothing else."
no
When I told Dick I had deemed
and, accumulated
How that "us" and "we" and specialty
to take the house after all, he only "our" hurt
mo!
But I comforted store of knowledge alone one line.
one
from
time
she
remarked:
skipped
with the thought the book Every
"Don't try to do too much, myself
she will have no type of work to another, the expeis almost
Nan."
It was what he always excuse to finished,
be here then. So I smiled rience gained In one field was valsaid.
and told them not to mind me, ueless In another. She had mado
"I won't," I replied as usual.
whilo inwardly I knew that I long- no decision. It would have been
indifferDick's
seeming
Perhaps
ed to bo minded very much In- much better If she had begun at!
seml-executl-

WOMAN CALL HER
THE "DOLLAR SIGN"

mm

drick family In this vicinity wera
present.

Luis Gallegos And Lcandro
who have been working in
the harvest here the past month,
returned Saturday to their homes
near Mills.
Mr. and Mrs. George Warren
and two children of Colmor visited friends In this vicinity
Val-de-
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Coffee is grown right,

blended right, and
packed right,
preparing the coffee
make it right then
you will appreciate
itt appetizing aromaU
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deed.

Saturday afternoon they went to
the postoffice together and sent
the manuscript to a prominent
I met them
New York publisher.
as I was going home from a hard
aftornoon's work.
They were
laughing and chatting unrestrainI
them.
until
They
joined
edly
had not seen me until I was almost
abreast of them.
Immediately they became quiet
at least Dick did.
"I heard you laughing," I said
"I expect you both feel immensel:
relieved now that the manuscrip1
is out of the way."
"It may come right back," Dick
grumbled.
"Don't even think that after all
We won't talk il
your work.
back!" I said lightly.
"Will you come in?" Dick asked
Juanita as we neared the house.
"No, I think not." If she was
waiting for me to say anything
she surely must have been disapI would begin at once
pointed.
to hold myself aloof.
"Then I'll walk home with you.
The walk will do me good. I'll be
back by the time dinner Is ready,
Nan."
I went Into the house perfectly
I had hoped for so
discouraged,
much when the book was finished

Comfort Rays from the Cozy Glow

-

Name "Bayer" on Genuine

InWtation
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Miss Zulu Clements.
Miss
Zulu Clements is known
by San' Francisco business women
as the dollar sign so strong is she
on finances. No matter how much
money is needed for whatever pur
pose Miss Clements produces it
from some source. She is secretary
and traffic manager of the largest
salt company In the country. In
fact teaching the sons of the de
ceased president the salt business
has made her known among tne
trade as the salt woman. She went
to San Francisco from Chicago,
where she spent much time perfecting herself In handling traffic
by serving In this capacity for a
large piano manufacturing plant
Miss Clements Is a good example
of what women can do. With what
might be termed no health and a
mended broken back she is ever on
the job or on the wire directing
the sales, the shipping, the credit
and the city offices of the enormous plant down the coast.
Miss Clements has a hobby a
serious hobby. It is the constant
study of the problems of busi
ness women and business girls. She
has organized a business girls' club- junior olub of the Bulness and
Professional Women's club whose
quarters they use. These more experienced women are piloting the
newer ones that their way may be
easier to tread.

Cool Evenings anH Mornings are Here, anH tKe ftest th"mg tfia? we Have
found to make them comfortable is the Westinghouse Cozy Glow Heater.
,The Cozy Glow occupying as it does such a small space, is fast becoming a
.welcome addition to countless offices, factories, retail stores, and small
v
v,
v
places where heat is needed.

Warnlngf Unless you see the
Ram "Bayer" on package or on
tablet you are not getting genu-

ine Aspirin prescribed by physicians for twenty-on- e
years and
proved safe by millions. Take Aspirin only as told In - the Bayei
package for Colds. Headache. Neu
Earache,
Rheumatism,
ralgia,
Toothache, Lumbago and for Pain
Hanay tin boxes of twelve Bayer
Tablets of Aspirin cost few cents
Druggists also sell larger packages.
Aspirin is the trade mirk of Bayer
Manufacture of Monoacetlcaold-este- r
ot Sallcyllcacid.

5

'Almost
Uabelierablo

'

,

In tlie cool evenings and mornings you will find tlie Cozy Glow giving a "sufficient amount'of heat to make the room comfortable. In the bath room it is
a convenience and not a luxury.
f v'--si
--

..

f

FOR THE WESTINGHOUSE COZY

GLOW HEATERS SEE

You can hardly realize

the wonderful 1m- to your skin
and complexions your
mirror will reveal to you

' provemtnt

after ssingGouraud'sOricntal
(jream for the first tune.
Send lie. for Trial Sim
.
FERO. T. HOPKINS Ac SON
KewYorlt

Albuquerque Gas & Electric Company
"At Your Service."
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PLANS A TRIP.

ence to my work, even when It
really had amounted to something,
had hurt mo almost as much as
anything he could have done except ceasing to love me.' At Lan
sing he had been so Interested.
aBked so many questions, "b'een so
solicitious, that his stereotyped
questions, his cold indifference
now hurt doubly in comparison.
I attributed all of this to Juan-lta- 's
influence. He was so Interested in her that he had no inter- -

LEVY.
George II. Roulstone of Springer
was in tnis vicinity this week on
business.
Mr. and Mrs. Sneva and family,
who have been touring the coast
states this summer, returned the
first of the week and will live on
their ranch near Levy.
The Misses Lttcile and Leona
Hanke, who are attending school
In Wagon
Mound, came home
Thursday to spend the remainder
of the week, there being vacation
Friday on account of the fair.
The Levy Jolly club gave a
dance Saturday evening at the
hall.
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Robinson and
grandson, Elvis Watkins, and Mr
and Mrs. J. C. Robinson arrived
overland Saturday from Vernon,
Tex., where they have spent the
past two years. Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
Robinson were recently married at
Vernon, Mrs. Robinson being formerly Miss CJrace Frazier of this
place. They will live for the present on the ranch of the elder Robinsons.
Mr. and Mrs. John II. Kendrtck
of Villisca, la., are here visiting
in the homes of their sons, C. C.
Kendrick and Glea W. Kendrick,
and families. On Sunday a re- union was held at the" home of
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Kendrick
at
which all the members of the Ken

IMUttAefcSfi,
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Freoii.)

Washington, Oct. 4. Establishment of agriculture colonies of
former-militarmen by the Mexican government has started, according to reports to the department of commerce today announcing trat President Obregon had
signed a decree authorising expenditure cf approximately
for the acquisition of land
for the purpose In various parts of
the republic. Under the plan, the
farmer will be provided by the
government with agriculture implements and other equipment and
will continue to draw half of his
a'my pay for a period of threo
years.
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FIRST RELIEF SHIP SAILS FOR RUSSIA

SHOW PROGRESS
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PLAN TO REVIVE
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Cincinnati Will Show Hew tc
Stimulate Healthy People
and Healthy Business Oct.
15 to 22.
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Other Speakers.
Other speakers will be Dr.
Woods, Dr. Hutchinson and Dr.
David Lyman of lioston; Dr. Royal
8. Copeland, health commissioner
of the city of New York; Dr. W.
A. Evans, editor of the health department of the Chicago Tribune;
Dr. C. V. Roman of the faculty of
Meharry Medical college, Nashville, Ten., will address the exposition on "Slental Handicaps as a
Health Problem."
More than 600 Cincinnati school
children wl'l participate in a spectacular pageant, "Health Wins,"

Chief Cause of Depression is
the Lack of Information
Available, Say Economic

Experts.
(Br The Associated Prima.)
Washington, Oct. 5. Prelimin
ary work cn a permanent policy
for "reorganizing or employment
throughout the country, involving
the revival of the nation's business
and commerce '..as begun today
by the manufacturers' committee
of the national conference on un
employment.
Discussions were said to have
been limited to C e suggestions for
the stabilization of business advanced by the economic advisory
committee of the conference with
particular attention paid to the
problem Of effecting a commercial
revival of permanence without a
consequent recession in the movement.
"We are of the opinion," the
economic experts declared, "that
one of the chief causes of industrial
depression s to be found in the
lack of information available to
business men ns to certain essential
facts connected with their general
lines of business. The far sighted
business man who desires to forecast the future and guide his action
accordlnrty is often compelled to
rely upon pure guesses or arbltary
estimates. Were he to be provided
with actual facts he would often
act
d'.'ta ently from what he
now does. Stabilization of business and the avoidance of recurring
Industrial depressio. s and crisis
are in no smal' measure dependent
upon a more complete knowledge
of the factors affecting the business

situation."

The committee Is to meet again
(c) Underwood & Underwood
Lard substitute being loaded on steamer Phoenix at dock at Hamburg, tomorrow.
Germany. Barrels on deck in foreground contain flour.
The steamer Phoenix recently sailed for Pctroerad from Hamburg
with one of the first loads of food to be distributed in the famine area
of destitute Russia by the American ralief committee. Flour, lard substitute, dried vegetables and other foodstuffs made up the load. Hundreds of tons of food are now on their way to the famine district.
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able-bodie-

The foolish man who built
his house on the sand

Berlin-Hochschu-

pudding
appetite.

How Better Than Pills?
The question has been asked. In
what way are Chamberlain's Tablets superior to the ordins
thartic and liver pills? Our answer
Is, they are easier and more pleasant to take and their effect is so
gentle that one hardly realizes that
it is produced by a medicine. Then,
they not only move the bowels but
improve the appetite and strengthen the digestion.

particular delight

dinner,
Sold by grocers.

Grape Nuts the Body Builder
--

"There's a Reason"
Made

br Peeiatn Cereal

Compa.Br,

be. Battle Creek,

KBeUgma

Harris Gives Nursing
Program Committee a Re-

port of Work for Department for First Six Months.

FRIDAY

City water showed Impurities In
the tests yesterday and must be
boiled before being used for drink
ing purposes, according to the

DAHE

nnouncinq
aJ

JttttlOt
FOR

10 C
1ATTERY

FDRD CARS

F. O. B.

pre-scho- ol

Philadelphia

non-clu-

battery is designed especially for Ford
THIS new
It is powerful, rugged, and
dependable.

0,

From design to finished product the Exide Junior
is the work of the oldest and largest manufacturers

well-bab-

in the world of storage batteries for every purpose.
i

"Dan-derin-

Exide Batteries send your voice over the telephone
wires; they run mine locomotives, propel beneath the
waves a majority of the world's submarines, light
railroad trains, operate fire alarm systems.

.

Change
of
7 Time
OCTOBER

No.
No.
No.
No.

2

9TH

WILL LEAVE FOR
Santa Fe
Las Vegas
Kansas City
Chicago

9

Phoenix

3

Los Angeles San Diego
San Francisco

7

Gallup
Phoenix

Los Angeles
San Francisco

s

Winslow
Los Angeles

2:40 p. m.

a. m.
11:00 a.m.
11:20 a.m.
1:00

For Information, Kates, or llescrvations, Call

PLAN YOUR

WINTER
VACATION
NOW
;

R. W. HOYT, Agent,
Phone 204
ALBUQUERQUE,

N.

M.

The longest experience and the largest facilities in1
the battery business were brought to bear on making'
a thoroughly efficient battery for Ford cars at the '
lowest possible price.

AMM-lntt-

Women are to he admitted to all
brandies of the British civil serv
ice under the sanie regulations as
man.but for the present the government has decided to take up the
question of equal pay.

Effective

In-

"Malnutrition
in Infancy and
6.
(By The Anaoclnted Press.)
Three Childhood" was the text of the ad
Pueblo, Colo., Oct.
6.
Oct.
Sir Ernest hundred physicians from all parts dress of Dr. Elmer L. Timmons of
Lisbon,
Shackleton and his party have ar of Colorado attended the opening Colorado Springs, who was followI UULIU
rived here on board the vessel session of the Colorado State Med- ed by Dr. Robert G. Packard of
ical
here today. Rec- Denver, who spoke of "The ReQuest, which has been damaged by ords association
of the cemmittee on arrange- moval of the Astragalus In Old
Paralysis."
AT AGE OF NINE a heavy storm off the west coast ments show that additional dele- Cases! of Infantile
Tonight a series of lecture
of Portugal.
gates are coming and that approxand sur- given by Dr. Hubert Work, presi-ideIt is recalled that when the imatelywill700be inphysicians
of tho American Medical asattendance before
geons
out
from
started
Quest
the
England
closes
convention
the
Leopold Godowsky,
night. sociation and also first assistant
"super
Friday
man among pianists," as ho has on its voyage of exploration to the The day's session started at 10 postmaster general; Dr. T. A.Stodfrom Lon o'clock thla morning with an ad dard of Pueblo and Dr. W. W.
often been called, was born in the Antarctic, dispatches
Grant of Denver will be given in
was not a dress by Dr. C. D. Spivak of Den
don
stated
that
there
ancient town of Wilna, in the Lith "single
d
the municipal auditorium to which
seaman in its ver on the "Medical Coloradoan."
uanian province of Russian Poland, Crew.
He was followed by Dr. E. P. Gen- - the general publio has been invited.
on February 13, 1870.
From early
childhood he showed an extraordi
nary aptitude for music, making
his first public appearance at the
age of 9 at a concert in his native
town. Mr. Godowsky appears here
in a concert October 10,
Four years later found the youth
enrolled at the
but only for a snort period, aa even
at that age Leopold Godowsky had
definite ideas about piano teaching
which were not in sympathy with
the dull and conventional
methods
He gave an example in folly which anybody- - can understand.
in vogue at the Hochschule.
At the age of 14, in 1884, the
young pianist left for America
It isn't so easy, however, to sense the mistake of trying to build
where ha toured in concerts with
the body on foods which lack essential nourishment.
the singers, Clara "Louise Kellogg
and Kmma Thursby and subsequently with the violinist Ovide1
Here, again, is a foundation of sand which gives 'way when
Musin. In 1886 he returned to
comes.
test
the
to
fulfill his greatest amEurope
bition that of becoming 'a student
under Liszt at Weimar.
Many a food that tastes good lacks honesty cf nourishment to
'Ihis ambition was never reall.
equal ifs taste. Thus it tempts the appetite into mistakes that
ed. however, as upon his arrival in
Europe he iearhed'that the famous
often are costly.
composer, pianist and pedagogue
had passed away. His disappointis a food which helps build bodily endurance for
Grape-Nu- ts
ment waa somewhat
ameliorated
less than a year later, by an introlife's stress and storm. The full nourishment of wheat and malted
duction to Saint Saens, who, after
barley, together with the vital mineral salts so necessary to bona
hearing the boy play several of his
own
compositions,
immediately
structure and red blood corpuscles, with phosphates for the brain,
manifested the most enthusiastic
The long baking process by which
is retained in Grape-Nut-s.
interest in Godowsky.
nut tne restless nature and in
is made gives the food a natural sweetness and an
Grape-Nu- ts
cessant activities of Saint Saens
'
made continuous study with him
unusual ease of digestibility and assimilation.
impossible, so in the end Godowsky became practically his own
Served with cream or milk, Grape-Nu- ts
is fully nourishing, and
teacher. That he was his very best
instructor time and his great repuwhether eaten as a cereal at breakfast or lunch, or made into a
tation have proven.
Grape-Nu- ts
has a
for the
for

D

Miss

TO BE STAGED

ILL BE BOILED

PUBLOEALTH

The work accomplished by the
local Red
nursing
Public Shooting Ground to Cross serviceat bf the
the conclusion of
chapter
Be Discussed By Local the first six months of its activities
under the direction of Miss Gladys
Sportsmen; Smoker Will Harris, public health nurse, should
be gratifying to the community.
health department.;
which will be enacted.
Start at 8 O'clock.
The report made by Miss Harris
"Bacteria showed in nearly all of
to
the nursing committee at its
the samples," Dr. J. F. Docherty
.' EIGHT CHILDREN
HlltT.
A sportsmen's smoker will he
meeting yesterday afteraoon showBrockton, Mass., Oct. 6. Eight stated yesterday. "And the water held at
the Chamber of Commerce ed that an excellent program is bechildren were seriously injured to should be purified before beinc
Friday night under tho allspices ing built up.
day when a flying swing device at used. Typhoid
fever
An active educational campaign
might result of the Albuquerque Game Protec
the Brockton fair grounds gave
way, throwing one of the swings if this precaution is not taken
tive association for the purpose of In thea phases of healthonwcrk which
me last test showed the water
the health
have direct bearing
into the crowd.
shooting of children must be conducted in
almost pure and officials were discussing the public
now
bill
before
ground
best
congress, order to get the
results, said
hopeful that yesterday's test would
show it entirely free from contamand the game refuges recently Miss Harris. The program should
ination.
Include chill health conferences,
Tho health department created
comwas unable to state yesterday mission. by the slate game
nutritional classes, lectures, literaThe
smoker
will
at
start
where the new impurity had come 8 p. m.
ture, moving picture films, child
con
health centers and
from.
sportsmen state that since tact in the h'omcc. personal
In spite of the fact that the theLocal
In the chili;
last meeting, at which
tho
water during the past few weeks public
health center the nurse should ar
shooting ground bill was range careful instruction and sup
Stops Hair Coming Out; lias carried
slight impurities which discussed,
a
considerable
number
of expectant mothers b
have
ervision
caused a tvnhold eni- - of lakes in the Rio Grande
might
valley the family doctor, adequate am
demic, no cases have been reported. nave Deen leased
i;,, Thickens, Beautifies.
clubs.
by
shooting
This is probably due to the fact One of the
of women durln;
purposes of the smok satisfactory care
that the greater part of the people er will be
care of Infants, in
to discuss tho possibili confinem nt,
have boiled the water before using ties or
to
mothers, and super
obtaining federal funds. structions
of the health of the chile
it. unu hiso io tne raet that the to be raised
under tho provisions vision
of
contamination has only been in oi tne punuc
age.
bill,
shooting
sman proportions.
With the object of preventinr
for the purchase of- grounds
additional
deahts among th
lakes to be perpetually
held in unnecessary
children
of the community and c
public ownership and
so
TAX VALUATION IN
health of man
the
up
building
as to furnish shooting developed
b
to tho
member. Officials of the local that escape actual death but sul
COUNTY GAINS OVER
Game Protective association have fer lifelong illness the Red Cro
MILLION THIS YEAR expressed tho view that the pas- chapter established its publ
sage of this bill, and the funds health nurjlng service in Marc
would
become available 19?1. The service in cooperatio
Bernalillo county tax valuation that
through its passage, are the only wi.h the city and count health dt
for the coming year will be
means in sight for preserving partment has in this time conduc
to the report shooting privileges
y
according
cllnios with a toti
for tho citizen ed 39
filed with the state tax commission
who does not belong to a club.
attendance of 671, L classes
Hub-belAssessor
by County
l,
The
Felipe
proposes to tax each home nursirtsr and 415 nursin.
who returned from Santn ir hunter bill
of migratory birds HI per demonstrations.
yesterday. This is an increase over year and will
Miss Harris has made 1940 visit'
produce a federal
this year of $1,050,000.
fund 6f around $3,000,000. In ad- to private homes, has distributee
The increase is the greatest in dition to
purchasing
shooting .1,500 pampnlets, has given pre
buys a bottle of
the history of the countv for
ln.
to 150, instructthe fund is to ho used for natal instruction
at any drug store. After gle year.
Mr. Hubbell stated that grounds,
buying up and improving breeding ions on ' .fant care in 1,200 homes
one application you can not find a a decrease had
In grounds which might otherwise
Dlace
taken
caro
to six post
and
be
nursing
particle of dandruff or a falling nearly every other countv In the drained or become
natal cases and to 20 sick infants
hair. Besides, every hair shows valuations for the
unproductive.
All sportsmen, whether or not She has examined 410 children foi
coming year.
r.ew life, vigor, brightness, more
members of the Game Protective defects and malnutrition. She hat
color and abundance.
Journal Want Ads bring results. association, are
invited to attend prepared 60 diet lists, examined Cu
the smoker. Kenneth Baldridge. school children and keeps 60 childvice president of the Game Pro- ren under daily supervision. To sh
tective association, will nreslde. infants of
rarentg she has
and refreshments will be served. arrange r indigent
free milk for the past
several months.
"The wor:: is yet In Its Infancy
RELEASED FROM JAIL
arfd needs tho support and coUNDER BOND OF $5,000 operation of. all individuals and
organizations of the community,"
said Miss Harris. "We need te
(Br The
TrpM.)
Nogales. Ariz.. Oct. 6. W. TT. have the entire community stanc
Smith, former city clerk of this strongly back of the program."
city, who was held to answer to The new com.nlttee on nurslnj
the superior court on a charge ofl service which is headed by Mrs
J. G. Gould, .3 composed of Mrs.
embezzlement In tho court of
Justice of tho peace here several Glen Harvison, Mrs. P. K. Sheclt.
days ago, today was released from Mrs. Al Colen.an and Mrs. J. S.
Jail under
bond of $5,000.
His Eastcrday.
a
trial is scheduled for the latter part
g
oi mis montn.
ts

dl

nt

;t (By The Associated Press.)
Cincinnati, O.. Oct. 5. A com- -

hlnatlon of more than 100 efficient
organizations
working hand in
hand with 150 manufacturers,
wholesalers and retailers, to stimulate healthy people and healthy
business, is offered by Cincinnati
in Its first health exposition, which
will be held from October 15 to 22.
The city of Cincinnati, public
health federation, and allied organizations will be present in the
exposition to show what has been
done and what still remains to bo
done in the Queen City to promote
the business of health and the
health of business.
Exhibits of national, state and
city health, recreational, sanitation and safely organizations, more
than 100 in number, will completely encircle the displays of 150
commercial firms whoso products
have a definite educational feature
or have a definite relation to the
promotion of better health.
J'lijsloul Facts.
Phyelclal facts about the exposition Include 100,000 square feet
of floor space; 12,000,000 worth
of exhibits; $130,000 expended In
operation; eight days of entertainment; educational exhibits by 100
organizations; commercial exhibits
by 100 leading firms.
Besides the exceptional display
of health activities the exposition
will present each day a construe
tfve program of addresses, moving
pictures, pageants and health educational features. In which some of
the greatest health and sanitary
experts of the world have - been
asked to participate.
Dr. Harvey Wiley, pure food exand
pert, will speak on "Food
Food Values," and Dr. Im L.
sanHary expert of the United
States public health 6ervlce, on
"Rural Sanitation."
Col. Harry L. Gilchrist of the
chemical warfare service of the
United States Rrmy. recently returned from Poland, will describe
the methods used by the American
relief commission to check the
spread of typhus in that country.

SHACKLET0N AND HIS

ONSKY

WORK BEGUM ON

October 6, 1921.

Stiff? Sore?

The Exide Junior is now on sale byour Service1
Stations. It should prove a decided asse, to Ford
owners. Price $25, F. O. B. Philadelphia.
The Electric Storage Battery Company, Philadelphia

LI WIRE KILLS

I

MADRID

Extde Batteries for U
makes of cars. Ex- -'
pert repair service cn1
all makes of batteries.'

I

,1,1

A lame back, a tore tnuicle or a Miff
Joint often if coniidered too lightly by
John Buktenica, a miner, wn inIbe lufierer.
It ahould be remembered
stantly killed toy electrocution yesthat backache, rheumatic pninj, it
terday mornjngwhlle at work in
soreness, sallow ikin and puffineaa the mines at Madrid, N. M. While
under the eye are lymptomi oi kidney reaching up to adjust the light on
and bladder trouble and these certainly his cap, his hand came in contact
with an exposed wire with high
ahould not be neglected.'

voltage running throught it. which
caused Instant death. The current
entered his body at the left hand,
coursed through his body and
came
out at the left foot.
help the kidneyi eliminate from
The
Is aurvived by his
the poiionoui waite and acids brother, deceased Buktenica
of this
that caute tbeie achea and paina. They city, who Tony
is an employe of the Sanact promptly and effectively to restore ta Fj Bhops.
The remains were brought to
weak, overworked or diseased kidney
Albuquerque last .night, under the
and bladder to healthy, normal con
direction
of C. T. French- - Funeral
ditioo.
services will be held Jrom the ImJ. E. Simmons. 400 E. 50th St., PortlsnJ. On., maculate Conception church this
writas: "I wa troubled with bscksch and afternoon
at 2 o'clock. Burial will
orinirr trouble. 1 tud PoUy Kidnay Pills sod be in
Calvary cemetery.
rill say that I hiahly raaemmand iham to any
.

natroublad in (bat way, as (bay ara aictllant."

Sond everywhere.

Try a Journal Want Ad.

VISIT THE NEAREST
Arno Hunlng Eloctrio Co..
ALBCQVEItQUE
418 West Central Ave.
BEIjEN C. N. Cunningham. .
.
CTjAVTONPioneer Auto Co.

EXIDE SERVICE STATION

llll

EAST LA8 VEGAS F. C. Orth,
Douglas
Avenue.
FORT SUMNER Port Bumner Motor Co.
GAtLCPWataoh-raig- e
Oarage.

.

,
'

GREENVILLE
L. Q. Qualer,
HATON
Gate City Garage.
SANTA FE Cloeaon & Cloiton.
TEXICO Texlco Garage.

1
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printing firm

iis

suit for
bill on ballots

Central Printing Company
Insists on Being Paid
'
$893.25 for Printing the
' Ballots for
Special Election
.

Claiming that $893.25 was a fair
amount for the printing of the
special election ballots, th Cen
tral Printing company, publishers
started
of the Evening
Herald,
suit yesterday in the district court
to collect that amount from the
who, at
county commlssio4ers,
their meeting last week, refused to
grant the bill, claiming it was
"Unreasonable."
t The
petition sets forth that on
Fred
August 29, County Clerk
Crollott ordered 2,600 sample ballots and 17,115 official ballots (approximately the amount needed)
but that during the first week In
September he gave another order
duplicating the official ballots. were
The 2,500 sample ballots
printed and the two ordersto of of- 1
ficial ballots, amounting
When the bill for printing was
presented to the county commissioners, chairman Albert G. Bimms
produced a letter countersigned by
a
representative of the Albright
ana Anderson Job priming company, stating that their company
34,-23-

3

had printed 3,000 Sierra county
ballots, similar in Bite and quality,
for $11.33 a thousand and that if
their company had printed approximately 80,000 ballots the price
would have been $10 a thousand.
The Central Printing company
charged $25 a thousand for tho official ballots and a slightly lower
sum for the samples.
After this letter was read to the
Simms
commissioners, Chairman
removed that the commission
ject the Central Printing company's bill on the ground that it
was "unreasonable." The motion
carried and the bill was rojeoted.
The letter stating the price of
such printing by tho Albright and
Anderson company was filed as a
minpart of the commission's
utes.
"

R0SWELL OFFICERS
ARREST THREE FOR
VOLSTEAD

VIOLATION

Chovlff
TJoplr and hia ripn- utles have placed under arrest
Roscoe S. Nicholson, Carl Beck-ma- n
and Bob Whittle for alleged
violations of the Volstead act, ac- nAlncr in wifri ranplllncr lflpsl OrO- hibltion enforcement officers. They
nave also seized a nign puwrrca
motor car reported to have been
used in the Illegal traffic.
The men arrested win db neia
to action in the state courts on
ViA
nhnpora nf trflnsnnrtlnsr llnlinr
illegally while armed Kith a dan
gerous weapon, u ne new scam iaw
covering the subject is extremely
severe.
VHoral niibfVt1 Hnn ftfflrftrit ata
itnnftd hnra tinvA ntAted thot thev
with the state
expect to
possible
way
authorities in every
..
,
to secure convicuons in uimb uhu
In similar cases.
r1

T

Loans

Buy a Home
Build a Home
Improve Keal Estnte.
Pay Off a Mortgage
O Go In Business

TO

..

$4,000 SUIT IS
FILED

AGIST

PLAY THE GRAYS

DR.W.T.MURPHY

Claiming that Dr. W. T. Murphey
of the Murphey sanatorium, had
appropriated property belonging to
Harry C. Blethrow. who died at the
sanatorium March 3. 1919, Claude
Hutto, administrator of the Blethrow estate, started suit against Dr.
Murphey and the Murphey sana
torium for $4,000 yesterday in the
district court.
It Is alleged in the complaint
that Blethrow owned five shares of
Murphey sanatorium stock of the
par value of $500 and that the cer
tificates were in Blethrow's room
at the time of his death. It is
claimed that Dr. Murphey securea
the certificates and had them cancelled by the directors of the corporation and similar ones issued to
himself.
The second count alleges that
Blethrow was possessed of a diamond ring when he died and that
Dr. Murphey appropriated this
also.
Compensatory damages amounting to $500 nro asked on the Murphey sanatorium stock count and
$1,500 for punitive and exemplary
damages. On the ring count the
administrator asks for $1,000 compensatory damages and $1,000 in
punitive and exemplary damages.

From present indications the
Eataneia will play the Grays
tho state
here Bunday afternoon at 3:15 at musical department ofone
of the
will have
Barelaa field. The time was set university
seasons of its hismost
successful
late In order that the fans could tory this year, the university orwitness the world series game at chestra and glee club being already
well organized, with a university
the Journal board.
The Estancla boys have wanted band and men's chorus planned.
Rehearsals are being held freto play the Grays all summer, but
by the glee club, under the
have not felt that their team was quently
direction of Prof. John Lukken
quite up to the task. However, with and Mrs. D. W. Faw, and Mrs. Faw
the regular season over, a number states that her pupils already have
of boys have drifted back to Es- several program numbers ready for
year, which
tancla after playing In several of the first concertbe of the at
assembly
given
probably
the fast west and southwest teams will
and with these to strengthen their soon.
present the women's glee club
batting line, they believe they can hasAttwenty
members, including the
not only hold their own against

A1ISTIC E
TO BE HOLIDAY
Phone

835--

N

J

THE COUNTY

Dan's aggregation, but can possibly
take the bacon back with them to
the Estancia valley.
The Grays are still In form, not
having lost a man with the practical closing of the season and will
present a solid front Sunday,

YOUNG BANKERS TO
FORM BASKETBALL
TEAM THIS WINTER
A basketball
team composed
solely of young men in the local
banks is being organized.
The
team will practice regularly at the
Y. M. C. A., in an attempt to get
into the city league. Some very
good material has volunteered, including the following men: Sgnn-zln- i,
MacArthur,
Salazar, Pegue,
Gilbert, Severns, Meyers, Hays,
and Balling. According to members of the team, it ia ready to
play any eligible team.

Free to Asthma and
Hay Fever Sufferers

ESTANCIA
First Annual
Race Meet and
FIELD DAY
OCTOBER:

6th, 7th, and 8th

3 DAYS OF HORSE RACING
AND FIELD SPORTS

County Commissioners Ap
v
point Committee to Have
Charge of Program of
Memorial Dedication.
Free Trial
Armistice day, November 11,
will be observed as a holiday in
Bernalillo county by a proclamation of the county commissioner
A committee composed of Sheriff
Antonio Ortiz, Maj. J. H. Toulouse and W. J. Shamphan was
appointed to arrange a program
for the day. One of the features
will be a ceremony dedicating the
soldiers' monument in the court
house yard.
The committee will meet as aoon
as posstble and a number of
speakers will be secured for tho
casion. Troop A, the American legion and other patriotic organizations will probably take an active
part in the program.
A petition was received by the
commissioners from the Central
Labor union, asking that the day
be set aside as a holiday and sug
gesting that an appropriate program be planned.

Jane Herveux, famous French
aviatrix, has been commissioned a
captain in the aviation division of
the police reserve in New York
City.

of a Method That Anyone
Can Use Without Discomfort
or Lou of Time

We have a method for the control of Asth
ma, and we want you to try It at our expense.
No matter whether your case ia of long standing or recent development, whetiier it is present as Hay Fever or chronic Asthma, you
should sena for a free trial of our method.
No matter in what climate you live, no matter
what your age or occupation, U you are
troubled with asthma or hay fever, our
method should relieve you promptly.
We especially want to send it to those
apparently hopeless cases, where all forms of
inhalers, douches, opium preparations, fames,
patent smokes, etc., rave tauea. we want
to show everyone at eur expense, that our
method ia designed to end all difficult breathing, all wheeling, and ail those terrible

A national campaign to feduce
tho number of fatalities from automobile accidents, particularly
among school children who are the
most frequent victims, is under
way. An essay writing prize con
test which is to be conducted by the
National Automobile Chamber of
Commerce has been sanctioned by
the Kiwanls clubs, and the local
project has been referred to John
Milne, superintendent of rchoolg.
Five hundred prizes will be
awarded to school children of the
country for the best essays on the
subject: "How I Can Make Road
Travel More Safe." The first prize
will be a gold watch and a trip to
Another contest will
Washington.
be conducted among school teachers for the best class room discussion on safety.
A prize of $500
and a trip to Washington will be
awarded the winner.
The object of the campaign Is to
teach school children the essentials

Misses Gerhkrdt, Bands, Wlckiund,
Johnson. Murphey. Falrley, Hardin, Carol Wilson, Easterday, Cameron, Moarns, Heflln, Shepard,
Stephenson, B. Wilson. Dougherty.
Morgan, Parson, Clyda Wilson and
Williamson.
In addition to the largest glee
club which the school has ever had
Professor Lukken states that the
university orchestra will be much
larged than ever before, the Hat of
Instruments being almost complete
and the average ability of the musicians very high.
The violinists who have appear,
ed so far are Miss Dorothy Cam
eron, Miss Elizabeth Shepard, David Marcus and E. Bryan. Professor Lukken has three men who can
play tho cornet and three for the
clarinets.
J. Wllkerson, Tom Collins and John Wllkerson are the
and
J. Sharp, W. Morcornetlsts,
gan and Clarence Huffine play the
clarinet. E, Harrington is the only
flute player who has appeared so
far, and Miss Thelma Lyckman is
the only trombone player. There
are three saxophone players, however, in tho person of L. Gant, O.
Grimes and Veon Kiecb, and the
drums and traps will be superintended by Kenneth Wilkinson.
The first concert to be given by
the orchestra and glee club will
probably be at one of the regular
assemblies within a few weeks.
Later in the season it is planned
to give concerts at some of the
downtown churches, but plans for
these concerts are as yet indefinite.

of traffic safety and how to avoid
accidents. In one city school ten
hoys have been appointed traffic
policemen, two of whom are on
duty at every rocess and when the
children are leaving and returning to school.

Queen Mary'n colors are

anium red with a
stripe. All the
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To Gain a Good Reputation.
The way to gain a good reputation is to endeavor to be what you
the
appear." That is precisely
manner in which Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy has gained its reputation as a cure for cougns. colds,
croup and whooping cough. Every
bottle that has ever been put out
by the manufacturers has been
12 to 21 and 21 to 12.
fully up to the high standard of
excellence claimed for it. People
Stoclt and poultry raisers can se- have found that It can be depended
cure the best of remedies and prep- upon for the relief and cure of
arations) as a complete line of the these ailments and that it is pleaswell known International Stock, ant and safe to take.
Veterinary and Poultry Preparations is sold by Valo Bros., 807
Journal Want Ads bring results.
North First street.
1 1 11

Leather Vests, Mackinaws, Sweaters, warm clothes for cool weather. Woolen Hose of all kinds for

service, looks, for dress; all kinds,
all qualities.

Underwear: All cotton, part wool
and all wool, in a variety of
weights and colors. You'll like the
line.

2 POCKET BILLIARD
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We invite you to call an'd inspect

GAMES ARE SCHEDULED
F. L. Whalcn, Missouri stato

Albuquerque's Exclusive Clothiers.
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handball tournament was
played off at the Y, M. C. A. last
night with the following players
engaged: In the first series, Rogers
and DePoio piayea Skinner and
Hunter, winning three games
straight with scores of 21 to 10. 21
to 5 and 21 to 14. In the second
series Itogors and DePoio played
FOX flnii
n tn- - lnalnff aiia rm
and winning the other two In the
aeries wun inese scores: 21 to 13,
A

IT'S

.

I

ger-

Miss Jane Henderick,
assistant
HANDBALL TOURNAMENT
Inaugurate the first course of lecPLAYED OFF AT Y. M. tures under the Anna Howard

Vt?S

r-

a

or

time to be "preparing for
and you'll find our line
of sheep pelt Lined Coats,

pocket billiard champion, and D,
Dukes, champion of New Mexico,
will play to two match games of
pocket billiards, tonight and Friday night, 125 points each night.
The games will be played at the
Palace billiard halt, beginning at
8:10. After the matches there will
paroxysms.
This free offer U toe Important to neglect a be exhibitions of fancy shooting.
now
Write
and
the
method
begin
Admission free.
single day.
at once. Bend no money. Simply mail coupon
below. Pa it Today you do not cv
pay
freight traffic manager of the
postage.
French line of New York, is be
liaved to be the only woman trafFREE TRIAL OOUFM
fic
manager of a transoceanic
FRONTIER ASTHMA CO., RnomWB-steamship company. Miss HenderNiagara and Hudson Sts., Buffalo. N. Y.
son supervises and directs the
Send free trial of your method tot
movement of freight of all the
French line vessels plying between
France, Spain, Germany and the
Baltic ports and New York and
the Gulf.
Bryn Mawr college is about to

s HM rt DOT

narrow

blue
and
ladies In waiting to her majesty
wear the colors as a badge, attached to which Is the queen s initial in diamonds.
maids-of-hon-

HOW ENOCH PERIWINKLE PICKLEWEIGHT FAILED AS A SPIRIT
'"
(tV
f f?Z
.
THE
SKe ivrl
-

r
HOSrLCOMESOtJjY
KlTCHEN
RIGHT UNDER- CUPBOARD IFI
6 UMPI N WITH THAT FA T

frW.-THA-

FOR

PLAN

U

ACTI1E SEASON

HER EON SUNDAY

AMERICAN HOME BUILDERS
Incorporated.
WESTERN AGENCY
South Fourth fitreet

AT

TRAFFIC SAFETY FOR
CHILDREN IS SUBJECT
FOR SCHOOL STUDIES

STUDENTS

C

Administrator of Blethrow Valley Team to Be Consider- University Orchestra and
Glee Club Largest Ever,
Estate Claims Murphy
ably Strengthened With
DisAfter
Home
and Prof. Lukken Says
Dead
the
Man's
Appropriated
Boys
Musical Talent Excellent.
of
Several
Teams
Stocks and Diamond Ring
banding

Let Us Know Your Needs
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ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL1

Albuquerque Morning Journal
AN INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER
Published By
JOURNAL PUBLISHING COMPANY
D. A. MACPHEKSON.
CARL C. MAQEE.
President.
Docremij.
....Business Manager
D. A. MACPHEKSON.
PART. C. MAOEB....
REPRESENTATIVES
C. J. ANDERSON. . . .Marquette Bids.. Chicago. III.
RALPH R.
d
matter at the postoffice
a second-clas- s
M
act of Congress of
under
of Albuquerque, N.
Marcn it. i8v.
Editor-in-Chi-
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Dally, by carrier or by mall, one month. 85c;
yearly, in aavancg.
"The Morning journal haa a higher circulation
in New
rating than la accorded to any other paperDirectory.
American
Newspaper
Mexico." The
The only paper in New Mexico Issued every day
in the year.
SflAPl ATP.M PMRSS- V,VY, r, - r ftp TO
The Associated Press la exclusively entitled to
of all news credited to
the use, for
it or not otherwise credited In this paper and also
the local news published herein.
Octobpr 6, 1921
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THE CITY'S STAND.

either total failures or in the hands of receivers,
with few exceptions. Even the Bank of North Dakota, with deposits between $30,000,000 and
refuses to pay checks, though still open.
To end the mismanagement and restore the state
to a position of credit is the purpose of the present
movement.
However, It is not proposed to abandon all the
enterprises in which the state has Invested money,
if the coalition is successful In the election. The
state projects on which millions have been expended will bo given under careful management a chance
to survive. If survival la possible. The movement
is at least a step toward the return to sanity In
commercial affairs and in the hands of sagacious
men there Is no reason why North Dakota should
not regain standing.

and no

tff

The various agencies, stats and national,
to the work of fire prevention, seem to be
especially anxious this year for a thorough obser
vance of the day set apart for impressing their causo
on the general public, judging from the amount of
literature they ars sending forth. This is probably
because the menace from fire was never greater.
Last year more than 15,000 lives were lost In this
country through fire and 17,000 persons were Injured. About 80 per cent of these victims were
women and children. Fire caused property damage
of $500,000,000.
At the coming observance of fire prevention day,
October 10, special stress Is to be laid on the factor
of carelessness, one of our national sins. We Americans are charactrrlstically careless; we are too
We let property burn
prone to "take a chance."
up every year at a cost excejdlng that of the maintenance of our postal system, or what we spend on
public school, teachers' salaries. We have the most
efficient fire departments In the world. They have
to be. The "safety first" movement has done much
to prevent accidents. We can and must reduce the
number of destructive fires in this country.

CRISP PARAGRAPHS

Grecn-Turkls-

4fy

WILL REDUCE,

IF

MAYBE THEY'VE KILLED. HIM, TOO.
In the past four years New York has had 383
unsolved murder mysteries.
Isn't Craig Kennedy
a New Yorker, and can't he be put on the Job?
News and Courier, Charleston. S. C.

HE'D LIKE

A TICKET TO PARIS!
Stillman Is said to be disposing of
his property preparatory to living In Paris. The
yacht Modesty, we understand, will not be purchased by Fatty Arbuckle. St. Louis
h.

AND WHAT DID SAMSON GET?
Delilah was the one who started this
craze. Indianapolis Star.
That
launched
with the
of these

bobbed-ha-

TOO MUCH CENSORING.
San Francisco preacher who. in a sermon,
the rhetorical question, "What's wrong
movies?" evidently has not sat through one
late productions. Lexington Herald.

$

"Human

life Is longer new." says a scientist.
In spite of high prices and income tax, we still get away with It. Atlanta
And to

think that.

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY
THE "BABY CONGRESSMEN."
(From the New York Times.)
It is hard to keep track of all tho "blocs" formed and forming in this congress. The farmers have
men have theirs, the Irrlgation-lst- s
one, the
are working in a group, there is a Pacific coast
bloc. The latest appears to be the one dubbed "the
This name, as might be inbaby congressmen."
But it has been
ferred, was given In contempt.

defiantly accepted by those to whom It was applied,
as if it were a badge of honor. They are a body of
young members of congress or, at least, of members young In service who have set out to dethrone
the ruling oligarchy. These men, needless to say,
come mostly from western states. Westward the
star of blocdom takes its way.
Arrived in Washington, these impetuous gentlemen found that they were not so much a bloc as
blocked. They could do nothing against the veteran
leaders, particularly of the senate. Their own adjective for these leaders is senile rather than veteran. They talk of the "senate dictatorship," and
Hence the prospeak of it as
posal, Indian fashion, to knock the old men on the
head and leave them along the trail by which the
progressive Baby Congressmen have marched to
new triumphs.
This new revolt Is evidently patterned, consciously or unconsciously, after the one which brole
up republican harmony early in President Taft's
Then "C."nOnlsm" was overthrown
administration.
and great was the rejoicing thereat.
temporarily
But some of the leaders in that rebellion are now
the hoary conservatives who are rebelled against
in their turn. So easily does the lapse or years
change a Baby Congressman Into a lean and slipBut let the good work go on.
pered reactionary.
Out of the
"Maxima rcvercntia puerls debetur."
mouths of babes and sucklings In congress we may
yet learn a lot. Anyhow, they will add to the amusement of a nation now somewhat in the doleful
dumps.

Latest word from France relative to her attitude at the coming armament limitation conference at Washington Is that sho is now willing to
discuss reduction of her army, and indeed is anxious to do so, provided she is given that guarantee
upon which she has Insisted right along, of protection In case of a German Invasion.
In his Invitation to the powers President Harding said, "while, in the discussion of armament, the
question of naval armament may naturally have
first place, It has been thought best not to exclude
questions pertaining to other armament." In the
present race for the biggest navies France is not a
Her latest naval budget is most
competitor.
She has also been reducing her army until
It is smaller today than it was In 1913.
But sho is willing to make even further reductions If she can be shown that no danger will result. The United States, Japan and Great Britain
have the big navy budgets. Our alleged Justification is that of general defense, but can any of these
three powers show that it needs a great navy more
than France needs an adequate army?
"Any form of assurance that is concrete and
Insatisfying," we are told, will cause France to
dorse the principle of reduction of land as well as "REG'LAR FELLERS"
naval armaments. The United States has lately re"But," says France,
duced Its army materially.
next-do"you are not menaced by a powerful
come
will
invasion
believe
by the
You
neighbor.
A
'sea and so you are building up your fighting fleets."
in
Although it has not received much attention
preliminary, unofficial, discussions, France will be
I
FATrtEAD AN'
J
one of the foremost problems of the disarmament
"super-annuated-

mod-crat-

e.
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NORTH DAKOTA A BATTLEFIELD.
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Bedtime Stories
For Little Ones
By Howard B. Garl

Copyright, 1921. by McClure
Newspaper Syndicate.
UNCLE WIGGH.Y AND
LITTLE POSIE.
How the wind was blowing! It
shook the leaves from the trees
and whirled them about as if mak
ing them piny "Ring Around the
Kosle." Uncle Wlggily was hopping along on his red, white and
blue striped barber pole rheumatism crutch, looking for an adventure. He laughed as a brown leaf
came sifting down, tickling him
on the end of his pink, twinkling
nose.
"Hello!" cried the bunny rabbit
gentleman, looking up to see If
any more leaves were falling.
"That might have been a message
from a tree fairy, telling me a secret.
I wonder what it said."
Then he smiled as he thought how
strange it would be to hear a secret from a real fairy. He came
to a little brook, where he stopped to get a drink of water. As
he leaned over a merry red leaf,
from a maple tree, dropped on his
neck. Mr. Longears looked up, to
st , whence it came, and there was
the mother tree Mrs. Maple
smiling down at him.
she
Uncle Wlggily!"
"Hello,
whispered in her jolly voice, "J
am sorry my little Posle child
dropped down your neck. I didn't
Intend to have her fall there.
Would you mind lifting her out?"
For a moment the bunny gentleman didn't know what the tree
lady meant, but when Posle, the
leaf, gave him a little tickle inside
his shirt he put his paw down and
lifted her out. Posle seemed very
happy to be in the bright sunshine again, and with a nod and a
smile away she blew on the autumn wind.
cried Uncle
"My goodness!"
Wlggily, as he watched the leaf
child sail away. "Was that Posle? I must say I didn't know her
in her new fall dress. Did you
make it, Mrs. Maple?"
"Yes, I made it. I am very sor-r- y
to have Posie and my other leaf
children go away, but it is needful.
We trees send out leaves
down to Mrs. Green Moss on the
ground, each fall, so they may
learn to help Mother Nature. So
Thank you for
Posle is gone.
helping her out of your neck.
Perhaps I may be able to help you
some day."
"Pray do not mention it. You
were very welcome to my help,"
said Uncle Wigglly politely. "But
I think I hear Nurse Jane calling
me, and I must hop to my bungalow to see if she wants me o go
to the store."
to Mrs. Maple,
Saying good-by- e
Uncle Wlggily hopped home. Surely enough, Miss Fuzzy Wuzzy
wanted him to go to the three and
four cent store.
"I am making a new dress."

(Copyright

mutt

onto
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said the muskrat lady housekeeper, "and I need some thread."
"What color?" asked Uncle Wigglly.

answered
"Sky blue pink,'"
Nurse Jane. "And if they haven't
that get a spool of ocean green
yellow."
"All right," answered the rabbit
gentleman, and gaily off he started.
At the store he found both
colors of silk thread and bought a
He was hopping
spool of each.
along on his way to his hollow
stump bungalow so Nurse Jane
could finish making her new
dress when, all of a sudden, as
Uncle Wlggily was passing Mrs.
Maple Tree, where Little Posie had
dropped down his back, all of a
sudden out Jumped the Fuzzy
Fox!
"Now I have you, Uncle Wlggily," growled the bad creature.
"There is no one to save you from
me now, you are so far away from
all your friends!
But Uncle Wlggily was not far
from one of his friends, for there
was Mrs. Margaret Maple, the big,
kind tree, close at hand.
But Uncle Wiggily did not know
this.
"Please lot me alone, Mr. Fox,
and I'll give you a spool of sky- Burr-r-r-r-r- !"

....
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8c
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paw full
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grasped a.

air

blue pink silk," coaxed Uncle Wigglly.
"Oh, ho!" growled the Fox. "So
e
pink silk,
you have some
have you? Well, I'll take that and
you, too!"
With that the Fuzzy chap tried
to grab the bunny, but Uncle Wigglly was too quick for htm and
Fox
Jumped out of the way, so theair-just
only grasped a paw full of
as if he could hold that!
"Don't try such a trick again,
Uncle Wiggily!" growled the Fox,
"or I'll squeeze you!"
But, all of a sudden, the bunny
gentleman thought of a way to
fool that Fox. Quickly the rabbit
uncle threw one spool after another of strong silk thread at the
Fox. The Fox tried to catch them,
but the silk unwound from the
spools and the paws of the bad
chap became all tangled.
"Ha! We have him nowl" whls- sky-blu-

1921 by George Matthew Adams
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CHICAGO LIVESTOCK.
Chicago, Oct, 6. Cattle ReDesirable corn fed
ceipts 9.000.
steers and yearlings strong to 25o
Choice long yearlings,
higher.
d
steers,
$11.25; prime
bulk beef steers. $6.50
$9.80;
k
and heavy calves
9.76;
and
strong; spots, light feeders
bulls weak to 25c lower; stackers
and feeders strong.
Mostly
Hogs Receipts 13,000.
10o to 15o higher than yesterday's
average, big packers buying sparingly; better grades practically all
sold; top, $8.(5; bulk lights and
bulk
light butchers, $8.25 8.60;
sows, $6.757.15; pigs
packing
mostly 10c to 15c higher; bulk desirable, $7.50 7.75.
Sheep Receipts 41.000. Killing
classes mostly steady; feeder lambs
strong to higher; spot native Iambs
early, $8.008.25 to packers; $8.75
to city butchers; western early.
fed
$S.0Us.bO; choice
western yearlings, $7.00;
feeder
lambs early. $7.25; many
held
higher.
1,700-poun-

she-stoc-

Chicago, Oct. 5. Butter Mar
ket unchanged.
Eggs Market lower, Receipts
7,048 cases. Firsts, 3941c; ordinary firsts,
Poultry Alive, lower, jcowis.
15
23c; 6prings, 21c.
Potatoes Receipts 75 cars. Total
South DaU. S. shipments 1,401.
kota Early Ohios, $1.85 2.00 cwt.;
North Dakota and Minnesota Red
river Ohios, $2.00 2.10 cwt.; Wis2.20 cwt.;
$2.00
consin
white,
Maine cobblers, hulk, $2.00 cwt.

3537c.

LEGAL NOTICE
AoSuNllnLHATin
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Estate of John
D. Corhan, Deceased.
Notice
hereby given that the
undersigned was, on the 29th day
of September. 1921. duly appointed
Administratrix of the estate of
John D. Corhan, deceased, by the
Probate Court of Bernalillo County, and having qualified as such
Administratrix, all persons having
claims against the estate of said,
decedent are hereby notified and
required to present the same to the
undersigned in the manner and
within the time prescribed by law.
FANNIE D. CORHAN,
(Seal)

Administratrix.

Dated October 4th. 1921.
NOTICE.
AlhllnltornllA
Oct. K. 1921.
To the Stockholders of the Long
fellow copper company.
You and each of you are hereby
notified that a meeting of the
stockholders of the LongfellowCopper Company, is hereby iiueo,
and to be held at Rooms 4 and 6
In the Cromwell Building, in the
city of Albuquerque, N. M., at 8
o'clock p. m. on tne istn day or
October, 1921, for the purpose of
electins: directors of said company.
and for tho transaction of such
other business that may properly
come before said meeting.
Said meeting is called undar and
by virtue for the provisions of Sec.
52 of Chapter 79. Laws of 1905, by
the undersigned, who are the own
ers and holders of more than
of tho capital stock (having
voting power) of said Longfellow
Copper Company, now Issued and
outstanding.
CORA A. TAYLOR,
FLORENCE W. MOHR,
h
of the Cap-tOwners of
Stock of tho Longfellow
Copper Company, Now Issued
and Outstanding.
NOTICE OP SlIT.
No. 13062.
State of New Mexico, County of
Bernalillo. In the District Court.
Plaintiff, vs.
Frank Kuzuoka,
Amalia Rico Kuzuoka. DefendTST

T

-

one-ten-

1

HAULtD or?
AhP VOUHTA

StC.

VaMAT

al

One-tent-

ant-

To the Above Named Defendant:
You are hereby notified that a
suit has been filed against you in
the said Court and County by the
above named plaintiff, in which
ha noM nlciintlff nrflVS for absolute
divorce on the grounds of aban
Ana you aro
donment.
r,r.wtci that unless vou enter orv,a
Titered vour aooearnr.aA
ance in said cause on or before tne
14th day of November, A. D. I"1.
Judgment will be entered in said
cause against you by default and
the relief prayed for granted.attorThe name of the plaintiff's
ney is John W. Wilson, whose N. M.
address is Albuquerque,
FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
Clerk.
post-offi-
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A Good Thyslc.
When you want a physio that is
mild and gentle in effect, easy to
take and certain to act, take Chamberlain's Tablets. They are
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By HARRY F. LEE, Deputy.
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CHICAGO PRODUCE.

preferred,

rise of international remittances
was the most significant develop
ment of the day. The British rate
of $3.77
for demand showed a
gain ot 3 cents m tne pound ana
continental bills were higher by
four to twenty points. Drachmas
or Greek exchange was the one
striking exception, losing from 20
to 85 points on the country's further military reverses.
Liberty and victory bonds again
were heavily dealt in, mostly at
gains, exceptions being the Liberty
3 "As and Victory
utner do
mestic issues were irregular, but
internationals were firm. Total
sales, par value, $17,250,000.
Closing prices:
. . 27
American Beet Sugar
27
American Can
American Smelting & Ref'g.. 37
40 '4,
Tobacco..
American Sumatra
107
American Tel. & Tel
10
American Zinc
4014
Anaconda Copper
86
pered Mrs. Maple Tree, and she Atchison &
38
.
..
Ohio
Baltimore
shook herself so that thousands
64
and thousands of leaves, all like Bethlehem Steel "B"
13
Little Posle, fell over the horrid Butte & Superior
37
California Petroleum
Fox, covering him up.
113
Pacific
Faster and faster fell the leaves Canadian Leather
27
until you could
see the Fox Central
65
at all, and soon hardly
he couldn't move, ChesapeakeMil.& &Ohio
St. Paul.... 25
he was so covered and so tied up Chicago,
25
Chino Copper
in a tangle of thread.
62
"Now is your chance! Run home Crucible Steel
6
Uncle Wiggily!" cried Mrs. Maple. Cuba Cane Sugar
13
,
"The bad Fox can't get you now!" Erie
74
Great Northern pfd
So, after . Uncle Wigglly had
35
Inspiration Copper
thanked the kind tree, he hopped Int.
45
Mer. Marine
safely home. Ho didn't have the Kennecott Copper pfd
21
thread, of course, but Nurse Jane Louisville & Nashville
108
found a spool that did very well, Mexican Petroleum
95
and she finished her dress in time Miami
21
Copper
to wear to tho moving pictures
19
Missouri Pacific
that night, so all was well.
73
Central
And if the sugar bowl Is very New York Pacific
76
Northern
good and doesn't eat up all the Pennsylvania
36
fudge candy so there is some left
for the potato masher to give to Ray Consolidated Copper.... 13
71
the goldfish, I'll tell you next Reading
51
Republic Iron & Steel
about Uncle Wigglly and the fire. Sinclair
20
Oil & Refining
78
Southern Pacific
20
Southern Railway
72
Studebaker Corporation
37
Little Benny's Note Book Texas Company . . ;
63
Tobacco Products
121
Union Pacific
78
States Steel
Ma was sewing on the sewing United
62
Utah Copper
machine and I was playing with
the pin tray full of pins portend- CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
ing it was a army transport and
the pins was all soldiers from
Chicago, Oct. 5. All deliveries
ma saying. Now Benny of wheat, corn, oats and rye swept
downward
today to a new low price
for the 5th and last time put those record
for 1921. Large vieible sup
pins down before you spill them.
to be a heavy
G, heck, ma I wont spill them, ply totals proved
I sed. Wlch Jest then wat did I handicap on values. Wheat closed
4o
net
to
lower, with
weak,
do but conterdict myself by spilland
to $1.11
December $1.11
ing them, and they went all over
$1.16 to $1.15. Corn lost
the floor and under the bed and May
c.
o
e
c
to
In
to
and oats
everywares, mo quick Baying, 111
outcome was un
pick them up, ma, 111 pick them provisions to the
15c down.
changed
up.
General liquidation took place In
You certeny will, sed ma.
Wlch I did, picking up all I the wheat trade, and at the finish
level
could find but not finding as meny the market was at the bottom com
to
off
as wat I spilled, Judging by the of the day.
iigures
looks of the pin tray, and then I pared with yesterday's ton
went out and sat on the frunt Bears put special stress on the big
on the
stocks
Kansas
at
and
City
steps and after a wile Puds Sim-kicame up saying, Hay Benny, possibility of shipments being made
Besides,
can you get a dime to go to the from there to Chicago.
were said to have increasmovies, go in and ask your mother. loadings
In
a
and
the
ed
northwest
larger
It wouldent be eny use, she's
withmad on account of me spilling all movement of the spring crop Meanher pins about half a hour ago, I in a few days was predicted.
despite the severity with
sed, and Puds sed, Half a hour while,
were breaking, no
ago, G, Bhe's forgot all about it by which prices
this time, you go and see if she European demand of importance
hasent. Me having my doubts but developed except for such wheat
I went In enyways and ma sed. as could be obtained advantageous
Rallies took
Are you back agen, wat would you ly from Canada.
place at times as a result ot covlike to spill now?
Me thinking, G, she must be still ering by shorts, but no real
was apparent, and the upthinking of them. And pritty soon strength
I sed. Hay ma, do you wunt to turns failed Into last.
Declines
the price of corn and
hecr a good Joak?
Is there enything about pins in oats were largely due to the action
It? sed ma, and I thawt, Gosh, I of wheat. The descent of corn was
by improvebet thats wat she's still thinking somewhat checked
about, all rite. And after a wile ment of shipping and industrial
I sed, Wats that your making ma, call.
Provisions weakened
in
ym- it certeny looks pritty.
How would you like to spill pathy with grain notwithstanding
about a pound of pins on It? sed an upturn in the value, of hogs.
Me thinking. Gosh, holey
ma.
Closing prices:
Dec' $1.11; May,
Wheat
smoaks, wats the use? And I went
$1.16.
on
out
the frunt steps agen saying
Corn Dec, 48 e; May. 54 c.
to Puds, I dont think she's forgot
Oats Dec, 35e; May, 39c.
yet.
Pork Nov., $17.00; Jan.. $15.00.
Wlch she proberly hadent.

$9.17.

Jan.. $7.75; May, $8.18.

FATHER.

V

It Is evident that a considerable proportion, if
not a majority, of the voters of North Dakota has
grown weary of the process of bankrupting the state
which has been carried on by the
league. A recall election for the governor, attorney
general and the commissioner of agriculture and
labor has been ordered for October 28. On the outcome of that election will depend whether the league
will pass from the stage in that state or be given
a further lease of power.
The fact that it was possible to get enough signatures to force a recall referendum may be considered as proof of the waning strength of the
The various socialistic enterprises which
league.
war Inaugurated by the
league are

ir

u2er

Pierce Arrow preferred and Kresge,
the latter losing more than half ot
yesterday s 12
point rise, bales
amounted to 575,000 shares.
Call money was abundant on
the flow of funds from interior
sources, the rate declining from 6
on the
to 4
per cent at mid-da- y
exchange, while outside loans were
4
contracted on a per cent basis.
Authoritative surveys of the steel
and Iron trade Indicated further
expansion of pig Iron production
increase of
and corresponding
manufactured materials by leading
mills, including the United States
The copper
Steel corporation.
market also hardened on tho fordemand
metal.
for
eign

S

FRANCE

77'-'ff- i

AN INCREASING PERIL.

rate-maki-

pre-Jul-

5.
The stock
continuous sell
ing pressure today, traders paying
little attention to improved inaus.
trial conditions, easier money rates
and the buoyancy of foreign ex
change.
These factors were counter
balanced in a measure by reports
adversely affecting Mexican oil
properties and the increased weakness of sugar and tobaxco shares,
due to their more doubtful dividend status.
Leaders were freely offered from
the outset, but became especially
heavy in the final hour. Mexican
Petroleum made an extreme de
cline of six points.
were increasingly heavy and sea
soned rails, steels, equipments and
motors lost one to three points.
Among specialties losses of one
to seven points were sustained by
Sumatra Tobacco preferred, Columbia Graphophone preferred, In-

New York, Oct.

market was

Ribs

1

(Br The Auoclatrd Frew.)

Holy smoke!
f"N TWs
car hasn't
iHSj

VERSE OF TODAY

Although the railroad unions so far canvassed
have voted by decisive majorities to reject the wage
cut authorized by the federal railroad labor board
and to empower their leaders to order "a strike In
y
case the
wage rate Is not restored, there
Is a quite general conviction that there will be no
Union chiefs are
tleup of the transportation lines. walk-out.
Where
more than reluctant to order a
the case has come up to them they have referred
the question of strike to committees who are to
recommend what action may be taken. There is a
prospect that there will be no concerted movement
anby the organizations concerned, one waiting on
other to take the first serious step. This attitude
makes for public trust that sober counsels will prevail; It favors confidence that something worse is
not In store for the railroad workers.
Assuming that the transportation systems could
be tied up by strikes at a time when there is a great
deal of unemployment, what logically would follow? In one form or another the government would
take charge of the situation, for It Is imperative
that the railroads be operated. However, the government might undertake to operate the lines, it
would not repudiate Its agency for determining fair
rates of wages, the railroad labor board. So, right
there, It Is reasonable to conclude, would end all
1
hopes of restoring the rates In effect before July
last. Some other method than a strike will have to
be relied on to alter the existing condition. Thi?
Is the conviction in high union circles and It forms
the basis of the reluctance to order a strike.

THE MARKETS

0,

should have been a source of satisfaction to
every resident of Albuquerque to follow the news
stories of the phone-rat- e
hearing at Santa Fe and
see how carefully the interests of tho phone users
here were safeguarded by the representatives of
the city commission. Tho phono company generously assumed the burden of proof and It must certainly be admitted that the city's staff made that
burden unpleasant as well as extremely difficult to
carry.
W. A. Keleher, city attorney, justified the faith
which the city commission has reposed in him for
several years. On two previous occasions he has
ce
with
represented the city at rate hearlngs-r-onreference to gas charges and later upon the question of higher street car fares. He brought to the
phone hearing tho knowledge of procedure and of
law which the two former tests had given him.
E. E. Gano, representing the firm of Gano and
company, accountants, assisted the city without pay.
AUTUMN STARS.
J. N. Gladding, city manager, spent much time at
the hearing looking after the city's Interests.
Autumn stars are the stars I love.
George J. Burns, consulting engineer, contributed
Hard, clear, and Infinitely high.
his share. But it was Attorney Keleher who fired
The splashing Btars of summer, low hung
the bullets they made, as well as a few of his own
Oppress . . . with dreams of flesh;
Consume the earth with burning strokes of
manufacture. He handled the great bulk of the
flame,
examination of phone company witnesses, in fact,
Until its body chars . . . then
all of It as far as protestants were concerned.
Are born the cool, cold stars of Autumn
Mr. Keleher pointed out that there is a million
Things above the flesh;
Electric, swift, relentless in hlph fixity,
dollar difference between the figure which the comThry call the soul of man to enter
purpeses as
pany desires to use for
That
high ecstasy of life
the value of Its plants In the state and the figurn
Perpetual surge of law unbroken
full
the
sworn
represents
Ever leaping r,n itself,
which Its officials have
Its own fulfilment in Its constancy.
valuation of the property for taxation purposes. He
New York Evening Post.
very correctly insisted that tho two valuations
should coincide.
The city of Albuquerque was tho only one
at the hearing, although other cities were
as vitally concerned and some had more grounds
REGULAR COMIC OPERA.
h
We hear that it Is proposed to make the
for anxiety. The only added cost to the city was
war en annual affair, to be played in each
the actual travel and subsistence of its representaLondon Punch.
tives and the payment of a nominal sum to the country alternately. &
RETTER NOT GO ANYWAY!
expert. The conduct of the entire matter is worthy
Any man who cannot cmint up to 10,000 In Rustf praise.
sia would better not go to Russia at this time. How
could
he buy his breakfast in bolshevik rubles?
GROUNDS IK)R HESITANCY.
Chicago News.

It

Lard Jan., $8.95; March,

By F. G. Cooper.

DID IT CLIMB OR WAS IT PUSHED.
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October 6, 1921.
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ME (COIN
CLOSE IN, IV THE
HIGHLANDS
Six room brick house, modern;
clothes
closets;
large
large
porches; small basement; garage; good walks, shade and full
size lot. This property Is located
just two blocks from Central
avenue on one ot the. best
streets In the highlands. Price Is
only $4,750.

KEEN HOME
in the very best residential section of the Fourth
ward; contains seven rooms;
A

Located

HOW

ii

rm

mm

steam heat; servant's room;
laundry room; hardwood floors
throughout; shades and draperies
Included; good electrical fixtures; good walks and lawn;

irsiws

i

ON

KIN
Or IT

it OUT

om:

HERE COMEiONE or
them
OPER CiOy?, COLLIN ON
MACCIE
HOv AM I --inkia.
nr
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MAJESTIC
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please.
THE MU'biC

THE OPER

out or ;oin tonight
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By George McManut
'
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Overservice

y

The best tire for th
money In the state.
t
Tire Repairing and
Retreading".
HIGHLAND TIKE
RCBBEH
WORKS.
Broadway and Gold. Phone-23-

LEVERETT-ZAPF&'C-

make some terms.

FOIl RENT.
.
3-

4-

5-

- Room

Uujhl.ind.-i-

apartment,
$60.0C
furnished
apartment, with
$45.00
furnished
porch,

- Room

Lowlands.

apartment,
I'O.On
furnished
- Room furnished house. $60.0?
apartment,
$32. B0
furnished

WANTED
$6,000 on good first mortgage.
Tell us what yon want we may
have it.

D.T, KINGSBURY,
-

REAL ESTATE,

Loans add Insurance.
210 W. Gold.
Phone 907--

O.

EEAITOXiS.
IN IIIGHTjANDS o.v
STKEET
Good five room brick,
bath
closets, screened front and back
porches, stone foundation, basement, gas; lot 60x142 foet, all
fenced, lawn, Bidewalks. out.
buildinsrs, east front; ail on very
easy payments.
EXTRA tVELL BUILT HOME
Five rooms, bath, porch, hot air
furnace, Karaite, lot 75x142
all fenced. Nicely locatedfeet,
In
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS. Can
be bought at coat on GOOE
TETIMS.
WHY PAY RENT.
BUY THIS TODAY. Its vacant.
Owner has left town. It's a good
home.

""""' vi.it.it

Albu-quern-

GOOD BUT

ments made by us.

Oversize and

(tiyS

large double garage. This Is one
of the finest homes in
and can be bought at a
real bargain, with exceptionally
good terms. A look will, convince you.

Four rooms, modern; close In
in Fourth ward; good sized lot.
Price is only $2,750, and can

thousand-mil- e

NOTICE
Tires are a seven
tire; all adjust-

1021

IDEAL HOME,
Consisting of seven rooms, sleeping
porch, large screened
porches,
feasteam heating plant built-itures, garage, lawn, fhade. Price
and location very attractive. Bee
ACKERSON & GRIFFITH,
REALTORS.
Phono 414. Insurance. 120 S. 4th.
n

HOME

AND

INVESTMENT

Two

private apartments, many
built-i- n
features. Two baths, fine
sleeping porches, furnished and
renting for $8U per month. Priced
to sell, $4,000.

4GiLL &
Pbone

723-- J.

woorrox,
1 15 S.

Second.

When $4.B00 will buy you a
property that will bring $110.00
per month, this is in a good
close-i- n
location. You will only
need a fair payment to handle
this, balance on easy payments;
$500 will start you on a dandy
four-roohome In the highlands. Start now,

A Nifty

BEAUTIFUL LITTLE HOME
ON WEST ROMA
FOB SALE bath,

2

porches, bastv
Gas, Oak

ment,
floors. Lot 60x160, Ideal neighborhood. We have the exclusive agency for this property
and It is priced to sell.

DIECKMANN REALTY?" CO.
REALTORS
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans
309 W. Gold Ave. Phone 670

a

A, L.

rooms furnished, glassed In porch
large front porch, fireplace, lawn,
etc. Good location and priced
right with terms.
H. F. GILMORH
214 W. Gold
Phone 442--

Martin Co.; Realtors,

:

Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance,
223 W, Gold.

Loans.

Phone

bungalow, sleeping
porch, fire place, furnished;
excellent location. Owner must
Five-roo-

156.

sell.

Price and terms right,
FOR RENT,

Three-roo-

A REAL HOME
On Luna boulevard, paved street.
brick and sleeping porch,
hardwood floors, built-i- n
features,
(Ire place, furnace, garage, lawn,
Can
for
all
$6,300.
trees;
you beat
tivc-roo-

it.

It. McCLCGIIATf,
Phone

204 W. Gold.

FOR SALE

442--

m

furnished

cottage,

Five rooms, un-

135.00

v... ..$40.00
F CiniUr',Arrn
iiuiiiii ii uuuiiiu&(
Real Estate.

furnished
Rrtllln

Phone 1023,

814 W. Gold.

SHAVICt.

.

For a Real Good Buy Look
At This.

Four rooms

and glassed In
sleeping porch. Completely furnished with exceptionally good
furniture. Located close in, In
the Fourth ward. Ready to move
into
$3,250
D. KELEHER
211 W. Gold.
rhone 410.

J,

PRETTY NEW HOMES
If you want a nice, small, mod-

ern home, $2200.00, easy payments,
let us show you. We also have
modern 4, 6, 6, 7, 9, up to date!
W. II. M'MILLION
206 W. Gold

J.

WANTED

Miscellaneous

INC.

SPECIAL BARGAIN

5

glasSed-'i- n

216 W. Gold.

459-- J.

Home for Sale,

modern bungalow,
sleeping porch, hardwood floors throughout, all the
late built-i- n features. This Is a
real nifty home and the price Is
$4,200
only
Four-roor-

Shelley Realty Co,

s.

SUDDEN SERVICE.
The Red Arrow tall .over the Weat) ren
ders sudden service on Kodak finishing
to peopls who demand quality.
Work
In before 11 a. m. mailed same day
Work In befor 5 p. m. mailed noon next
Address work to
day.
TUB RED ARROW,
E. Las Vegas
Albuquerque
(W want a representative in YO'JH
territory.)

AvH0ME

WHY WORK

Phono

FaTum

iNT't

For

NEW BUNGALOW
Heights, four rooms two sleeping porches; also back and front
porch, bath, oak floors, fire place
5nn steam heat, cast front, $4,600.
Terms, or 7 per cent off for cash.
Tn

J, A, HAMMOND
Ml East Silver.
Phono

I
1B22-R-

.

NOTICE, YOU SHOPMAN

"A BARGAIN"
Adobe plastered and pebble dashed
two large rooms, front and back
porches, water and lights, on corner lot Fourth ward. Only $1,500.
Easy terms.
McDOXALD & WORSnAM.
Real Estate and Insurance.
Phono 886.W.
108 S. Third.

FOR
CANN'VO
2404-J-

SALE
tomatoes

Miscellaneous
tor sale.

Phone

FOR
SALE Threshing machine, S7e.
P. O. Hog 412. City.
Til BODDV'S MILii, BEST IN TOWN,

If you want a BANG-Ubrick, stone foundation,
fine large porches garage, large
P

lot with shade trees, lawn, sidewalks, etc., located nicely in
lowlands do not fall to see this.
IT'S PRICED
TO SELL TO-

DAY.

We Are Exclusive Aiccnts on All
Above Homos.
Several furnished and unfurnished houses to rent.
Do not forget that we are gen-eragents for all of UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS.
,
Live above the smoke and dust.
Enjoy the beautiful sun ups and
sun sets.
If you cannot move up there at
once pick your lot now. No better place for a SAVING ACCOUNT. You will never miss
$10.00 down and 110.00 per.
We're selling 'om daily.
Let's tell you all about our
BUDGET PLAN and build you a
home.

with Board Phone 241I-Rkinds ot second-han- d
PLAIN board and room for S10 week. FOR SALE Water
motot.
fnqulr
furniture. Phone 944-1U30 South Second.
FOR KENT Apartments at 308 North
Morning Journal office.
WANTED
Sixth.
Washing and Ironing; reason- - feOK RENT Sleeping porch ana ooaia. FOR SALE Good Urusaols
almost
rug,
918-anie
1207 East Central.
FOR RENT Furnished two-roonew, gut;.
1419 North Slxlh.
apart WANTEDprices, rhone and
FOR RENT Dwellings
ment. Imperial Hotel.
Washing
ironing to take t'Olt RKNT Ituoin ami sleeping poiotl, FOR SALE Second-han- o
FOR
RENT
FOR SALE
Room.
nome. 1314 South Walter, phone 2173-wagons and
u
RENT Furnished
wlih board. 16311 East Central.
FOR RENT Furnished apartment,
lull
Call
nil brio
light rlKs, chesp. 1202 North Arno.
5 room brick house, bath two
house.
FOR RENT bight housekeeping rooms.
Phuno 2272-IF YOU WANT anything hauled, call FOR RENT
afternoon. 401 West Lead Ave.
with board FOR SALE Thirty-gallo- n
Sleeping
porch
screened in porches, large basetH
,
2068-JNorth
new,
barrels,
Mitcneu Transfer, phone
Walter,
FOR RENT Four-rooand room, garnge. 623 Smith High.
FOR KENT Small furnished apartment,
furnished mod2.f0 each.
Southwestern Junk Co.
ment, furnace neat and built In
ern bungalow. Inquire 1113 North
FOK KENT Weveral unfurnished rooms.
Your garbage. Phone 2409-Rsteam heated. 1215 West Roma. In- WANTED
UOOD HOME COOKING, sleeping porco, FOR SNOW
features to suit your taste. StrictWHITE CLOTHES and 110
124 South Edith.
or write C. W. Hunter, general delivery.
Second Street antl Gold Avenue,
quire Apartment 5.
1027 Fleeter.
front roum; no sick.
spots try the Mansano Company Bluing.
Price reasonable
ly modern.
FOR RENT Seven-roo4'hono 640.
furnished, two For RENT Pleasant furnished room. FOR KENT Furnished apartment, four HAULING of all kinds. Scavengerlng BOARD AND ROOM for two, in walking
SALE
120
Foil
Terms.
333
at
South
glassed-i- n
722
North
Apples,
Walter.
and transferlng.
Third;
East Iron, phone
sleeping porches. 118 North
rooms; modern; no sick; adult. 3104
distance to shop, I42.&0 per month.
enme early; 12.50 per box; bring your
svv-rt.
Maple, phone 2272-J. I PHILLIPS, Real Estate
923 South Walter, phone 1428-FOR KENT Light housekeeping room. North Second.
bunker.
110 S, 3.
214 "4 South Second.
Phone 354-FOR KENT Furnished house In highWatches, clocks and lewelry FOit irENT Room, suitable for one or
FOR RENT Four room furnished apart WANTED
FOR SALE
Nice fresh eggs, 60o per
to repair. 117 soutn rirst. nhona 817-- J
lands; two rooms and sleeping porch. FOR RENT Furnished rooms for light
ment
1018
North
313
Second,
;adults.
excellent
board.
two;
North
dnicn, at Ely's Poultry Tarda, 523 South
Phone 1451-J- .
urassneia, tne watch Man.
22214
Tenth.
North Third.
nouseiieoping.
phone 1701-Elghlh. phone 111,8.
FOR RENT Cottage, three rooms and FOR RENT Nice frin room, furnace FRO RENT Furnished apartment, mod' WANTED
Money to loan on first-clas- s
FOR KENT
Front room, adjoining bath,
and garden truck; tomatoes,
BUSINESS CHANCES
real estate, from 11.000 to 15,000. W.
porclr; near the shops. Inquire 1213
heat. 23 South High.
three rooms and bath; hot water
board if desired; gentleman preferred. TOMATOES
ern,
Cash buys a thrce-rOodouble
1'Ac, In fifty-poun- d
South Broadway,
H. McMllllon. S0 West Gold.
lots, delivered, rhone
,
805 South High, phone 1570-J- .
neat. 314 West CosJ.
l'OH RENT
I OK bAI.B- - tarage.
rooms.
2415-RFurnlsnec
apartment houno on South Edith.
FOR
RENT
Two
ruun.
WANTED
LOAN
Will
H'oTt
three-roowltn
U87-Phone I7,
South Walter, phone
KENT
FOR KENT Modern pay
Room
collage
unfurana
per cent,
with
Balance
less
ojard,
or
rent
than
FOR
will
SALE Slightly used Gas Range
glassed sleeping porch, furnished. In- FOK RENT Three
i,uuu, fz.vuu, I4,uuil; first mortgage.
nished apartment;- light
and water
board. 410
FOR SALE Small transfer line doing
sleeping porch: first-clafurnished rooms.
trade for ranch.
with high oven and broiler. Pbnnn
New real estate.
Phona 157S-.- I.
quire 823 South Walter.
East Centrsl.
paid; garage. 1110 North Second.
modern. 1011 North First.
368-good business. Addrcw Transfer, cars
Five-rooFOR
RENT
H,
J.
Welding
furnished
01
"and cuttino
PEAK,
Journal.
house,
metals.
M1KAMONTES
ON THE MESA
T Front roum auitatila
turn FOR KENT Two rurnisned iwimi for
FOR SALE On
two screened porches. Apply 322 South
Moore's
also welders' suppllea and carbide for PRIVATE HOTEL for tubeculor
hot blast
light housekeeping; adult: no sick
"WANTED
To buy established business; Arno,
persons.
gentlemen, m North Fifth.
heater; good as new: reasonable, mis
sale. N. M. Steel Co., Inc., phone 1947-724 South Second.
phone 1340-Z4UU-Jrnone
firs Insurance
South Edith.
Addreaa FOR KENT Four-roopreferred.
oit.MuiiEU rooms; hot water heat; 0.0
Protestant
home and FOR KENT Nicely furnished room with
FOK KENT Nice three-roocottage, furProspect, care Journal.
furnished WANTED--I- n
sick; no children. 414 VVeet silver.
FOR SALE
Used tractors.
In Highlands.
and 5
care near high school for
A. B. Mllner,
mother
board.
apartment with sleeping porch and
518 West
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Lady
preferred.
ion SALE Small grocery store, doing 313nished,
2
FOK RENT Furnished room, furnace bath.
with gsng plows. Hardware Denart- west Central ave.
useful school girl. Address L. M.. care Fruit. Phone 1472-310 South Walter.
good
1202
bualnesa;
no sick.
ment
St Co.
cheap rent.
J.
807 South Walter.
Korber
heat;
Al'lUHNhVS.
Two-rooFOR
journal.
RENT
modern furnish
FOR RENT Apartment ot three rooms
Forth Arno.
JA&iESO.VS RANCH
Ideal
location
Mr
FOR SALE Navajo rugs, direct from JOHN W. WILSON.
ed house;
porchs $30. No FOR RENT Large fnmt room, hot
and sleeping porch; adults, well peo- HAA BAKUAIN gTOHB. at 116 ttoulb
few reservation
now
healthseekera;
FOR SALE On
of the beat business children. Call sleeping
water
706 East Santa Fe.
reservation; beautiful designs: at a
garage. Phone 1684-First, will pay the highest price tor available. Phone 2238-1008 North Second.
Attorney.
ple.
Tio. ros 11, 17 and 10. CromwU
properties In Albuquerque, tli South
seoona-nsn- d
bnrgnln. 208 South Arno.
KENT
and FOR RKNT
Building.
clothing, ahoe
Neatly furnished
room; FOR RENT Two large rooms, kitchen- - your
First sireet. Inquire at 8voy Hotel of. FOR KENT Modern furnished house. FOR
In the highlands, steam BUY YOUR GUN before the season
1153-- J.
rnone
161.
furniture.
steam
Phn
close
In.
two
rooms
317
four
114
heat;
South
.
n
Third.
sleeping
porches.
sue and glassed-lflee.
heated apartment;
sleeping Dorch. 606
also room and
opens; fifty shotguns and rifles to
PHVBJOIA.NS
North Edith.
rtllll 1 RAMb'WB
AND HdsltiKONS.
FOK KENT Furnished, room ana kllc.i-enett- West Iron, phone 2380-103 South Walter.
board.
select from. 116 West Gold.
xuumstt two thirds of
MATTRESSES
1724 VVes Central.
renovated. 13.60 and op
FOR KENT
UK, at. 1. BURTON,
Furnished
Phone 85. FOR KENT Desirable tnree-roomod- house, five
to build small home. Can pay :noney
URAND VIEW RANCH
la.ke
rurnuure repaired and packed. Ervin
FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and c
rooms. 405 South Seventh-- . Price $37. FOit KENT Furnished front room, with
lilsesae of tne Stomach.
ern furnished apartment;
rem. 11 interested call zo South Broad
best resi
THE
to
ac
modern
place
recuperate;
7S1S-471.
.
tags cheese;- also fresh milk In aallon
ueauing Co., phone
Suite,
Barnett Building.
Inquire 1220 West Central. Phone
way.
commodation.
sleeping porcn; convenient to meals. dence section. Phone 866-Phone 2407-R1915-iois.
uwaynePhon
TEH
KODAK.
bEi
Dairy.
HN1BHINU It is FOR RENT
MX. S. C, CLARKE,
RENT Nice four-i-ooFOR
cottage, 307 tio cast Oliver.
RENT
HOB SALE Photograohlo studio. rood FOR
IJurnlshed apartments:
Room and sleeping porch, FOR SALE Cook
-- West Haieldlne, $25 per month.
batter.
Return
on
nald
mall
postage
condition.
stove,
Broad FOR KENT Two nicely furnished rooms
Eye, Ear, Moao and Throat.
three room with" bath: Albuquerque order. Th Barnum
good
location In Albuquerque; will aacrlfleo
with board for convalescents: gentle- Barnett Building.
Studio, 219), Wet men
i.'i), dresser, good as new, $10, bed
21 tH North 'Second.
Phon (1$.
for quick sale; reasons for selling, nave Bicycle Co., 820 South Second, phone 736.
tor ugni nouaeKeeping.
1000 East Cop Hotel,
only; private home. Phone 214S-Central.
M.
N.
13.
Albuquerque,
131J-and
Office Hour- - --s
springs
mattress, f
phon
FOR RENT Modern three, four, flva and
otner Business.
FOR KENT Two-rooAqaress
furnishFOR RENT Nicely
modern,
rooms
furnished
11
a.
to
and
FURNITURE
to
m.,
p. rn.
bed
houses
and apartments; some FOR RENT Two furnished housekecp
repairing, upholstering,
ed apartment with garage, hot and
.
with steam heat and first-clas- s
and picture frames, bronzing, enamelVOU WILL find our Navajo ruga, the 1IR. MARGARET
LOST AND FOUN- Dfurnished. W. II. McMllilon, 206 West
421 South Broadway.
CAKTWatlUHI.
110 South Arno. phone 1327-1102 South cold water.
lug rooms; no children.
car
ing,
hall
Gold.
Satiscushions,
cushions.
223
North Elm, Office Grant Bldg., Room 1. phon 171
&.UK1T.
cheapest end best.
LUbl bpectacle case ci.itainl ,g twensy
FOR RENT Bright, sunny apartmsnt, faction guaranteed.
J.- - H.
phone 2128-and 117 North Mulberry,
Austin, 1203 FOR HEALT1ISEEKEUS Modern
liesidence 1123 East Central.
modern furnish-- d FOR KENT Two pleasant front rooms
do!lar bill.. Return to 12 North Arno FOR KENT Five-roolarge glassed sleeping porch; private North First, phone 1270-nurse service. phone 1730-with
Phon
71.
house
with
804
for
sleeping
bath
porch.
entrance.
and
1114 West Central. WANTED
613 West Oold, phone 614-LOST
housekeeping, close in; furnace
Brown leather blil'fold. contain South
CasadeOro,
Careful
SOFT
SPOTS
Kodak
Heel
and arch cushions
finishing
Walter, Inquire 614 East Santa neat; employed people preferred,
421 FOR
RENT A throe-rooFOR KENT
and a one- Twlc dally aervlc. Rememoer. satis
ing aDout HO and express receipt; llo Fe.
Nic
rooms
with
I-- .
fallen
cures
foot
all
prevent
sleeping
DB.
Insteps,
ALFRED
euuun
xnira.
TIIEIJX,
room
ral reward. 1204 South' Edith.
furnished
modern. faotlon guaranteed. Bend your finishing
apartment,
porches with board, for convalescents. troubles. $1, Thoma F. Kelehtr, Leather
three-rooDentist.
mod- FOR RENT Large,
LOST Between TUeras canyon and Al FOR RENT Furnished
airy front bed room 609 8outn First. Inquire Hotel Savoy to a reliable, established firm. Hanus Mrs, Reed, 612 South Broadway, phone ro 408 Wet Centrel. Phone 1067-Phon
South Thlr.
ern cottage with two screened porches
2.
neyfr
5211.
orrice.
first
floor,
$3.60
Hsnna
use
one
Master
per week,
of
brown leather puttee
buquerque,
Phoiogrskhers.
FOR SALE Ithaca doubl
Dental
918 South Arno. Inquire 1006 South
barrel, 16- - Open Evening. .
.ucneo, iwo diock from depot. 110 East FOR RENT Three-rooreturn to 105 West Marquette; reward at
HOME SANITORIUM
apartment, fur.
New
for convalescents,
$.10.
Edith.
gaure
shotgun.
condition,
silver.
FOR
SALE
Houses
nlshed complete; October 6; can be
LOST Either on Edith Car or Central
mild
Also
best
of
sur
condifood,
ideal
winters,
barrel,
good
single
Small modem, furnished, FOR R EN T Well furnished roora'with seen now; no sick and no children, 112
Avenue, fricorn shaned-Came- o
nllu. FOR RENT with
roundings, 135 per month,
W, M, SHERIDAN, M. D,
Tularosa, tion, $10. Hunter'
Garage, 907 West
For SALE
brick house,
glassed-i- n
bungalow
N. M.
sleeping
six wtnaows; south cxposurs; no sick. South Ninth.
Finder please return Bartley Millinery
Mountsln
Road.
North Edith. Phon 2401-Hporch, in Highlands. Apply 639 South
noum lilgn.
Practice limited to
sua west centra.
FOR RENT Three-roofurnished apart. FOR SALE
DELIGHTFUL SLEEPING POUCH and
THINK
Walter.
GEXITO-URINK- Y
modern bungalow.
Cosy
RENT Nicely furnished room, nut
DISEASES,
ment,- - modern, two screened porches,
furnace-hea- t
jt uuad
with
or
LADIES'
and
overcoat
In
suit
uentiemans scarf pin; owner FOR RENT Unfurnished halt of house; FOR
board.
bedroom,
gents'
1009
Forreiter; inquire within.
DISEASES OP THE SKIN
side entrance; also garage; no lick, nice yard.- Call after l;!0 p. m., 636
may recover same by proving property
tailored to your measure, $14.76 an) ANI
ed home; reasonable; also table board.
rooms
lowand
Five-rooclose
Washerman
In,
light
In
FOR
airy;
SALE
Connection.
Houth
Laboratory
Arno.
house, completely 1420 East Silver. Phons 1422-ana paying lor tnis advertisement. Call lands; no sick: no children.
ino jNorm second.
$23.50.
Clothes
Shop, over
upstairs
Ill West FOK
furnished: large lot. 1423 West Central.
Citizens Rank Dldfr.
Phone 88.
cottage No. 8, Methodist Ssnatorlum.
Woolworth building.
RENT Nicely furnished room for FOR RENT One new modern furnlfhed
Atlantis.
HAVE
a
two
for
good
very
proposition
business man or woman; breakfast if
apartment, large glassed-l- n
FOUND A man
who will cry all
sleepln FOR SALE Modern furnished bungalow,
five-rooyoung men, business men preferred. GOOD ASBESTOS ROOF PAINT
CHIROPRACTORS
house, ueHireo. rnone 1436-HOU8P1 FURNITURE SALES for FIVE FOR RENT Four and
garage; corner lot. Owner, 1124 South who
porch; convenelent to sanatorlums.
Ap
for all kinds ot roofs, $1 per gat-Iowish- to room together, either walk-In- g
furnished; bargain;
highlands: free FOR RENT- - Well
Woodlawn
Walter.
1316
East
PER CENT COMMISSION.
ply
Apartments,
The Manzano Co.. 110 South
WILL ALSO
ventilated front room, t
to
distance
business
2129-water.
good
center;
Phone
1676-electricity,
phone,
pnone
antral,
BUT FURNITURE.
FOR SALE
C W. Sutherland. 1608 South Elm.
Chlronraetar.
Realdence, 711 worth FourTry a built up
urnwnog, convenient to meals, garage.
on car Walnut, phon 1334-large room; good table
Three-rooFOR
RENT
No sick. 10$ South Arno.
H snd 20 Armljo Building.
roof, will last as long a th bulMlnr.
teenth etreet; nice location. Inquire line In highlands Phono board;
furnished
City Auctioneer, phone 844-1012.
FOR RENT Brand new bungalow, nicely
n
with
within.
glassed-lapartment,
aleening
M.
8.
KENT
ENOE, I). C,
'OH RENT Nicely furnished
rooms.
Nicely furnished large, well
iurmsneu, never been occupied; very iOK
close in; good neighborhood: re
OR SALE Four-rooChlroDractor. Fnon conniH-tlona- .
ventilated room, convenient to bath porcn,
with or without bath; Just across from
house,
partly
modern; electricity, gaa and hot water; furnace
ference required: no lck.
709 Wet
FOR SAT.E Flv hundred (hare of City !02 West Central
Bonma II and J.
heati no sick. Phone 1108-not
near
and
cold
th
lurnisnea;
water;
winhot
water
FOR SALE Twenty-fiv- e
foot lot. 142 large glassed-i- n
heat
for
postofflce;
adults.
Lead.
sleeping porch;
shops. Address Box 92, care Journal,
ter; best of homo cooking, served family L. Electrlo Railway, below par. Dr. R.
feet deep, between Second and Third Sol South Edith.
IMPERIAL ROOMS-N- IC,
clean rooms: FOR RENT
N. T, Armljo building.
room.
Uust.
WANTED
Three
Apartment
Three-rooon Lead avenue, $1,500.
room
Position
and
$45
board
to
FOR
rates
Frank Trotter
SALE
or
style;
$55
week.
by
Over
per
house, sleeping
day
OR RENT Fodr-roopastime
modsrn bunga- 1
and bath, also, one of two rooms, and
neater, ill l(i west Cen'.ral.
WANTED
front poroh, practically month; board by meal, week or ticket;
porcn. jarg
FOR SALE Three lots in Monkbrldge,
Position nursing.
low, close In, unfurnished; $40; water
bath, both c mpletely furnished, steam modern
50
410
cents.
West
meals,
Gold,
501
and
furnished.
East Grand. 819-eama re.
phone
on corner lot 60x110; two adjoining paid; might consider a long lease. Ap- i!UK KENT Clean,
Private entrance, call mornings
nicely furnished heat.
USB VELVA ROOF AND IRON PAINT.
FOR SALE New four-roolots, 40x210; will sell for 14001 cash rr ply 600 South Walter.
rooms; reasonable,
H ousework.
with or without 402 west Silver.
modern fur- 1JU
Apply
Roof Koter; Roof Cement, stops lesks. WANTED
terms. Phone 198-J- .
ooara.
.41.1 south Broadway
on
niened
South
1300
South Water.
cottage,
Walter,
FOR RENT Four rooms, sleeping porch,
FOR RENT Two large sunshiny house
Mohslr top dressing; Plymouth Cottsge
PERSONAL
own ana
J. A.
FOR SALE Three lots In Monkridge,
monthly payments. 1522-RWANTED
rooms with sleeping porch
a beautiful home; no sick; rim KENT Furnished rooms.
Board
and
clerical
keeping
furnished;
Paint; Valspar Enamels, for automobiles;
Stenograplilo
,
VISITING
BARBER. Phone 2010-each 60x120, one corner lot; two ad- no children. Apply 12:30 to 4, after 5
across the street. Within one block of clean and newly decorated: suitable for Hammond, 824 Esst Silver, phone
worK. call 1686-Homestead Floor Paint.
Satisfaction
iwo nans, in North Mane.
joining lots, will sell for $4001 Cash or p. m. 320 West Lead.
frame BEAUTY SPECIALIST. Phone 2010-J- .
assured. Thos. F. Keleher Leather Co. LADY with boy 9 years old, desires po- couple or two ladles; no tick. 601 North FOR SALE By owner, five-roo- n
terms. Phone 1963-J- .
bulk-istucco; ha fireplace,
bookoaso.
CARE OP CHILDREN; reasonable; no 408 West central.
FOR KENT
ho 1057-- J.
brick bouse, FOR KENT Two beautifully furnished Eighth, phone 1331-- J.
suion as housekeeper. Phone 2408-Rchina closet, lawn and trees; Third ward.
rooms in modern Bom. Apply to Mr.
other children here. 110 East Silver.
glassed-i- n
sleeping porch; can be ar
WANTED Janlto.
or house cleaning
rnnne
isoj-w- .
HELP
WANTED"
ozs
nam.
nortn
AUTOMOBILE!,
second.
for
YOU
DO
apartment
WANT TO LEARN
ranged
wit, congenial jiju
work, floor waxing. J, T. Lowe, phon
FOR SALE By owner, modern eight SEE J. C E8PINOSA, No. 8,SPANISHt
521 East Central.
FOR RENT Front horlrnnm. n,l.l.
1972-WANTED Uy couple with
people.
Whiting FOR BALE Chummy roadster, cheap.
room houe. Fourth ward: a rood hnv
Male.
o employed
trance; adjoining bath;
child, two or three rooms and FOK RENT Cottage In rear, reasonable,
nuiiaing. fnone 4ns.
WE AUDIT, CHECK, OPEN, CLOSE
Phone 1473-nd
WANTED Tailor ror nushelman work. tor nom or investment; priced right
,,v
two rooms, two sleeping porches, also
sleeping porch, furnished or unfurnished
aie ooutn pevenin.
St ZANti,
WILLIAMS
keep book.
' for
terms.
1027
FOR PALE
Forrester.
Bulck Light Six, new paint; room
housekeeping; no sick; quota price. large front room, all furnlshsd for light ELGIN HOTalL Sleeping rooms and
Apply Meyer & Meyer.
8 Mellnl
PHRENOLOGIST
Phone 701-building.
611
North
bnrgnln.
Third.
Address A. H., care Journal.
100820
Bath and phone,
RIDB TO UNIVERSITY, HEIGHTS, 112
housekeeping.
housekeeping apartment, by th day. WANTED Eiperlenced' machinist helper. huh. bALb Uy owner, new house,
iCOMPETLNT
physician, would Ilk a
root corner lot; shade tsees, outbuild.
week or month. 602 K West Central.
South1 Cornell avenue, nave your head. FOR SALE Ford coupe. $176, next
WANTED We want property to sell; if South Broadway, phone 1978-.uy jsiecirto car Barn. ?
Locum Tenens for a few months or
two days. 801 South Arno.
worth th money, we can move It FOR RENT We have several houses FOR RENT Two well furnished rooms Wanted -- Bright lad to learn nrlntlm Ings; Ideal for cows, chickens, rabbits race and hand bead. Sara, M. Jones,
would buy practice.
Addres
terms.
27, care
.
"outh
I00
Elm.
Sea our advertisement under Real Estate
1
FOR
SALW
sioo-jpnon
nd apartment
to rent.
OWNERS,
car. Journal.
for housekeeping: , rsre alaenlnf nornh
BujoW touring
Business; prefer n With soma experi FOR SALE-Slx-roflrst-cla- s
column: If your property were thus ad- list your properties with us. We can eleotrlo lights and gas. 410 East Central. ence,
condition. Bond-Dlllo- a
modern nous, very
Printers. 310 West Gold
superior
PRACTICAL
NURSE
wants
It?
It
move,
would
wouldn't
vertised,
opfc wcniion,
rent them and save you trouble. Qober,
private nurswest central, in
LAUIF.8
THINK
Mexican sawmill
men and
wanted
ing or hospital work. Apply 419 South
3, L. Phillips, Real Estate, 110 South Short & Gober. 2J0 West Gold, phone 666 FOR RENT NIc large room in moder
condition; term if desired.
A COAT tailored
to your Individual FOR SALE Bulck
some loggers. The Santa Barbara Tie
new
home,
to
convenient
Edith.
furnace
cylinder
J54-meals;
Box 68, care Journal.
Third, phone
measure In th latest styles and
FOR RENT New house In highlands
block, new tire; good as new. Phone
heat. Room vacant Sept. to. 101 South arropol Co,, Tres Rltos, N. M.
W A NT ED Stenographer,
three years'
FOR SALE Sandy four room huuu.
the $40.00 and $50.00. kind, only 227.
three rooms and glassed-l- n
sleeping Arno.
WANTED A blacksmith, one who Is
WANTED Room
experience, with knowledge, of bookann
bath,
two
also
In
tu.vn
z.t,o.
other
screened
shaDa.
porch.
sleeping
good
porch;
large
RENT
FOR
FOR KENT Three rooms dnd large
Drive
ahoD work: no concrete
in
it
ford
yourself.
experienced
general
desires permanent position.
T1IF1
ITPKTATT7C1
BIT
keeping,
AD
fT
.rTir
'i'OUNO.
sidewalks,
and
zoo
gsrags,
shed.
BUSINESS WOMAN
1073-wants porches; furnished; water paid, $46 per
Boutn
No ouier neea ppiy,; T, f, rassmor, Sr., 414 Reasonable.
Box 44. car Journal.
sleeping porch; well furnished.
phona
no childron, children
small family;
flight " Woolworth
Inquire 626 North Sixth." Up a i'"3Cri-c.Bldg. Ssve $:n 00 driver's licenseBroadway,
steam or furnace heated room In good month,
or very sick $35. 1201 South cogin, Docona..
required.
Z
.
EXPEIUISNCED GROCERY man wants
i' r " '
FOR SALE $3,600 will buy tbla mod- .. ,
location, lowlands. Permanent; no sick. Phone 111B-Walter.
FOR SALE
a
K
L.r
Ford
en
f
Li
toe
has
Female.
ye
truck:
Light
four-rooposition where honesty. Integrity and
rn
Address 'E." care Journal.
horn: two larae nnrchea
closed body; suitable for dry cleaner attention
TOR SATEPoultry-Eg- g
F(OU RENT Furnished
room or room WANTED Experienced collar girl. Ex- - nd garage and store-rooto business . ar requisites;
lot 10x142, FOR SALE Bucks, does and frying alte or naver. pnon 430.
with sleeping porch adjoining bath.
wages secondary consideration; not afraid
rcismr Laundry.
S23 South Third,
facing east on atreet car line, at No. 805
rabbits
SPECIAL NOTICE
FOR SALE Tryei.
700 West Moun- - Us ot Piano: no sick. 710 East Central
FOR SALE Some extra gooe used cars. of a day' work. Address A. B.
North
Twelfth.
C, car
City Realty Co
WANTED Woman . for general houi
i07 FOR SALE Two frssn milk cows. 1423
,
tain Roan.
Phone 687-.WE LAft save yuu money
n eleuluuai
easy terms. Mcintosh' Auto Co, (Ot Journal.
West Oold. phona ssr
wopk. ten at 1824 North Second.
South Broadway.
Blake.
George
FOR
wesr
SALE
Home grown turkeys. FOR RENT Two light housekeeoln
service. Call op and get out estimates
central.
modern brick
Girl for cooking and general FOR SALE Four-rooPhen S406-T- ,
OR SALE
Two fresh cows, giving four FOR SALE
FOR
rooms, large glassed ileenlnar nnrrh WANTED
1921
Hudson sport model.
bungalow; canvassed in slseolna tmrch.
nousewonr. 'JMrs..i N. t. Armltn. S2S
and five gallons dallyt also sprlnxs
OILDERSLEEVB ELECTRIC CO.
FOR SALE Rhode Island Red hens. 612 bath; private entrance. No sick, linn
wortn
will
sell for $1,850. Suit bALE 1'rade or rent, eigmy-acr- e
3.3uo,
and
screened
p
front
lot
60x20:
all
porch:
t
opper.
ana irens. isuu soutn Kim.
p orreerer.
yu-East Garfield.
rnone
first-clas- s
In
f
ranch, water, five-roo' ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTOR! FOR SALE Squabs and fancy
house; fin
Woman or girl to do cooking session. Call condition;or Immediate pos.'OR SALE
furnished llaht WANTED
Hogs 50 to 100 pounds at FOR SALE OR TRADE For smaller plac for chicken: (even miles
pigeons. luuk; LARGE orfront
evenings, after
east of
1780 West Central, phone 1720-ana ngnt nousework.
No washing six. 818 North Sunday
MICKS' Kflni-h- .
sleenlnz room:
(I tn Nmw W.,n. anlr
housekeeping
car five passenger Hupmobll In A- -l town. Phone 17S0-Eleventh.
invi couin man.
Small
71
Arno.
South
family. Apply
East side of university Heights, then
.dltlon. Phme 8C8-.SALE
B7 OWNiER,
Twelve Whit Leghorn hens comfortable; no lck; cloas In. 211 West
- cr
modern
in
FOR
house
SALE
on
EightFOR RENT Office Rooms FOR
four
miles
and
ranch,
south,
Reliable .woman to rent
wa.nted
marquette.
ana rooster. 1122 South Broadway.
Fourth ward, hard wood floor, fir'
FOR ALS Or will trade
one-ha- lf
mile west of Barelas bridge.
House and board sick man for several
FOR BALE Young pigs and two pureuu nun i Attractive omce, steam OK SALE One dozen White
screened
i
nii,n
room.
car
nicelroiu
for
or
three
Ford
ger
place,
large
run
sleeping
on
truck
porches,
light
new
main
adob
No
ditch,
houss
Dusoo-Jersemontn.
to
and
lck.
othehr
y
Leghorn
bred
objection
bocrs: will furnish about. 317 South Arno.
water
next to natn, private cn
and
neat, light
furnished.
ignt airy bed room with extra large
,iso oioset,
th
garage, water in
laying nens; also squabs, cheap. Plmne trance;
mil
across the street from aood Call t 1101 K. Copper.
closets, fronts salt on large lot with pedigree for one; may be seen at C. W. FOR SALE 19-- 0 model Chevrolet 4U0 rom school house. houss,
.
w
wnght building, opposite postoffloe.
t404-J- t.
Phow
Hunter
four
mile north of Old
nouse.
Ranch,
,119
North
Walter.
BARN
Room
lawn,
BOARD
ooaroing
trees,
In
etc.;
110
xcellent
and
a month
jverythlng
FOR KENT Office rooms; heat and FOR SALE Bucks, does and
for
seen
coupe,
be
at
can
on
cash;
cheap
AdRio
Grande
T6wn,
rabboulevard.
frying
wnu attending school ; catalogue free. condition; term
if desired, Phon
FOR RENT To c.nll.m.n
In
water; aoov Matson's tor. Central
Central Auto end Machin Works, 21
dress Albuquerque, general
oiis; nen ana Irving chicken. 710
delivery. wesi ( enirsL
health and employed: furnished front Mackay Business College. 906
avenu. inquire J. Korbsr Auto de west
South 877-- J.
2409-R,
Phon
i.ea. ,
t
mom, BOUth Edith, a short d stance nam street, Los Angela.
FOR SALE A real bungalow, price and
partment.
FOR SALE Two Bulck light sixes, 1913
FOR SALE
8. C. R. I. oral
enirai. inon 1451-- J,
Place worth Investigating herd wood
FOR SALE Furniture
Male and Female.
Reds, eighteen hen, twenty young pulmoaeis, $760. and $850: Ford trudk.
floors, fire place, buffet, window, acat,
DRESSMAKING
comfortable, light WANTED 1,00,0 men and women to
$200: one-to- n
Ford truck, worm drive,
lets, four months old nd twenty.five of toil RENT Clean,
TIME CARDS
winvisit linen closet: every built-i- n feature of an FOR SALE S6cond-han- d
doors,
ana airy furnished room: reasonable
$400; Ford speedster. $200: Dortre tour- Whit
aTjMsFCHiN'plea'an,, Wllli.'myMir. lste hatch; fifteen
pur
Clothes
screens
tailored
dows,
to
on
furnaces,
and mantle. Ing enr. $450. Jin West Gold.
lueai aiicnen;
upstalra
Shop;
front
rear
and
block from Santa Fa shena
rates;
large
zoo
Mrs.
J.
Fr
n.,o-23.6south Broadway, ph. 1073-Legnorns, nns,
unery,
measure,
or overcoat porches; stationary tub, extra number 905 West Ttjeras.
6ummer, 629 Sooth Third.
suit
...
STOLEN
Over Woolworth building.
AUTOMOBILES
List your
of window; large lot; three large out FOR SALE
ji. west Leaa.
h
fLKATlNU. acourdlon, sla
ana o..x
round fumed
FOR RENT Hlgh-cla- s
room, north.
stolen automobile with Tlr National
mwi ordera. N. Crane, lit North
We want one or two buildings; suitable for business or srar.
osk dining table;
also reed baby Stolon
south and ast sioosurs: south slaan.
TO
LOAN
MONEJ
Automobile
Okemih,
Registry,
men or women to write flra and auto age: tan arrange term. Phon 19H3-- J
Dorsum; iran Apsrtroents, phone 114.
"
stroller, in excellent condition.
1114 Okie. Full
; private horn
Ins
In . beat real.
particulars on request.
West Central.
jONEV""'t6 LOAN On "watcVe's';'?a" dantlalporoa
Insurance; standard, old line companies; FOR SALE $60 incom
district, phone 970.
property, two
H'On SALE Chevrolet roadster;
none btrt producers csn b used, Qober,
monds, gun and everything valuable.
good
FOR
SALE
on
furnlshsd houses, located on
Furniture, bedstesd, springs,
wly - furnished, uicu Short & Gober, 320 West Oold.
Mr. B.
818 South First.
shape, good tires. Will sell cheap for
' ot thmUbest
WTiSTBOUNit
DallT.
corners in southern highlands.
chiffonier, table, chairs, rocker, settee, cash.
olean roum and
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy M ON icy Marcus,
oart.
See J. B. Manton at Diamond Train.
TO LOAN n dlsraopds, watunas ments, by day, week housekeeping
A.01
SUX142.
Arrive. Depart
or month. . Reduced
the refrlgerstor, kitchen utenslle, fruit Jars Coal 'Co. of flc or call at 4 It South
liv in on and let
nuuurauoie record, it na
1 Th
CARPENTERING
. T:30 Bra 1:10 pro
and
No,
rent
Scout...
gold
1
liberal,
other
oi
615
snd
reliable,
articles.
the
Jewslry,
No
for
balance.
ummer
South
Edith.
Prio
pay
ratea
Third.
South
In
use for' colds, croup and Identlal. Gottlieb Beer, 105 North First
III
been
only
Third.
No. I Calif, Limit. 10:40 am 11:10 am
On half cash, balanca to suit. sick.
$3,760.
FOR RENT Beaatlfully furnished front PETTI FORD THE ODD JOB MAN. This
wnoopmg cougn ror almost half a MONEY TO LOAN1 on
I
a big snap for someone who wants FOR SALE Coal range. Perfection heat- - WE WANT your used, burned, wrecked No. T Fargo Fast". 11:10 am 11:4$ tm
Furnlturo, Real
Any kind of work Phon H7S-- J.
bad room, adjoining bath, private horn,
car.
cee
a
century and has constantly grown
horn and a small Income, for It will
nald. II iiave narta No, 1 Tbs Navajo. .11 :4
Highest sr r, oil cook stoves, roll-to- p
Lowest rata of fnrnac , heat. tn aentleman amnlnvad.
lilt am
Estate, Automobile.
desk, Ivory
In favor and popularity as Its good Interest.
Odd Jobs carpentering, paintSOUTH BOUND.
pay yoa 30 per cent on your Investment. dressers, china- closet, large amount of for most every car- wheels, springs, magAddress Mr, Jay, oar Morn--( Not sick. no West Margurltte. Phone RANTED roof
146H-You must so this to appreciate It. In- flrst-claing and
10:10 am
repairing. Phon
parts and some real bar- No. 11 El Paso Exp.
qualities became better known. It
J.iurnal.
used furniture.
335 South netos, electrical
No, 17 El Paso Exp.
gains In slightly used tire, all site
U":30 ami
Is the standard and main reliance CONFIDENTIAL Inana on
FOR HOUSE OR ROOF- PAINTING; quire at 101 South Edith or" phone First.
jewelry, dla- - FOR RENT Large room with"" small
Vlnduot Garage, 500 South Second.
flrst-clsE A STBOUNTjL
work! reasonable nrtoea 167-for these diseases in thousands of monds, watches. Liberty Bonds,
Pianos.
room
.Va
screened
adlolnln.
Th
bath,
large
1:19
Brown.
1:41 or
1020
Dm
t
Sooth Broadwav. FORSALB BY OWN KR Extra well built
Oenrg f.
WANTED Salesmen
Navajo..
homes. The fact that It can always automobllea Lowest rates. Rnthman's. sleeping
TYPEWRITERS
ult- No. 4 Calif. 'Limited 1:00 pru 1:40 urn
porch, private, entrance;
BEFORE BUILDINC1 or having your
be depended upon and Is safe and 117 South First. Bunded to th state. aois for two
nek house of f room and glassed in WANTED We have a splendid position VPEWHl'i'EHS
S. F. Eight.. 7:15 om
No.
1:00 sn
gentlemen. Phone Mr. A.
t
All makes ovurhaukd
house repslred, call 154-our figures porch. Located tn Fourth ward, two
M73-open for a man of
Hall. 724 Best Gold,
pleasant to take are greatly in its
appearance and ohlne.
The Scout .., 7:20 am 1:11 am
Ex- - No. 10
Interest you; no job too larg or too block from car line near school. House pleasing personality;good must
Albuquerque
Typewriter
FOR RENT Miscellaneous FOR RENT One two-roo- phonsuits, private may
favor when It is wanted for
over
be
FROM
SOUTH.
end repaired Ribbon for every ma
I
small.
in perfect repair. Will make fin home twenty-fiv- e
of age and should
year
drn.
it From El Puk :ig pra '
porch connecting, outside rooms; also
lit Sonth Fourth No.
nd I well
for renting a two have at least a high school education. Chan, phon 103-- J
three-rooNo. $0 From El Paso T:0 am
on
suite, . large, pleasant MATTRESS RENOVATING apartment. arranged
FOR RENT Newly decorated store room.
be
Can
to yield Previous selling experience desirable but
rented
10 connect at Baiaa with' Ma il
rooms all new furniture: quiet: two
In the United States court In
SEWING MACHINES . fortilt.Clovle,
3ft
86x76 feet.
cent. Large lot, fin shade, dou- not necessary; must be of good character
81(1 West
Central.
W" an'd'u'p! ble per
Psco Valley, Xansa City and
block from postof flc and depot, one SOUTl EST R 6 A T 1 N of
r:iltimoro a negro has been fined FOR RENT
will accept well located and unquestioned Integrity; references
garage.
25x311:
Oulf
from
room,
linen
Ctat.
and
Central; light, water,
Rug olaanlng, furnltur
25 cents on a charge of the illegal
rspalrlng, fur. building lot In Fourth ward a part required: plcassnt outdoor work. Any
and auppllea for all from Clovla and point
Plenty light l very desirable for school. blanket
cleaned;
part
furnlshedt reasonable. , 2S0!4 nltura ttaoklnv Diinn. 171
ast and south
rtA.
can
be
payment.
Phnn. Inquiry will b held trlctly confidential. makes: all work guaranteed.
lodf ot.jslub room, fit Wsst Central,
No. to connects at Bal
C H
USSSJ.wg Si WWy,
.
with sin 11
13SI-.. . AUdiee
Jiing .Conipan,
, - . arranafd.
,
B, J', jr..
Journal,
AIufeheAo, jjlMM 31. sU
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FOR RENT

Apartment

WANTED

Rent-Room- s

All

$1,000
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Carload

A

of

CITY TO OBSERVE
FIRE PREVENTION
DAY NEXT SUNDAY

Star Flour

Red

low price.
Have Nice Slicing Tomatoes today.
CRESCENT GROCERY

WARD'S STORE
H. WARD

ROBERT JONES

HOMER
Phone

17JM7S-17-

Phone

4

..........

3

CAFETERIA

r

,m

WANT

-

Automobiles for Storage.
$5.00 Per Month.

(

-w

l

iSell

Leopold Godowsky

LETS

PJISTIjlflE

GO

mm

I

Monday Night,
Oct. 10, 8:30

305 W. Central Ave.

AIR COOLED.

Slzo 12

William Fox presents

54 'a ft.

"THE NIGHT

We offer tills spnee for lease
ono yeur or longer at a very
reasonable price.
Only parties with first grade
credit rating need apply.

HORSEMEN"

WHITNEY

to "The Untamed" adapted from
the story "Wild

Hardware Co.

in

Music Club

For Sale Four-rooand bath,
brick house.
Furnished, now
rented for $42.50. $3,500 cash.
No terms. Address
Investment Care Journal

at

-jFOX

PRODUCTION

We Are on the Job

Regular Admission

Your Trunk Hauled for

25 Cents

Coal Supply Co Phone 4 and 5.
Mrs. C. L. Harris, who has been
visiting her sister, Mrs. Homer li.
K. Ward, is returning to her home
in El Dorado, Kans.
Dr. and Mrs. A. G. Shortle have
returned from a motor trip to
Denver, Colorado Springs and other Colorado points.
John S. Heaven has returned
from Ban Diego and Los Angeles,
Calif., where he has spent the past
two weeks.
President D. 8. Hill of the state
university will be unable to attend
the national convention of the lied
Cross In Cllumbus, O., to wfich he
has been Invited by Governor Davis of Ohio.
Pay Poll Tax at Hgh School.
Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Johnson are
visiting Mrs. Johnson's sister, Mrs.
Kitty J. Gutlerres, on their way
.back to Long Beach, where they
make their home. Mr. Johnson lo
a former resident of Albuquerque,
having moved to California ten
years ago.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Will T.
Wyper at St. Joseph's sanatorium
on October 2, a daughter, Marcella
Marie.
Four new patterns coal saving
stoves surprising low prices. J.
Korber & Co., 220 N, Second street.
,
Word lias been received of the
death of Estelle Rippner, formerof this city. Death took place in
ly
New York City, following an operation. She was the daughter of
Herrman ftippner, former owner
of the Columbia
Cleaning company here.
No.
fi, A. F. and
Temple Lodge
A. M., will hold a regular communication this evening at 7:30
o'clock.
Four dollars, full wagon load
factory, wood; limited amount.
Hahn Coal Co. Phone 91.
The Triangle class of the Lead
Avenue Methodist Sunday school
will meet at 7:30 o'clock on Saturday evening at the home of Mrs.
W. W. Thompson at 212 Stanford
avenue. Cars will take the mem- bers from the Y. W. C. A. at 7,
o'clock.

FOGG, The Jeweler

BEADED BAGS,
MOCASSINS, CURIOS,
PILLOW TOPS,
BASKETS,
RUGS,
NAVAJO JEWELRY
At Reduced Prices

ROTH MAN'S

Expert Watch, Clock and Jewelry
Also Engraving.
All
Repairing.
work guaranteed. Opposite
Phono

903--

First St.

Phone

917--

Liberty Army
Supply
Company
117 North Tlrst Street.

r'SrJ
r
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Ground was broken Saturday for
a new $7,000 Spanish type bungalow corner of Coal and Bunn avenues. E. Clyde Morgan is the architect.
University
Heights now has
thirty-fou- r
ornamental
street
lights.
The splendid
rain
Saturday
started everything growing afresh
on the Heights.
Since arrangements havf ' been
perfected for financing new homes
on the Heights upon the payment
of $500 cash, balance in monthly
installments like rent, a rush is
being made for the purchase of
choice lota on the easy payment
plan.

1

Opposite

ADDED ATTRACTIONS

"BURTON HOLMES

Poslofflce.

COAL

Any fuel purchased from us is sold with an absolute guarantee.
Cive us a trial order and you will bo pleased with the result.

4

Let our

PHONES

TRAVELOGUE"

"CURRENT.

COAL SUPPLY and LUMBER CO.

$11.50

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
JOURNAL
OFFICE

WANTED
Voung ladies for
house-to-hous-

DANCE

EVENTS"

REGULAR

PRICES

5

trucks give you service.

Arizona

At Society Hall,
ALAMEDA

e

canvass for high grade coffee.
See MR. CHANDLER, at Alva-rad- o
hotel, after
p. m.".
G

FOR RENT

"urnace heated sleeping porch
or room in new home.

OCTOBER 7TH
For the championship
prize
waltzing contest of Albuquerque.
White Lightning Harmonizes
King of Jazz.
Busses will leave Fourth and
Central, 8:30 and 9 p. m.
Round Trip, 30c.

PHONE 624 TODAY

North Seventh

means

.....

you

two-year-o- ld

heavy-shearin-

WALTER M.

CONTINUOUS

CONNELL

TO 11 P. M.

WANTED

Chocolate

Select Poultry.
Barred Rocks and Rhode
Red Frys and Hens
Small Hens
White and Brown Leghorn
Pullets and Hens, each..
Ducks

Sold

Island

88c lb.
30c lb.
$1.45
50o lb.

Cream Coffee

at This Store

0.

TAX INCLt'DED

AJ

j.onrien

GEORGIA

WILLIAMOH
A Smashing
Drama of
nken Treasure
the Bottom

'

Rolls Developed

other Macaroni Products

Packs Developed
Printing, each

.,10c
..........
16c
3c to 6c
H

The Barnum Studio
219 West Central.

$20 and $24.50
THE

DlftlCTBD SY

RALPH 1NCE

t tho Sta

PROOUCIOBY

f

UBMARINE FILM
'

CORPORATION

MMilMiMaMI.SUMWIMMaM"Sl

"'

ttHDHHO
dand
BBV J Orchestra

WODI D

FOR THE

15 VAUDEVILLE

ACTS '

THINK!
Tailored to Your
Individual Measure

UPSTAIRS

GOLDWYN
ADDED ATTRACTION

"HOLY
A Two

CLOTHES

SHOP

Over Woolworth's Store
CLIMB A FLIGHT SAVE
Every Garment Guaranteed in
$10.00 to $20.00
Quality, Fit .and Workmanship

.

'

t

SMOKE"

Part Mermaid Comedy.
Regular Prices.

c
We deliver any size any
where. Henry Transfer Co.,
Phone 939.

Gents

Suit or Overcoat
$14.75 & $23.50

I

oirraiDimoBY'

v

Skinner's

Latest styles and fabrics

"r- -

$1.65-$1.10-8-

xunous

TtRD

SEASON

the highest grade Macaroni,
Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and
other Macaroni Products.

Ladies' Goats

'

SEATS ON SALE AT MATSON'S

205 South First Street

REDUCED PRICE
LIST
Better Kodak
Finishing

,

OCTOBER 9

Matinee and Night
Prices: Matinee,
Night,

WX1TCH

WeSn

-

The wonders of the mighty deep revealed
on water and under the surface of the sea.
A human drama that takes place on land,
in. a thrilling , drama of human desire.

CRYSTALOPERA HOUSE

...

1

THREE DAYS STARTING TODAY

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

SUNDAY,

Theater

LYRI

Rambouillets

g
Large, smooth,
yearling and
rams. In carload lots or less Prices right.

Friday Evening

MRS. M. A. SKEES,
915 N. Second
Phono 1815-- J.

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

1

Co - Operative
everybody.
Store. 200 West Silver. Phone 21 7

Please Order Early.

CHOCOLATE CHE AM COFFEE

1

To

J.!

BECAUSE IT'S 'RICH AND MELLOW
- We Sell'

m.

Phone 1111

Trading Post,
WRTflHT'S
VV
Jjmil,n Building

FRANK TROTTER

J. A. Skinner

wwm

mm
m
iSOiMlW hmwmwm

2.--

WILLY-NILL- Y

MA

Resent,

--

16-oun-

f

Pj?.:.

f&S'mWm

Potatoes

Rosedale Tomatoes, No. 2 can.....
14c
Fort Tomatoes, No. 2 can
17c
We have just received an extra shipment of
Cactus Butter,
49c
prints, lb
We Deliver Your Orders for 10c.
Orders Over $8.00 Delivered FREE

Vl

ijiWl.ltW'MfJ

A Cosmopolitan Production!
Ct (paramount Qicture

Moccasins, Baskets,
Jewelry. Gems, Laces.

BATHS

This

..

vl

RUGS

Grand Mask Ball
Armory Hall,

.....

&Ss
(v

CURIOS

WE SELL FOR CASH
ALL GOODS DELIVERED
819
CRANBERRIES ARE FINE
NATIONAL B1SCCIT CO.'S
BULK CAKES. Just received
fresh and nice, per pound.. 35c
CARD OF THANKS.
Pitted Cherries
Blackberries,
We wish to express our sympathy
anil Strawberries, by the
an gratitude to our neighbors and
cnllnn.
friends for floral offerings and
15c
Premium Soda Crackers
sympathy in our bereavement In the
Bulk Peanut Butter, lb
20c
loss of our husband and brother.
13.
Thursday Evening, October
30c
Comb Honey
.
MRS. PETER APOSTLE,
Big Cash Prizes.
Comb Honey
35c
JOHN APOSTLE.
.$1.75
Honey
613 East Co.. I.
90c
H "!. Honey
10 liars Borax Naphtha Soap. 50c
BOr
Lima Beans
4- - lbs.
60r
Blackeyed Peas
50c
Bulk Dates. I'j-I- b
50c
For a limited time only we will 11 gal. Cider Vinegar
lb. Royal Cocoa
50c
clean your watch for $1.60.
Sock
of
Meal
35r
Expert workmanship guaranteed. 5- - lbs.
25r
Hominy
I
lb. Pig Bacon ,.
100 lbs. Potatoes. .$2.85. 35 lbs. Potatoes. .$1.00
25c
Wiseman's Watch Shop
c
Pig ITnm
215 South Second
8 lbs. Potatoes
25 16 lbs. Potatoes..
.50
Star and Horseshoe Tobacco. . 80c
Empson's Tiny Peas, per can
31c
Jl'ST IN 1921 Holland Milkers'
Empson's Little Cherub Peas, can.
Herrings.
,27c
THE ONLY CASH AND DELIV'. . ... . 18c
Empson's Daisy Peas, per can
IN
ERY STORE
THE CITY.
Twin Peak Peas, per can
14c
Driver with good car to take
Fernbrook Corn, per can.
teachers 'to Alameda school
, .12 Vic
daily; leaving 8 a. m., returning
J. S. B. Baby Corn, per can
. .
. .19c
3:30 p. m. Ford hot wanted.
Twin Peak Tomatoes, No. 2Vi can, .
IIS West Gold Arenne.
.16c
Call 1551-after 4 p. m.. 611
Twin Peak Tomatoes, No. 2 can
Fust r.nM
13c

..

"- -

of the Cup

EXCHANGE

120 West Gold

Mi,I

J

&SwMmHfc

CORPORATION

rjf

Make Us An Offer On It

THE

Or

J

iVfJr jf
jr4.ji

J

1

9tl

romance Aat grip,
the whole of life and
turns u lns,do out- -

PUYERS-USI-

J

E;iitti.W
i 1

A-C--

A

ll4V

1

i'Lfi'
$riA'Aaf

When he prot through
with the shams In (lie

pYj
SKffll

To Be Sold to Highest
Bidder Saturday

'

Rich respectables called
them only dress this
jrlrl und boy whom hypo- crltes' pride hud ruined.
Hut there came a reol
man to the city's "mi t
fashionable church."

J

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS

Fancy White Colorado

pm

City Electric

FOR SALIC UY OWNER
Just finished
modern
pre3s briok tnd new
modorn except heat. Both in
modHighlands. Also
ern house on West Gold, just
fnmnleting. Call at
821 W. Silver.
Phono 11110--

Turkish, Sulphur and Medicated,
ihampooins and Scalp Specialist.
Graduate Nurse and Masseuse
MRS. TERl.Y DEAMER, Prop.
508 Vj West Central.

Music and Jewelry Store
117 S.

pm

in good condition
take your pick from any truck
we own. Price $1000 each. Easy terms.
Each Truck Has Run From Three to Four Thousand Miles Only.

GENTRY'S EGGS.
123 S. 4 th St.
At Champion, Hawkins, San Jose,
Skinner's, Ideal and Pnppc's. Price
70 cents.

J.

CIas
New

See the New

NAVAJO

INDIAN

Hob Null Russet and Field Shoet.tl.0S
Army Woolen Sox, three pair for 1. 00
C. Blanket
S3. 80
O. D. Shirts
SU.ja
Class A. Navy Blanket.
S3.HO
Wool Underwear $1.80 per suit to.f3.uo
Prompt Attention to Mall Orders.

am
am

OLDSMOBILE ONE TON TRUCKS

SHIPPERS OF
HAY AW
ALFALFA

Call Albuquerque Transfer Co.
Phone 542.

LOCAL ITEMS

158

Guaranteed

' Los Lunas, N. M.

five-roo-

'THE NIGHT HORSE.NAE.N1

Taxi & Baggage

AUTO TRUCKS FOR SALE

Matson's.

m

fc

or

$2.00

CANTILE CO.

INVESTMENT

Also a
Sunshine Comedy
'THE HAYSEEDS"

Furnished

Having purchased a much heavier type Tjf equipment for our
motor transport lines, we will sell TWO of our

R, F. MEAD, Mgr.

Brandt

Phone 600

Ss

Who is to blame
for what they did?

'

parlor,

....... $5.00

Rates for Students.

Reserved SeHts

Geese" by Max

'WILLIAM

.y.

Albuquerque. . 7:46
in Santa Fe... 10:45
Santa Fe
4:0
In Albuquerque 7:30

hi

j

HOW ARE THESE
PRICES?

:

Singer Cigar
210 West Central

Fortnightly
Season Tickets
Single Ticket

158

TAXI
SINGER
Office
Store,

HONING MER-

A sequel

-

Leaves
Arrives
Leaves
Arrives

First Concert In Series
Under Auspices of

Also Largo Show Window
Spnco snino ns now occupied
by Allen Shoe Co.

MIX

TOM

ft. by

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM.

For Rent
West Half Storeroom

avenue.

STAGE

Master Pianist

LAST CALL

FOR SALE.
brick, sun

m

vlr";

screened back porch, garage
corner lot, 1301 East Cea'ial

Best Training In All
Commercial Subjects.
Western
School for Private
Phono 901-- J
Secretaries.
Half-da- y
and Evening
Day.
Sessions.

other Macaroni Products

TODAY

Five-roo-

The

ELECTRIC 8HOE SHOP
213 8outh Second.
rbone B07-Free Call and Delivery.

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

'

SECURE

i ftfi

LAST TIME TODAY
HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

"5"

Orchestra

North First.

401

CTTJ

IWe

Thursday, Oct. 6
Hovelty

i

"mjftf

TOTHEATRE

BARELAS HALL

Open from 7 a. m. to 8 p. ni. 1
Corner Fount' nno" i t nuul. I

HOUSE ROOMS
Phone 221-319& South First.

679

DANCE

BRACY'S

BITTNER

Coal and Sooth Walter

SIS Marble Avenue

Ml fTiiitiri"i'iiai;

EAT AT

October 8 will bo official fire
prevention day in Albuquerque
to a resolution passed by
at their
the city commissioners
meeting last night. A proclama-ti"- n
will be issued by Chairman of
the City Comtnissirn Walter M.
Connell to this effect today.
No particular program has been
outlined by the commission, but
every citizen is asked to do his or
her share towar removing any possible fire traps and cleaning up any
inflammable refuse which wight
cause a fire throu'i spontaneous
combustion.

Is rolling along for Albuquerque.
We are taking orders for Green Tomatoes at a

October 6, 1921.

GALLUP
' Cerrillcs

'

'

Let Us Send a Man
To replace that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber
423 North first
421.

ne

LUMP-ANTHRA- CITE

LumpGas House

Coke.

For. Comfort, Convenience and Economy Use
CERRILLOS EGO
FACTORY. WOOD
,
,
First Come Not Only First Served, But Best Servo
Order Today.
'

IIAIIII

COAL

COMPANY

rnoxE i.

'

